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Abstract 
Building strong brands is one of the most important goals in brand management, as strong brands are a 

source of firms’ competitive advantage and generate higher financial value in the short and long-run. 

Consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) aids and guides managers in measuring and untapping the value of 

their brands. Inspired by CBBE theories of Aaker and Keller, this paper casts doubt on some of their 

foundations, for instance, questioning the prerequisite of brand awareness for brand equity and strength, 

and the disregard for other dimensions of branding such as brand relationships. To cope with these 

limitations, this thesis combines two streams of brand management literature, the consumer-based and 

the relational approach. The purpose is to investigate how knowledge-based and brand relationship 

perspectives drive consumers’ brand choice/purchase intent and subsequently uncover what drives 

strong brands. This paper uses correlation and regression analysis to test if and how much consumers’ 

brand perceptions such as perceived value and differentiation, preferences and brand relationships such 

as actual and ideal self-congruence, brand satisfaction and attachment, drive brand strength in a low 

involvement category for both high and low awareness brands. 

The two adopted streams of literature are founded in contrasting traditions. Still, the paper’s analysis and 

development of results follow the methods used within CBBE theory. Therefore, this paper is embedded 

in a quantitative and a neopositivistic perspective, whereby the thesis’ main limitation lays in not exploring 

the deep meaning and nature of consumer-brand relationships. 

Findings show that brand strength depend more on brand consumption than on brand awareness, thus 

undermining Keller’s premise that brand awareness is necessary for brand strength and proposing that 

consumers might follows the decision-making process of cognition-affection-action. Brand choice is 

strongly driven by the brand’s ability to satisfy consumers’ needs at a functional level regardless of 

awareness level, and at an emotional level. Furthermore, consumer-brand relationships impact brand 

choice but in different ways depending on the awareness level: in the low awareness brand, consumers 

actual self-congruence drives brand strength more, whereas in the high awareness brand, brand 

satisfaction overtakes consumers’ self-verification process. 

Lastly, as this paper is one of the first to combine two different approaches to branding, it sets a 

precedence and proposes future research directions within the topic, with different methods of 

investigating the combined role of brand awareness and trial on purchase intent as well as test the 

proposed model in other brands, industries and involvement-level categories.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 
  

by Backer Spielvogel Bates 

(quoted by Cobb-Walgren, Ruble & Donthu, 1995) 

 

1.1. THE VALUE OF BUILDING STRONG BRANDS 

Building strong brands is one of the most important goals and point of focus for product and brand 

managers. Strong brands generate higher revenue streams, both in the short and in the long term (Aaker, 

1991, 1996; Keller, 2003; Kapferer, 2008). Therefore, the strategic goal of brand management is to build 

strong and valuable brands that last for decades and that can be leveraged into different product 

categories and markets (Aaker, 2002). 

Before going any further, one question needs to be answered: what is a brand and how does it differ from 

a product? According to the American Marketing Association, a brand is a “name, term, sign, symbol, or 

design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of 

sellers and to differentiate them from those of competition” (Keller, 2013, p.30). A product can be 

anything that is offered in the market for acquisition, consumption or use with the aim to satisfy a need 

or want. A product can take the form of a physical good, a service, a retail outlet, a person (e.g. celebrity), 

an organization or even an idea (e.g. political or social cause). Following these definitions, a brand is a 

product, but it is more than the product itself. A brand adds other dimensions to the product which 

differentiates it from other products with the purpose of satisfying the same need or want. The brand can 

add value to the product in different ways, for instance, these differences can be tangible and rational 

(related to product performance of the brand) or intangible, meaning symbolic or emotional (related to 

what the brand represents to the consumer) (ibid). 

In order to make informed brand decisions while working towards building strong brands, brand managers 

have to be sensitive to the ways in which brands create value (ibid). Some of the advantages of managing 
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strong brands are the firms’ reduced vulnerability to the marketing activities of competitive brands, the 

ability to command higher prices, the higher willingness to pay of consumers which consequently 

increases margins, the effectiveness of marketing communications and the opportunity to leverage brand 

value with brand extensions and brand licensing (Keller, 2013). Therefore, the question “what makes a 

strong brand?” has significance for academics, marketers and brand managers. For instance, brand equity 

models have been used to measure and guide brand strength strategies. When correctly measured, brand 

equity is an appropriate metric for evaluation of a brand’s long-run impact on marketing decisions (Simon 

& Sullivan, 1993). Therefore, building brand equity is considered an important part of building a brand 

(Keller, 1993). 

Branding is an important area to be investigated because brands create value for consumers, firms and 

other stakeholders. These benefits are not solely limited to financial returns. Brands have also a 

predominant role as risk mitigators (Keller, 2013) and are a powerful tool for differentiation - one of the 

key competitive positioning strategies proposed by Porter (1985). The strategic impact of branding is duly 

recognized in the marketing literature (such as in Aaker, 1991; Kapferer, 1992; Keller, 1999; Kotler & 

Keller, 2012). Brands are further recognized as assets capable of providing sustainable competitive 

advantage for firms (Aaker, 1989; Grant, 2016). The bottom line is that any brand, regardless of how 

strong at one point in time, is vulnerable and susceptible to poor brand management. As such, by 

uncovering the drivers of brand strength and success, one can provide guidelines for brand managers to 

unlock the potential value of their brands. Furthermore, research in branding is also meaningful so as to 

grant brand managers access to valid and reliable models that measure and uncover what drives strong 

brands. 

 

1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In general terms, brand equity “(...) is the marketing effects uniquely attributable to the brand” (Keller, 

2013, p.21) as a result of past investments in its marketing activity. It should further bridge what the brand 

is and how it is marketed with what should happen to the brand in the future, with the purpose of 

generating more value while strengthening the brand (ibid). 

The previous concept summarizes the strategic perspective of brand equity which is described as the value 

of having a recognized and known brand, founded in the idea that firmly established and reputable brands 

are more successful. In the words of Keller (1993), “brand equity is the differential effect of brand 

knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (p.1). This angle to brand equity is also 
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commonly called consumer-based brand equity (CBBE). Keller (1993) and Aaker (1991), the founding 

fathers of CBBE models, conceptualize the brand as a knowledge-based element which resides in the mind 

of consumers and is materialized in product and non-product-related perceptions about the brand (ibid; 

Heding, Knudtzen & Bjerre, 2016). Although these theories are still in the base of modern brand 

management practices and contemporary research in this topic, the models trace back to the 1990’s. 

Current discussions in the field has highlighted the continuous evolution of brands as multifaceted, 

dynamic, complex and incomplete systems (Yoo & Donthu, 2001; Kozinets, 2017). As such, some scholars 

state that Keller’s and Aaker’s knowledge-based approach is insufficient in order to grasp the complexity 

of brands and consequently build strong brands in the long term (Esch, Langner, Schmitt, & Geus 2006; 

Muñiz & O'Guinn, 2001). 

The importance of brand equity is a point with which all scholars seem to agree on. However, the 

definition of brand equity and what it comprises are still points of disagreement (Park & Srinivasan, 1994). 

As brands are part of a complex system, knowledge-based models such as those of Keller (1993) and Aaker 

(1991) have been criticized for being incomplete and for ignoring several definitions and dimensions of 

branding, namely brand as relationships (Esch et al., 2006), brand as personality (Fournier, 1998; Pappu, 

Quester & Cooksey, 2005), brand as a cultural artifact (Holt, 2002) and brand as communities (Muñiz & 

O'Guinn, 2001; Kozinets, 2017). 

Keller’s and Aaker’s CBBE models are not just vulnerable to the criticism above. Several other reviewers 

have pointed out several shortcomings and limitations of the application of these models to brand 

management - these shortcomings are briefly specified below while being subject of thorough elaboration 

in section 4.2. 

For instance, it has been argued (sometimes even from the authors themselves) that brand awareness 

and other knowledge-based variables cannot by themselves potentiate sales (Aaker, 1991) without being 

complemented with other dimensions of consumer-brand value creation. Furthermore, brand choice or 

purchase do not necessarily entail prior awareness of the brand (Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). This means 

that what makes a brand stand out in the marketplace goes beyond consumers’ knowledge about the 

brand. It can be motivated by numerous reasons across the marketing mix, such as product or packaging 

salience, placement in the store, bundling techniques or brand sponsorship. This argument speaks against 

Keller’s notion that brand awareness is a prerequisite for brand equity, and consequently strong brands. 

Brand knowledge is represented as a cognitive perception about the brand in the form of brand awareness 

and brand image (Keller, 1993). Even though brand knowledge does not imply any behavior or action from 
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the consumer (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961), some studies have shown correlations between awareness level 

and brand market outcomes. These studies establish a dependence between brand knowledge and 

market performance, but ignore the underlying reasons and drivers for such relationship or the presence 

of other brand dimensions explaining or mediating these relationships as well as the strength or direction 

of these (Kim, Kim & An, 2003; Kim & Kim, 2004, 2005; Srinivasan, Vanhuele, & Pauwels, 2008; Baldauf, 

Cravens & Binder, 2003). 

Other limitation of traditional CBBE models is that they ignore that distributors’ labels can also be turned 

into strong brands with successful market performance like any other brand (Kapferer, 2008). For 

instance, Aaker (1991) uses willingness to pay a premium price as one of the metrics to measure brand 

strength. What if the marketing strategy of a brand is not to demand a price premium and seek a 

differentiation strategy, but rather a firm’s cost leadership strategy? - this is one more inherited limitation 

of traditional CBBE models, specially Aaker’s, undermined by ignoring that strong brands can demand 

either price premiums or volume premiums, but not necessarily and solely the former (Kapferer, 2008). 

In short, CBBE have been criticized for ignoring other dimensions of what a brand is and for being unable 

to point out what actually drives brand’s market performance, thus, limiting its managerial application. 

Therefore, the problem statement of the thesis is defined as follows: 

How do brand perceptions, preference and brand relationships influence brand strength? 

 

To be more specific, the problem statement above reflects this paper’s combination of two brand 

management approaches, the CBBE and the relational approach. Brand strength is the outcome variable 

which represents consumers’ brand choice measured as consumers’ brand purchase intent. Brand 

purchase intent is defined here as an outcome of consumers’ behavior, which resulted from a decision-

making process. This paper conceptualizes brand strength or brand choice as a result of three dimensions: 

(i) perceptions, (ii) preference and (iii) consumer-brand relationships. Perceptions are knowledge-based 

associations about the brand in relation to the brand’s perceived quality, including its perceived value and 

differentiation. Preference is also a knowledge-driven evaluation of the brand, entailing that consumers 

favor a brand in relation to competing ones, which requires more cognitive and commitment effort from 

the consumers. Lastly, brand relationships reflect consumers’ exchange, self-verification and bond with 

the brand. This dimension includes as variables brand satisfaction, both actual and ideal self-congruence 

with the brand and brand attachment. By linking two brand management approaches, the definition of 
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brand strength goes beyond the definition of brand equity and attempts to extend the knowledge of how 

to build strong brands further. Still, as this paper casts doubt on the impact of brand awareness on brand 

choice, the aforementioned dimensions are investigated while dividing and analyzing the studied brands 

into low and high awareness. 

As this paper goes beyond traditional brand equity models by combining CBBE and relationship variables, 

the authors decided to adopt the term brand strength rather than brand equity, reserving the latter term 

to refer to Keller’s and/or Aaker’s brand equity theory and models, or every time the authors draw their 

reasonings from published literature founded in brand equity theories. 

Finally, in order to address the problem statement, the following subquestions have to be investigated 

while tying-up this research paper: 

1. What knowledge exists in the brand management field? 

2. Which methods can be used to examine the relationships between the brand constructs? 

3. In order to answer the problem statement, how can different levels of brand awareness 

modify brand strength? 

 

1.3. RESEARCH PURPOSE AND ITS RELEVANCE FOR ACADEMIA AND MANAGERS 

Having set the problem statement and the research questions that define the ambit of this research, this 

section provides further details about the research and pinpoints how it contributes to both the academic 

and managerial field. 

The purpose of this paper is to study what drives brand strength while developing a framework that goes 

beyond brand knowledge dimensions. Therefore, the adopted model combines cognitive/knowledge and 

brand relationship approaches and analyses how these interplay and influence brand choice. According 

to several scholars, the combination of these two theories is still lacking research (Yoo & Donthu, 2001). 

As one of the pioneer papers combining CBBE and brand relationships, single relationships between brand 

and consumer should be investigated further before elevating the research scope to a context of a 

network of relationships linking multiple consumers - the rationale for the adoption of these two streams 

of literature while ignoring others is discussed in section 4.3. As in the brand management field, cognitive 

and relationship-based perspectives were developed within different paradigms of research (Heding et al, 

2016), this paper is by default a cross-paradigm paper. Yet, the two separate branding perspectives are 
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combined into a comprehensive conceptual model, which is further elaborated in section 5.1. Moreover, 

the authors of this paper made a partnership with Unilever Danmark A/S in order to be able to use the 

firm’s brands as test brands. Still, this paper is not a case-base paper but rather an academic one, 

accounting for the appropriate methodology to enable generalization of results to other brands - the 

nature of this partnership is further elaborated in section 7. 

By using statistic hypothesis testing, it is possible to draw statistical inferences about the relationships 

between the variables in the model. As a consequence, this study is able to analyze how brand strength 

is driven by perceptual, preference and relational variables. The rationale for the elaboration of a model 

whose outcome is measured by market measures such as purchase intent lays in the premise that the 

added-value of brands should ultimately be reflected in the brand’s performance in the marketplace in 

competition with other brands. Consumers’ behavioral outcomes are not a measurable component by 

CBBE models, but are assumed to be a common and natural consequence of high equity brands (Brady, 

Cronin, Fox, & Roehm, 2008). 

While taking an explanatory research approach, 400 observations were collected with a quantitative 

survey in the Danish market, tested in a low involvement category in which two brands were analyzed. 

The focal brands were selected among Unilever’s brands and belong to the consumer goods category 

(snack category) for not being restricted to a particular demographic group and for having different levels 

of awareness. The relationships between the variables in the model are also analyzed with respect to 

differences in brand awareness in order to account for the literature’s argument that brand performance 

is to some extent impacted by brand awareness (Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). 

As for the relevance and practical implications of this study, brand managers spend considerable 

resources on assessing and measuring brand awareness and brand image. In some cases, practitioners 

end up not understanding why their brands’ market performance does not live up to the level of brand 

knowledge. With this paper, brand perception, preference and relationship measures uncover what role 

these interplay while driving brand purchase intent across two levels of awareness, thus shedding a 

brighter light on how to build strong brands. 

In addition, this topic is also relevant because it employs to some extent consumer-based measures which 

are well-accepted metrics among academic researchers and brand managers, even though their 

definitions and measurement system lacks consensus (Park & Srinivasan, 1994). Furthermore, research in 

this field is still pertinent nowadays because marketing managers generally resort to these consumer-
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based metrics and are familiar with them either from internal use or from market studies, thus being easy 

for them to use and understand (Agarwal & Rao, 1996). 

Another reason why research in this area is relevant for both academia and brand professionals is that 

this model does not adopt an indirect measurement approach like CBBE models do. Furthermore, this 

study does not evaluate individual or absolute brand strength as most of the CBBE studies, but rather 

brand strength in relation to market competition. For these reasons, linking knowledge and relational-

based variables to market variables allows to capture how consumers’ respond to the marketing program 

at the brand-level, which consequently allows to develop strategic and tactical initiatives that ensure that 

the brand value in untapped. 

 

1.4. DEFINING BRAND STRENGTH AND ITS ROLE IN BRAND MANAGEMENT 

As stated, brand equity and brand strength models are important tools for the work of brand managers 

in the process of building strong brands. As such, this section highlights the role that these models have 

and how they link to the basic concepts and tools of marketing and branding. 

Strategic brand management entails the design and implementation of marketing programs and activities 

to build, measure and manage brands over time. In his book, Keller (2013) defined the steps that generally 

guide the process of creating and capturing value in brand management. 

 

Figure 1. Process of creating and capturing value in strategic brand management 

 

Source: adapted from Keller (2013, p.59) and Keller & Armstrong (2014, p.17) 

 

When looking at Figure 1, one can understand that this paper’s research contributes to the third step of 

the process “measure, track and interpret brand performance” with additional knowledge on what drives 
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strong brands (Keller, 2013). However, as any process, the steps are interdependent and cyclical to some 

extent. Managers shall understand consumers’ needs and wants and build products and brands wrapped-

up in an integrated marketing program, designed to deliver superior value for consumers. This has to be 

monitored and measured over time, and adjusted whenever necessary. In turn, marketers shall capture 

value from consumers by creating value for the firm and customers (Kotler & Armstrong, 2014). The 

sustainability of this cyclical process is partially dependent on the access to reliable and insightful 

measures of brands equity and strength that allows brand managers to redesign marketing programs able 

to satisfy consumers’ needs and with whom to build strong relationships. Therefore, brands are a 

reflection of its past marketing actions. Simultaneously, brands are the direction of the future marketing 

programs. Then, brand measuring models bridge these two temporal stages, by providing assessments of 

the brand and by uncovering what elements the brand should work on in order to build long-term brand 

strength. 

Coming back to the definition of brand strength by the authors of this paper, this is defined as the 

differential effect that perceptual, preferential and relational dimensions connecting the consumer and 

the brand have on consumers’ response to the marketing of that brand in a competitive marketplace, one 

can identify three ingredients that make up this concept: (i) “differential effect” (ii) “perpetual, 

preferential and relational dimensions,” and (iii) “consumers’ response to marketing.” Firstly, brand 

strength is generated from differences in consumer response as a consequence of their choices. The 

unique combination of the marketing tools of a brand create differences in consumers’ responses which 

manifests how consumers react to the brand and its initiatives in a path dependent manner. If no 

differences exist among the brands, then the brand elements attached to the product can essentially be 

ignored and the product can be interpreted as a commodity or a generic version of the product. The 

second ingredient is what drives these differences in response. Perceptions, preference and relationships 

are coded cues extracted from the marketing of a brand which reflect what consumers have learned, seen, 

heard, felt, experienced and how much they like the brand and how they relate to the brand both at a 

functional and emotional level over time. Therefore, although strongly influenced by the marketing 

activities of the firm, brand strength is dependent on how consumers process brand stimuli, regardless of 

having prior awareness of the brand. The processed information from the brand stimuli affects what is in 

the hearts and minds of consumers. The third ingredient, “consumers’ response to marketing” is what 

leads to higher brand strength. It reflects a consumer action by favoring one brand in relation to another 

one (brand choice) as a result of the contribution of superior brand perceptions, preference, and 
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relationship with the brand transmitted by the marketing of the brand. In this paper, consumers’ 

responses are measured by purchase intent. 

Unfortunately, in most cases brand choice is not based solely on the brand itself. Choices are the outcomes 

of an (although imperfect) consideration process in which several elements of the brand are evaluated in 

a specific context. Product, price, promotion and place are a few of the elements affecting choices. 

Simultaneously, these are also elements, known as the marketing mix - the traditional 4Ps, that marketers 

can manipulate to best serve the needs of consumers and capture value for the firm (Keller & Armstrong, 

2014). Therefore, brand managers engage in a process of match and mix of these tools to maximize brand 

strength and capture a higher value from the brand, either generated by a differential effect via volume 

or price (Kapferer, 2008). In what concerns the proposed model in this paper, the consumers’ response 

to the overall marketing of a brand is measured by purchase intent. It can be argued that some of the 

variables in the model reflect consumers’ attitude towards the different Ps of the marketing mix. Product 

and Promotion are the two Ps with more focus - these are addressed in more depth in sections 13. For 

instance, the product element is represented strongly and assessed in the variables of perceived quality 

and preference, since consumers evaluate the brands by drawing associations held in their memory either 

from direct experience with the brands or indirect associations with other brands or categories. Moreover, 

these associations used during the evaluation process can be functional (e.g. direct experience with the 

product, sensorial experience with the content of the packaging and the packaging in itself) and non-

functional attributes (e.g. physical appearance of the packaging, user imagery, use image). Promotion is 

implicitly represented in the model. The analysis of the different variables in the model can be used to 

leverage brand communication and promotion (e.g. the variable self-congruence can evidence how 

marketers can take advantage of the consumer's actual or ideal self-congruence with the brand in their 

marketing activities). 

However, finding the right mix to effectively manage brands over time requires adopting a long-term view 

of marketing decisions which entails knowing where the brand stands in the market and measuring its 

strength (Keller, 1999). 
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2. DELIMITATIONS 

 

To ensure that the limitations that ground this thesis and its respective research are transparent, this 

section defines the scope on which this thesis is build. 

Firstly, the authors of this paper partnered with Unilever for this thesis, not only for the academic 

challenge of involving a third party in this study, but also to get access to brand-specific information 

produced by the firm itself as well as be granted access to a larger network that could be fruitful for this 

study. As such, the brands chosen as testing ground had to be selected among those in the portfolio of 

the company. Even though the focal brands are Unilever’s, this is not a case-based thesis. Instead, this is 

an academic paper whose conceptual model and research design are defined in order to allow the findings 

to be extended to other brands and to brands outside of Unilever’s portfolio. 

According to Laurent and Kapferer (1985), “depending on the antecedents of involvement (e.g., the 

product's pleasure value, the product's sign or symbolic value, risk importance, and probability of 

purchase error), consequences on consumer behavior differ” (p.41). For this reason, this thesis delimits 

itself to low involvement products. Moreover, the conceptual model might also not be applicable to 

service brands as these are deeply rooted in consumer satisfaction and brand loyalty constructs which are 

not fully accounted in this paper. Therefore, the authors of this paper cannot ensure that the obtained 

results can be extended to outside of low involvement products, namely to high involvement products or 

services. 

In addition, this paper sources only from available and published literature as of the data of submission 

of this study, which means that the latest findings in the field might have been disregarded for not being 

accessible. 

As mentioned before, there are several theories proposing different approaches and meanings of what a 

brand is. As complex systems, this thesis cannot account for all approaches to brand management as 

defined in Heding et al. (2016), such as brand as personality (Fournier, 1998; Pappu et al., 2005), brand as 

a cultural artifact (Holt, 2002) and brand as communities (Muñiz & O'Guinn, 2001; Kozinets, 2017). 
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Even though this paper combines consumer-based and brand relationship theories, not all constructs can 

be included in the study. For example, brand image is not considered as a variable on its own, but assumed 

to exist in consumers’ mind which allows to create a perception and preference about the focal brands. 

As such, brand image and respective set of associations are recognized as what makes up consumers’ 

perceived quality and preference for a brand (two of the variables in the conceptual model in this paper). 

This entails that it is not the purpose of this paper to investigate or understand the nature of consumers’ 

brand knowledge or of consumers’ perceptions and consumer-brand relationships (e.g. the actual 

associations or underlying reasons for brand preference), but rather define the relationships between the 

variables regardless of their nature. 

Although with a simplistic and superficial manner, this paper addresses consumers’ decision-making or 

choice processes in the proposed conceptual model. However, the aim of this paper is not to question or 

study how consumers make decisions. Instead, this paper recognizes that decision-making processes exist 

but differ depending on category or consumer involvement, for example, which are outside of the scope 

of this study. Decision-making processes are mentioned because these connect to cognitive psychology 

and information-processing theory, and should not be overlooked when discussing what influences 

consumers’ brand perceptions and choice. 

For the readers’ easier comprehension, other delimitations of this paper are defined and elaborated as 

the paper develops. 
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3. READERS’ GUIDE 

 

The following figure (Figure 2) presents the overall structure of this paper. Section 1, presented before, is 

the Introduction of this thesis which develops around the advantages of building strong brands and the 

shortcomings of the available methods to measure strong brands. In this section, the problem statement 

and research questions are also presented, as well as the research purpose and motivation. In this section, 

the authors also introduce the adopted definition of brand strength and the role of brand strength models 

in brand management practices. Then, section 2 presents the Delimitations of this paper. Section 4, 

Literature Review, elaborates on what other authors investigated and concluded about this paper’s topic. 

Section 5, the Conceptual Model, defines what dimensions of brands are investigated and how they relate 

together, drawing those relationships from theory. Section 6, Methodology, and section 7, Research 

Design, explain the epistemology, ontology, and how the investigation was conducted. Section 8 

elaborates on the Process of Quantitative Data Collection and Analysis before and after data collection. 

Section 9, Data Exploration and Analysis, elaborates on how statistics were used to analyze data and 

uncover the results. Section 10, Data Reporting, presents the analyses and results of this study. This 

section is followed by the Conclusion (section 11) which addresses the research questions and what 

knowledge is created by this study. This is followed by the Perspectives (section 12) which reflects upon 

the findings in relation to other areas in brand management and proposes other research endeavors to 

take this paper further and overcome its inherent limitations. Section 13, Managerial Implications, 

provide a more practical perspective and application of the knowledge created with this paper to brand 

management practices. 

Finally, to further help the reader throughout this paper, the authors created a Glossary [Appendix 1] with 

the adopted definitions of the main concepts/terms used in this study. 
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Figure 2. Readers’ Guide 

 

Source: own creation 
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This section addresses the first research question while reviewing and summarizing the knowledge and 

conclusions established by scholars in the field of brand management. This chapter is divided in four parts, 

starting with CBBE theory (section 4.1), followed by section 4.2 in which the shortcomings of brand equity 

theory and models are outlined. Section 4.3 argues for the combination of CBBE and relational approaches 

to brand management in a single study/model. Lastly, the brand relational approach is reviewed in section 

4.4. 

 

4.1. CONSUMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY 

As stated above, this section reviews literature within CBBE, accounting for the different and most cited 

definitions and methods to measure it (section 4.1.1). This section further elaborates on the two 

supporting themes inherent to CBBE, the cognitive psychology and the information processing theory 

(section 4.1.2). The last subsection presents the ongoing discourse around academics and brand 

professionals’ quest for the most reliable CBBE measures (section 4.1.3). 

 

4.1.1. THE MANY DEFINITIONS OF BRAND EQUITY 

Even though the importance of brand equity is consensual among scholars, research attempting to 

understand the brand equity phenomena has been hampered because the definition of brand equity and 

what comprises its measurement system are still points of disagreement (Park & Srinivasan, 1994). 

Brand equity has been one of the most popular marketing concepts since the 1980s (Oliveira-Castro et al., 

2008) with a peak in research interest in the 1990’s (Heding et al., 2016). The broader definition of brand 

equity was conceptualized by Farquhar (1989) as the value endowed by the brand to the product. 

However, the academia recognized the disagreement in conceptualization and definition of brand equity, 

and identified two competing schools divided by their motivations for the use of brand equity systems: (i) 

the financial-perspective, and (ii) the consumer or strategic perspective (Motameni & Shahrokhi, 1998). 
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The financial perspective stresses brand equity as the total value of a brand as a separate asset that can 

be registered in the firm’s accounting system and reported in the balance sheet in the form of intangible 

assets such as goodwill, know-how, patents, copyrights, etc. (ibid). Alternative definitions consider brand 

equity as the incremental cash flows resulting from accrued value of branded versus unbranded products 

(Simon & Sullivan, 1993). Other proponents of the financial angle of brand equity uncovered that 

product's brand equity positively affects future earnings (Aaker, 1991), long-term (Srivastava & Shocker, 

1991) and incremental cash-flows (Simon & Sullivan, 1993), consumer's willingness to pay premium prices 

(Keller, 1993; Aaker, 1991), merger, acquisition and divestment decisions (Mahajan, Rao & Srivastava, 

1990), stock prices (Simon & Sullivan, 1993), and sustainable competitive advantage via resource-based 

view of the brand (Bharadwaj, Varadarajan & Fahy, 1993). Some financial measures such as sales, cost, 

margins, profits and return on assets are dominant and well-accepted in the management field, however, 

these measures are short term pictures of the value of brands and provide little incentive for investment 

in brand building programs (Aaker, 1996, 2002). 

The consumer or strategic perspective (Keller, 1993; Aaker, 1991) looks at brand equity as the value of a 

brand to the consumer: “[t]here is value to the investor, the manufacturer and the retailer only if there is 

value for the consumer” (Cobb-Walgren et al., 1995, p. 26). Even though Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993) 

theorized brand equity or CBBE differently, both adopted a definition of brand living in the minds and 

memory of the consumers which can be skillfully wired by the marketer. This perspective of brand equity 

is known as CBBE to distinguish it from the financial or asset valuation meaning (Wood, 2000). 

Aaker (1991) defines CBBE as “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its name and symbol, 

that add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or to that firm’s 

customers” (p. 15). He describes CBBE as a list of five consumer-related dimensions: brand awareness, 

brand associations, brand loyalty, perceived quality, and other proprietary brand assets. The stronger 

these bases are, the higher is the resulting CBBE. Several scholars (e.g. Eagle & Kitchen, 2000; Yoo, Donthu, 

& Lee, 2000; Faircloth, Capella & Alford, 2001) have validated Aaker’s equity dimensions. 

Keller’s (1993) CBBE definition looks at brand equity as “the differential effect that brand knowledge has 

on consumer response to the marketing of that brand” (p.2). Keller presents a knowledge-based 

framework composed of two dimensions: brand image and brand awareness. Awareness is the 

prerequisite for brand equity and is composed of brand recall and recognition, while brand image is the 

combination of various sources and types of associations about the brands (ibid). 
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Other authors, such as Kapferer (1992) associated brand equity to the concept of brand identity. The latter 

is seen as a set of complex dimensions and defined as a set of associations that every brand should 

strategically seek to create and maintain. It expresses a particular facet of brands’ uniqueness, value, 

vision that is distinct and long-lasting. On one hand, brand identity is on the sender’s side (the brand 

manager’s) and specifies the brand’s meaning or the aimed self-image of the brand that the firm wants to 

imprint in the consumer. On the other hand, brand image as conceptualized by Keller (1991) is a 

component of CBBE and belongs to the receiver’s side (the consumer) and it broadly refers to how the 

brand is perceived by the consumer (Kapferer, 2008). It is all brand managers’ endeavor to build strong 

brands whose consumers’ brand image is aligned and matches the brand’s identity (ibid). 

According to Keller (1993), there are two basic approaches of measuring CBBE, directly and indirectly. For 

an effective result, these two approaches should be complemented. On one hand, the indirect approach 

measures brand knowledge (brand awareness and brand image) by attempting to identify potential 

sources of consumers’ brand associations, for example in relation to the distribution channels, the 

marketing communications, the brand extension, etc. Understanding the sources is critical for the firm 

while attempting to leverage points-of-parity and points-of-difference with competitive brands (Keller, 

1993). However, this approach implies measuring CBBE without drawing a direct comparison to 

competitive brands. Instead, this approach entails the study of consumers’ brand knowledge by mapping 

knowledge associations. On the other hand, the direct approach focuses on the consumers’ responses to 

the different elements of the brand’s marketing program in relation to the brand’s competitive set (Keller, 

2003). The direct approach attempts to assess the brand’s added value and is the accepted approach to 

measure brand equity among scholars (Farquhar, 1989; Keller, 1993). 

Both Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993) suggest several indirect methods and consumer variables to measure 

CBBE. For instance, Aaker (1991) recommends repurchase rates, level of satisfaction, preference for 

brand, and perceived quality of product dimensions as possible measures, whereas Keller (1993) suggests 

top-of-mind recall, brand recognition, free associations as well as ratings of evaluations and 

beliefs/associations as some of the measures of brand knowledge. According to the latter, “all that 

matters is the favorability, strength, and uniqueness of brand associations which, combined with brand 

awareness, can produce differential consumer response to the marketing of a brand”, meaning higher 

CBBE (Keller, 1993, p. 10). 
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4.1.2. COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY AND INFORMATION-PROCESSING THEORY 

When working with CBBE, one cannot ignore the way consumers’ process information about the market 

and how this impacts their behavior. As knowledge-based constructions, CBBE models are deeply rooted 

in cognitive psychology and information-processing theories (Heding et al., 2016; Keller, 1993). 

Cognitive psychology focuses on processes, including those referring to when consumers are exposed to 

stimuli from their environment (the input), how the stimuli enters in the mind via the senses and is 

decoded, and then is re-coded to lead consumers into making an action in the form of a choice (the 

output). Among other things, this theory is concerned with memory and problem-solving processes, and 

requires the understanding of the if-then logic (e.g. if the marketer defines the right elements of the 

market program, then the consumer will respond as intended and choose the desired brand). Cognitive 

research aims at understanding consumers’ mental representations as abstractions formed of stocks of 

processed information stored in the memory and that can last for long time (ibid). 

Information-processing theory departs from cognitive psychology and is centered around how consumers 

process information before reaching a consumption choice. This theory defends that consumer behavior 

is caused and hence is explainable (in principle), following the cognitive psychology if–then logic. Among 

other things, this theory focuses on “processing capacity, motivation, attention, perception, information 

acquisition and evaluation, memory decision processes and learning” as factors influencing information 

processing (Heding et al., 2016, p. 93). However, one has to understand that consumers do not have 

access to perfect information and are exposed to information overload that cannot be processed entirely. 

Consequently, consumers take shortcuts in decision-making, thus not considering and weighting every 

possible option before making a decision (ibid; Simon, 1955). 

In simple terms, Keller explains the logic behind consumer’s cognitive perspective by stating that 

knowledge exists in consumers’ memory which consists of nodes and links organized in structured 

associative networks. Through the links between nodes, nodes are activated which also trigger the 

activation in other nodes when consumers obtain information from external sources or when internal 

information is retrieved from consumers’ long-term memory. Information is decoded into an abstract, 

mental language and is allocated to a node in the network knowledge structure. Therefore, through these 

knowledge structures consumers can infer associations about a brand by borrowing associations from 

other information sources than the product itself (Keller, 1993). Thus, consumer brand knowledge refers 

to the cognitive representation of the brand in consumers’ mind (Keller, 2003). 
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The comprehension of these two theories is important for several reasons. It helps the understanding of 

how information is processed and translated into knowledge stored in consumers’ mind which influences 

their response to a brand’s marketing program. It also helps explaining why brand stimuli triggers either 

directly or indirectly associations to a certain brand and that with increased exposure to a brand the ease 

of accessibility or recall is enhanced. Lastly, it also allows to understand that when making evaluations, 

consumers naturally access their memory and stored associations. 

 

4.1.3. THE ONGOING QUEST FOR RELIABLE BRAND EQUITY MEASURES 

“Brands are necessarily vast, complex, and incomplete, especially in the 

contemporary age of branding.” (Kozinets, 2017, p. 411). 

Brand management experts are consensual in relation to the importance of having brand equity systems 

in place and of tracking CBBE over time. However, the two most acclaimed CBBE models, Aaker’s (1991) 

and Keller’s (1993), have somewhat limited use since brands and brand equity are multifaceted and its 

components are not subdivided into mechanisms with direct managerial links (Sinha, Leszeczyc & Pappu, 

2000). For this reason, a vast literature in the field has devoted its attention to either propose subdivisions 

of CBBE variables (e.g. Cobb-Walgren et al., 1995; Sinha et al., 2000) or validate the CBBE models proposed 

by Aaker and Keller (e.g. Yoo et al., 2000; Pappu, Quester & Cooksey, 2005; Washburn & Plank, 2002). 

Consequently, numerous firms have developed their own proprietary models of brand equity and value 

to overcome the ongoing divergence among academic researchers in relation to the definition and 

measurement of brand equity. For instance, the advertising agency of Young and Rubicam built a model 

to measure brand strength and stature, based on the elements that they found to drive successful brands: 

differentiation, relevance, esteem, and knowledge. 

Already in 1994, Sattler analyzed 49 American and European academic papers on brand equity and 

enumerated no fewer than 26 different ways of measuring brand equity (Kapferer, 2008). This further 

illustrates the lack of consensus among academic researchers in this field. 

Furthermore, brand researchers have acknowledged the need to improve the measurement of CBBE while 

accounting for brands as complex systems and for the importance of better linking brand equity 

frameworks to managerial practices (Yoo & Donthu, 2001; Washburn & Plank, 2002). 
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4.2. THE GAPS IN BRAND EQUITY THEORY 

“There has been a lot of interest lately in measures of brand equity. However, 

if you ask 10 people to define brand equity, you are likely to get 10 (maybe 

11) different answers as to what it means.” (Winters, 1991, p.70). 

CBBE models and measures are said to need further investigation (Yoo & Donthu, 2001), because what 

they entail and how they can be measured are still up for debate. They lack a direct link to the 

management of brands and their marketing programs, and are in need of modernization aligned with 

contemporanean brand management approaches. Therefore, this section elaborates in more detail some 

of the shortcomings of these models, most specifically in relation to Keller’s (1993) and Aaker’s (1991) 

CBBE model, and their limited applicability to today’s managerial world. 

To start with, while the commonly used CBBE models trace back at least twenty-eight years (with 

reference to Aaker, 1991), brands are continuously evolving as more complex and incomplete systems 

(Yoo & Donthu, 2001; Kozinets, 2017). It seems logic to argue that brand equity conceptualization and 

measures are somewhat outdated. Both academia and managers ought to implement theoretical 

frameworks for brand management consistent with the modern conceptualization of brands, and that are 

able to unlock and measure the value of brands (Heding et al., 2016). 

Secondly, brand equity in its theoretical definition is a perception of belief that must go beyond 

consumers’ brand knowledge (Brady et al., 2008). Mere brand familiarity does not necessarily entail brand 

superiority. Two criticisms are presented here. As first, awareness, although a key brand asset, cannot by 

itself create sales, especially when new products or brands are involved (Aaker, 1991). In reverse, brand 

purchase does not necessarily require brand awareness prior to consumption or a visit to the sales outlet 

(Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). This entails that Keller’s (1993) and Aaker’s (1991) advocated prerequisite of 

brand awareness to brand equity and, subsequently, in the construction of strong brands, is contested. 

For example, consumers have generally no predefined brand choice for low involvement or fast-moving 

consumer goods (FMCG) products before visiting the store (Kotler & Armstrong, 2014). For this reason, 

prioritizing brand recognition over brand recall should be a focus of the brand managers for FMCG brands 

(Keller, 2013), so maximizing brand awareness is not by default a cost efficient and effective marketing 

strategy. This also supports the proposition that consumers may purchase products for which they have 

no prior awareness, and base their decision on situational or environmental conditions, such as shelf 

visibility and the sensorial characteristics of their shopping experience. As second, brand awareness and 

brand image do not imply an action or behavior from consumers, only a certain perception in relation to 
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the brand. This entails that brands with high awareness and unique, favorable and strong brand 

associations might fail to conquer a proportional space in the market and to overperform competitors. 

While the distance from awareness to preference may be narrow, the distance from preference to 

purchase can be extremely large (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). Both criticisms accounted together evidence 

the weakness of knowledge-based brand equity theories in respect to consumers’ behavioral outcomes. 

Although literature researching the link between brand awareness and consumers’ behavioral outcomes 

or market outcomes exists, it is still limited and lacks generality (Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). For instance, 

some scholars have found that brand awareness has positive relationship with sales (Kim et al., 2003; Kim 

& Kim, 2004, 2005; Srinivasan et al., 2008) and profitability (Baldauf et al., 2003). However, such market 

performance variables are not a measurable component of CBBE models, but rather a common and 

natural implication of high equity brands (Brady et al., 2008). 

Aaker (1996) himself has revised his theory to also include brand market performance variables i.e. price 

premium, market share, and distribution coverage. Price premium is only applicable, and so is the whole 

model, to a fraction of the brands in the market. Kapferer (2008, p. 504) cared to illustrate graphically 

how a strong brand creates value for a firm: via price premium or volume premium. When considering 

price premium, Aaker’s model naturally excludes distributors’ labels and brands following a firm-based 

cost-leadership strategy (Porter, 1985) both as analyzed brand and in the benchmark. The theory 

presupposes that stronger brands can demand a premium price to consumers (Aaker, 1996). However, 

distributors’ brands and brands aimed to be strategically cost-leaders do not look forward to setting 

premium prices. Instead, sales volume and low margins are their market strategy (Porter, 1985), thus 

aiming for volume premiums. In addition, strong brands often have high market shares, but market share 

alone does not distinguish strong brands from other brands. In fact, some brands may obtain a big market 

share as a result of deep price cuts or promotions. Therefore, some authors have argued for the use of 

revenue premium instead of price premium and market share. Revenue premium considers both the 

brand's price and sales volume in relation to competitors' performance, thus illustrating the brand's 

strength relative to competitors (Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011; Ailawadi, Lehmann, & Neslin, 2003). 

In addition, indirect measures of CBBE such as Aaker’s and Keller’s frameworks, measure consumers’ 

brand knowledge without considering that the augmented value of a brand should be measured in relative 

rather than absolute terms. Direct measures of CBBE account for the value added of brands in relation to 

unbranded products (Keller, 1993). However, in the marketplace, consumers do not have to make 

decisions between branded and unbranded products. Therefore, consumers’ reactions to the marketing 
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program ought to consider a brand in competition with other brands. This approach loses the 

measurement of the individual value of the brand separated from the value of the product, yet it is a more 

realistic perspective. Although blind tests are said to capture the individual value of the brand, there are 

doubts about whether consumers’ perception and stated evaluation of the brand are related to the 

product itself or to the brand (Kapferer, 2008). This is the case for variables that demand a higher 

abstraction level i.e. perceived quality. As the brand is accepted to live in the minds of consumers (Heding 

et al., 2016), some authors have expressed the difficulty in concluding if direct measures of CBBE truly 

capture brand value without the interference of the product’s image (Fornerino & d’Hauteville, 2010). 

Hence, scholars have claimed that brand knowledge is insufficient in order to build strong brands in the 

long term (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). Besides, other dimensions such as brand relationships (Esch et al., 

2006), brand personalities (Fournier, 1998; Pappu et al., 2005) and brand communities (Kozinets, 2017) 

should be included in brand equity models. In fact, Keller’s CBBE model allows for any kind of brand 

association, regardless of it being relationship or personality-based. For example, brand personality is 

considered by Aaker (1996) as a subdimension of brand associations and is advocated to contribute to 

brand equity. However, from Keller’s perspective, both brand personality and brand relationship would 

fall into brand image and it would lack a deeper dive into the foundations of the consumer-brand 

relationship. In fact, Yoo and Donthu (2001) suggested the addition of brand personality measures into 

consumer-based brand equity as a future research direction. The importance of accounting for consumer-

brand relationships is reviewed in the following two subsections. 

 

4.3. WHY MERGING BRAND EQUITY AND BRAND RELATIONSHIPS 

According to Heding et al. (2016), at least seven different approaches to brand management exist. This 

study departures from the third approach in chronological terms, the consumer-based approach and thus, 

does not consider previous approaches whose focus lays on the company/sender. For instance, accepting 

CBBE entails rejecting the economic approach because accepting the former means denying the premises 

of rationality and perfect information defended by the latter. Both economic and identity approaches 

assume that a brand is owned by the company and that a brand is communicated in a one-way linear 

fashion (ibid). From later research, the company/sender focus is deemed too simple and does not account 

for the complexity of consumers role in value creation. 

Instead, the theoretical foundation of this paper departures from the most dominant approach in brand 

management - the consumer-based approach (ibid). In this approach, the consumer is the owner of the 
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brand but still, the approach assumes that the marketer is able to ‘program’ the consumer into the 

intended action. Despite being the most dominant approach to brand management, it has several flaws 

as explained in the previous section (section 4.2), and can be complemented with other approaches to 

create a more nuanced way of assessing brand strength. 

In this paper, the consumer-based approach is merged with the relational approach. The thoughts from 

the personality approach are rooted in the relational approach, and are to some extent a prerequisite for 

applying the relational approach (ibid), thus, used implicitly in this study. The relational approach is chosen 

over the community or culture approach because of the ways brand value is created. In the relational 

approach, brand value is created in a dialogue between the marketer and the consumer, whereas in the 

community approach value is created in communities “... where a brand serves as the pivotal point of 

social interaction among consumers” (Heding et al., 2016, p.15) (Figure 3). In the community approach, 

an extra layer of the consumers social context of consumption is added to the consumers’ perception of 

a brand (ibid). Thus, the relationship is both between brand and consumer and between consumer and 

other consumers. In the culture approach, an additional layer is added when moving from the individual 

consumer to a macro perspective that looks at a brand as a cultural artifact. Accordingly, brands can shape 

consumer culture, and consumer culture can also influence brands (ibid). 

 

Figure 3. The roles of the consumer and the marketer in the brand value creation 

 

Source: adapted from Heding et al. (2016, p.20 & 21) 

 

To be able to understand how the community or culture approach could be merged with another 

approach, the basic relationship between the consumer and brand has to be examined first. To the best 

of the authors’ knowledge, this study is a pioneer study in combining two approaches of significantly 

different foundations, such as the consumer-based approach and the relational approach (except for Esch 

et al., 2006). Therefore, the combination of these is investigated in this paper in order to first understand 
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the relationship between the consumer and the brand and draw a precedence that enables future 

research examining how different kinds of relationships influence other relationships. 

 

4.4. BRAND RELATIONSHIPS 

Scholars investigating the relational approach typically focus on commitment and brand loyalty (Fournier, 

1998). Brand loyalty has generally been conceived as a behavioral outcome manifested in intentions 

towards repeat purchase. By contrast, brand equity involves a positive and favorable perception that may 

not necessarily be translated in purchasing behavior. Therefore, behavioral intentions are one of the 

natural consequences of brand equity, rather than a measurable component by CBBE (Brady et al., 2008). 

The consumer-based and brand relationship perspectives are founded in two different research 

paradigms. While brand knowledge is commonly conceptualized and tested using quantitative consumer-

surveys and empirical modeling, the brand relationship perspective makes use of an interpretative 

paradigm, combining the fields of sociological, anthropological and cultural theory with qualitative 

methods (Heding et al., 2016). 

Following the scholars encouraged need for further research on relationship-based measures and its 

incorporation in CBBE models, the present paper attempts to extend the literature in the field by 

combining those two approaches to brand management. According to Esch et al. (2006), pioneers in the 

topic, there has not been much interaction between the two literature streams in an attempt to bring the 

two perspectives together. Furthermore, they conceptualized how certain CBBE and relationship 

dimensions predict consumption behavior both current and future purchases. Similarly, this paper also 

attempts to draw a direct link from brand equity and brand relationship measures to consumers’ 

behavioral outcomes. This allows for this paper to overcome another criticism of CBBE literature by linking 

the conceptualizations of the two theories to consumer behavioral outcomes which have direct brand 

managerial implications and that can be used as guides for building strong and valuable brands. 

Since this paper considers the impact consumer-brand relationship on behavioral outcomes, the relational 

(Fournier, 1998) and personality (Aaker, 1997) brand approaches have to be introduced. 

The term ‘relationship marketing’ was first introduced in the literature about services and quickly became 

an important concept in business-to-business markets (Heding et al., 2016). With Fournier’s (1998) 

research on how to apply the consumer-brand relationship idea as a whole, a conceptual foundation was 

developed from which brand relationship theory could cultivate. From the development of such 
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foundation, four conditions were set as basis for Fournier’s study, which are (1) relationships imply 

reciprocal exchange between active and interdependent partners, (2) relationships are purposive, (3) 

relationships have several dimensions and can take many forms, and (4) relationships evolve and change 

over series of interactions and in response to fluctuations in the contextual environment (ibid). 

A prerequisite of relationship theory is the literature dealing with brand personality (Heding et al., 2016). 

Brand personality is defined by Aaker (1997, p. 347) as “the set of human characteristics associated with 

a brand". Brand personality tends to serve symbolic or self-expressive functions which enables the 

consumer to express one’s own self, ideal self or specific dimensions of the self (Aaker, 1997). The 

symbolic use of brands is possible because consumers load brands with human personality traits, known 

as ‘animism’ (ibid). Perceptions of a brand’s personality can be formed by any direct or indirect contact 

that the consumer has with the brand. In fact, a prerequisite for applying the relational approach to brand 

management is that brands are perceived by their personality as this further enhances the consumer-

brand relationship (Heding et al., 2016). 

Both brands and consumers are part of a psycho-social-cultural context, which affects consumers’ 

knowledge systems and, thus, the consumer-brand exchange (Fournier, 1998; Esch et al., 2006). 

Consumers engage in relationships with brands similar to the personal or intimate relations they form 

with other people. Relationships between brand and consumer can be a result of imagination or actual 

participation in brand communities. This relationship process fosters cognitive benefits and positive 

emotions that result in a bond between the consumer and the brand (Fournier, 1998). Relationships are 

by definition interactions over time, from which an interdependence between the parties involved exists 

(Esch et al., 2006). The desire to create strong emotional attachments to others serves a basic human 

need beginning from a child’s attachment to his or her mother and continues through the adult stage with 

romantic relationships and friendships (Thomson, MacInnis & Park, 2005). Individuals who are strongly 

attached to a person are more likely to be committed to, invest in and make sacrifices for that person. 

From the perspective of consumer-brand relationships, this means that attachment to a brand might 

predict the consumers’ commitment to the brand and their willingness to make trade-offs i.e. financial, 

time, effort, in order to obtain it. Simultaneously, when people experience stress in an unfamiliar 

environment, they seek physical or psychological protection from the attachment object, why separation 

from the attachment object can result in distress (ibid). As such, the described interdependence between 

consumer and brand reflected as a human-like relationship is included in the conceptual model of this 

paper, defined as brand attachment. 
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Relationships between consumers and brands can be developed with or without the marketer’s intention 

and thus, relationships can be classified as a strategy or as an outcome. If the relationship is an intended 

strategy, the marketer is deliberately trying to establish and nurture the relationship between the 

consumer and the brand which then could lead to the end goal, e.g. increasing sales. When viewing the 

relationship as an outcome, the marketer is not intentionally creating a relationship, but it occurs as a 

natural and spontaneous outcome by influence of other brand dimensions. An example of the latter, is 

when brands are purchased due to habit - because the consumer continuously buys the same brand over 

time. 

From social psychological research, two types of relationships have been distinguished - exchange and 

communal relationships (Clark & Mills, 1979). These relationship types are not mutually exclusive but can 

be seen as facets of one’s overall relationship to a brand. The exchange aspect involves economic factors 

(Esch et al., 2006; Aggarwal, 2004) in which consumers are concerned with how much they give for what 

they receive in form of benefits that can fulfill functional, emotional or symbolic needs. This means that 

the exchange relationship is both loaded with functional and non-functional brand elements, though 

mostly loaded by functional or cognitive-based evaluations of the utilitarian benefits (Esch et al., 2006). 

In turn, although the communal aspect has feelings as the outcome of the relationship (ibid), it might 

reflect some functional-based consumer judgements, but it is mostly affective-based (Park et al., 2010). 

In conclusion, brand satisfaction and brand self-congruence are represented to some extent by the 

cognitive and affective outcomes, meaning the exchange and communal relationships types, respectively. 

Although trust has been proved to be a predictor of attachment by several researchers (e.g. Esch et al., 

2006; Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-Alemán, 2001), this construct is not 

included in this paper. According to Delgado-Ballester and Munuera-Alemán (2001) brand trust is “... a 

feeling of security held by the consumer that the brand will meet his/her consumption expectations” (p. 

1242). The construct of trust is composed by two dimensions, 1) overall brand satisfaction from previous 

consumption or experiences with the brand, and 2) brand intentions which view the brand as a promise 

of future performance (Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-Alemán, 2001, 2005). In Delgado-Ballester and 

Munuera-Alemán’s (2005) study, they concluded that brand trust is rooted in past experience with the 

brand (i.e. overall satisfaction) while brand intentions only account for a minor variance in brand trust. 

Thus, including brand trust as a construct in this study would not make sense since most of the variance 

of brand trust is explained by brand satisfaction (which is defined in section 5.3.2). 
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5. CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

 

5.1. DESCRIPTION OF THIS THESIS’S CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

This section elaborates on the conceptualization of the model under study (Figure 4). Before describing 

the variables and drawing the hypotheses, some of the underlying theoretical foundations of the 

conceptual model in this thesis have to be understood. Firstly, the consumer’s perception-preference-

choice model of decision-making is described to shed light on how consumers acquire, process and store 

brand knowledge, and the role of relationships in this process is also presented (section 5.1.1). This is 

followed by an explanation of the adoption of relative measures which compares a brand against its 

competitors and by a review of what brands are considered as competition (section 5.1.2). Secondly, each 

variable (v1, v2, … v6) in the model is defined in relation to the literature exposed above (sections 5.2 to 

5.4). At last, the relationships between the variables are derived and formulated into hypotheses (H1, H2, 

… H8) (section 5.5). 

The authors deem important to draw attention to the relationships illustrated in the model below and its 

types. For instance, relationships defined both-ways (type ↔) evidence that a relationship exists and that 

the variables might correlate and for which it is unknown which variable causes the other. Relationship 

defined as one-way (type →) are proven by theory that one variable predicts and causes the other, 

meaning that the independent variable impacts or influences the dependent variable. 
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Figure 4. Conceptual Model of this study 

 

Source: own creation 

 

To guide the readers, Figure 5 summarizes the literature sources used to support and argue for the 

different variables in the model above. 

 

Figure 5. Literature Sources of each of the variables in the conceptual model 

 

Source: own creation 
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5.1.1. CONSUMER’S PERCEPTION-PREFERENCE-CHOICE MODEL 

The cognitive psychology and information-processing theory (elaborated in section 4.1.2) helps explaining 

the dynamics of the consumer’s perception-preference-choice model as an integral part of consumers’ 

purchasing decision-making process. To integrate CBBE measures and consumers’ behavioral outcomes 

in this paper, the perception-preference-choice framework is used with the sole purpose of providing a 

broad perspective of how consumers’ choice process can be broken down in separate stages through 

which a consumer passes when making a purchase decision. Subsequently, this perspective of the model 

can provide useful diagnostic information for managerial purposes. 

The perception-preference-choice model has been investigated and applied by authors modeling 

purchasing patterns and behaviors. For instance, Lavidge and Steiner (1961) framed six stages that when 

grouped two by two reflect a simpler model which was studied by Agarwal and Rao (1996). The three 

steps are defined as (1) perception, which comprises awareness and knowledge and relates to the process 

of seeking, decoding and coding information, and building knowledge structures about a brand; (2) 

preference, which groups liking and preference and it has to do with charging the knowledge acquired 

before with a realm of affection in the form of favorable attitudes or feelings toward the product/brand 

and (3) choice or consumers’ behavioral outcome, which mergers purchasing conviction and purchase as 

the final step leading to actual consumer action and choice of product/brand (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). 

Perceptions about a brand are formed by consumers’ information-processing as a result of exposure to 

the environment. Consumers then make preference evaluations based on brand perceptions and their 

motivations. Individual motivations result in consumers seeking different benefits in the chosen brand, 

thus affecting how perceptions are translated into preferences. Finally, actual choices reflect the impact 

of both consumers’ preferences and situational constraints such as price, promotions etc. (Kamakura & 

Russell, 1993). Hence, the perception-preference-choice model is used in this paper as a general 

representation of relevant factors in decision-making that influence consumer behavior rather than as a 

detailed and precise conceptualization of the actual choice process at each choice occasion. 

As this paper combines measures from brand relationship, one needs to consider where this consumer-

brand exchange dimension can be incorporated into the perception-preference-choice model and when 

and how it affects the choice decision. However, studying consumer’s decision-making process is not the 

core purpose of this study. For this reason, the authors will neither elaborate further on this topic nor 

conjecture about the role played by relational-based variables in the process of consumers’ decision-

making, proposing this topic for further research endeavors. Nonetheless, and as elaborated later in the 
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paper (section 5.3.2), some of the relational components of consumer-brand exchange require at least 

brand awareness, which might entail that relationships are formed subsequently to knowledge-based 

components (perceptions and preference), however casting doubt on whether they precede or proceed 

actual purchase/choice as different scholars have competing perspectives. Therefore, the authors of this 

paper place brand relationships variables in between perceptions-preferences and behavioral outcomes 

with reference to Esch et al. (2016). 

 

5.1.2. MEASURING BRAND AGAINST COMPETITION 

Consumers interact with their environment, they seek and take information from various internal and 

external sources, process information, decode and recode it, and then make a decision from among 

alternative options (Bettman, 1979). When making a decision, the bounded-rational consumer measures 

the associated costs and benefits (Simon, 1955) with respect to a brand in absolute terms, and in relative 

terms when in comparison with alternative brands. 

These costs and benefits are processed informational elements stored in form of associations. However, 

some associations with a brand are established more easily than others. Nedungadi (1990) listed three 

factors on which brand retrieval depend: (1) the strength of activation of the brand node that can be a 

result of frequency, saliency and recency of brand instantiation and evaluation; (2) strength of association 

between the brand node and another nodes, mostly as a consequence of semantic similarity and in the 

position of the brand in the category structure, and (3) the availability of retrieval cues in relation to three 

types of cues: category, band and attributes. These entail that consumers may relate a branded product 

to another outside of the category, because external cues trigger certain similarities at the brand level, 

for example, brands that are consumed in the same occasions, have similar attributes and benefits, or 

that satisfy the same need. As brand choice is to some extent memory-based, information retrieval 

determines the nature and constitution of consumers’ comparison set (from now on called competitive 

set), and thus, the brands, product types and categories in competition with a certain branded product. 

Porter (1974) explained that customers buying behavior depend on the level of existing competition in 

the industry. The level of competition is reflected in the aggressiveness of the marketing activities of each 

brand in the market. Brands and products, as valuable elements of firms, are subject to threat not only 

from industry competitors (those in the same industry performing the same or similar product for the 

same target market), but also from substitute products (those offering the same or a similar 
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functions/benefits but by a different mean). Substitutes are easily overlooked by managers because they 

can take forms that are very different from the product they are replacing (Porter, 2007). 

In an attempt to overcome some criticism directed to CBBE models in what concerns their limited 

managerial implications from ignoring measures against competition, this section sets the nature of that 

competition and the respective definition in this research. Therein, a competitor brand in this 

paper/model is defined as either an industry-competitor (same category) product or a substitute product 

(from outside of the category). Both same category and outside of the category products are deemed to 

have the same or similar functions/benefits and satisfy the same core consumer need, as Porter (2007) 

suggests. Likewise, when respondents are prompted with an evaluation against a competitive brand, it is 

assumed that the test/focal brand and the substitute/competitive brands address the same need, and 

consequently share some benefits. 

From now on, to draw a distinction between the brands used for test purposes in this paper and the 

competitor’s brands, the paper adopts the term focal brand to refer to the test brands and reference 

brand to represent the competitor or substitute brand that is compared against the focal brand. 

 

5.2. BRAND PERCEPTION AND PREFERENCE 

This subsection elaborates on the existing knowledge about the knowledge-based variables used in the 

model, meaning brand perception, brand preference and brand awareness. While both perception and 

preference are knowledge-based variables, they differ in one major aspect, preference requires more 

commitment and cognitive effort in the evaluation process than a mere perception (Lavidge & Steiner, 

1961). Indeed, perceptions are draw from consumers’ direct and indirect associations similarly to brand 

image, from functional or non-functional attributes of a brand (Keller, 1993), which is the result of a 

decoding and coding process as explained in section 4.1.2. Preference is also a knowledge-based 

evaluation, but requires the customer to favor a certain brand based on an overall liking evaluation in 

contrast to other brands (Hellier, Geursen, Carr & Rickard, 2003). 

 

5.2.1. PERCEIVED QUALITY 

Perceived quality (v1) is a central dimension of Aaker’s (1991) CBBE framework in the development of 

strong brands, because it not only enhances brand’s perceived superiority, but also helps differentiating 
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brands in competitive markets (Aaker, 1991, 1996, 2002; Zeithaml, 1988; Yoo et al., 2000; Low & Lamb, 

2000). 

Perceived quality is a brand association and it is part of a brand’s image. It is defined as consumers’ 

perception of the overall quality, excellence or superiority of a branded product or service with respect to 

its intended purpose and relative to alternative brand(s) (Zeithaml, 1988; Aaker, 1991). According to Aaker 

(2002), among all brand associations, perceived quality has shown to be the only one driving financial 

performance (via ROI, price premiums, stock returns, etc.), and is responsible for driving other aspects of 

how a brand is perceived by consumers. For this reason, it is one of the strategic thrust of businesses 

(ibid). 

In addition, perceived quality is a measure of ‘goodness’ that spreads over all the elements of the brand 

image. Therefore, when perceived quality improves, so do other elements of consumers’ perception 

about the brand (ibid). 

For these reasons, this study delimits its scope to perceived quality as the sole dimension evaluating the 

consumer’s brand perception, without considering all dimensions proposed by CBBE literature. This is 

deemed to capture to a great extent the impact of the consumer’s brand knowledge because perceived 

quality affect other elements of the brand image and is supported to strongly impact the consumer’s 

behavioral outcomes (ibid). 

As a knowledge-based variable, perceived quality is not an objective assessment or an intrinsic quality of 

a product but rather the consumer’s subjective evaluation (Zeithaml, 1988). As such, perceived quality 

requires a high abstraction level and it is the result of consumers’ global judgement (ibid; Netemeyer et 

al. 2004). Quality evaluation can be inferred from information acquired from direct experience with the 

brand, or inferred from consumer’s cognitive structures holding different level of abstractions, e.g. brand, 

product, or category-related information (Netemeyer et al. 2004; Zeithaml, 1988). As a result of this 

abstraction, several authors have noted consumers inability to distinguish between a brand’s perceived 

quality and its perceived value as the benefit obtained for a foregone cost (Aaker, 2002; Netemeyer et al., 

2004). Most empirical studies define perceived quality as a one-dimensional construct, even though 

research has argued that consumer’s perceived quality is a subjective assessment of multiple, abstract 

and hard to separate dimensions. One of the reasons evoked for the use of one-dimensional rather than 

multi-dimensionality constructs of perceived quality seems to be the lack of formal measurement 

instruments (Brucks, Zeithaml & Naylor, 2000). 
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Another issue, however, questions whether consumer’s perception of quality is related to the product 

itself or to the brand (Fornerino & d’Hauteville, 2010). Besides its high abstraction level, the appraisal of 

quality is a global and general process (Zeithaml, 1988). Therefore, it is difficult to separate when 

consumers evaluate quality with respect to the product, to the brand, or both, as well as the weight 

consumers place on each one in their final evaluation (Fornerino & d’Hauteville, 2010). For this reason, 

this paper assumes and frames perceived quality with reference to a branded product, thus comprising 

both brand and product-level consumers’ perceptions. 

Similar to other brand associations, perceived quality offers value to consumers by providing them with a 

reason to buy a specific brand because it meets a particular need and by differentiating it from competing 

brands (Pappu et al., 2005). Thus, it is linked to purchasing decisions and, provided that managers know 

how, it can evidence how to make the elements of the marketing program more effective (Aaker, 1991). 

Especially when customers have less or no information about the products and brands, perceived quality 

plays a major role and impacts directly customers’ purchase decision (Aaker, 1991; Kotler & Armstrong, 

2014). 

Because perceived quality is a subjective judgement indicating brand excellence, its differentiation or its 

ability to meet consumers’ needs (perceived value), this variable is a multi-dimensional one. This construct 

is subdivided into two components to individually study their contribution and impact on consumers’ 

behavioral outcomes. The variables defining perceived quality in this study are differentiation (section 

5.2.1.1) and perceived value (section 5.2.1.2). 

 

5.2.1.1. DIFFERENTIATION 

Differentiation or uniqueness (v1a) is a component of perceived quality and is one of the principal 

characteristics of brand positioning and a source of competitive advantage. If a brand has a viable and 

long-term basis for differentiation with respect to a key attribute in relation to competition, it is harder 

for competition to substitute or imitate that competitive edge. If a key competitive advantage exists, the 

brand is claimed to be superior in that key dimension (Aaker, 1991; Agarwal & Rao, 1996). Consequently, 

brands that are differentiated can easily demand higher/premium prices in the marketplace (Aaker, 2002). 

If no distinct characteristic exists in one brand in relation to another, then competition is based on price 

(Porter, 1974). 
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Differentiation is defined here as the degree to which consumers perceive the brand to be distinctive and 

unique in relation to competitive brands on any physical or nonphysical product characteristic. Perceptual 

differences are decoded by consumers when exposed to advertisement, word of mouth, promotions and 

to the product in points-of-purchase or during consumption (Aaker, 2002). Actually, Young and Rubicam 

(2000) substantiated that product differentiation should be a priority in branding strategies, before brand 

knowledge and familiarity. They further advocated that the first sign that a strong brand is fading is its 

loss in differentiation (Aaker, 1996). 

However, this variable is also rather abstract, it depends on consumers’ internal reference and cognitive 

structure in the assessment of what constitutes a brand as unique (Netemeyer et al. 2004; Zeithaml, 

1988). 

 

5.2.1.2. PERCEIVED VALUE 

As stated, perceived quality is a pivotal decision-making cue behind the reason-to-buy, influencing which 

brands are included and excluded from consumers’ consideration set, and which brand is the chosen one 

(Aaker, 2002). However, the choice of brand is also dependent on how far a brand satisfies the individual 

needs of the consumer. If a brand does not generate value, it is vulnerable to competitors’ imitation or 

substitution (Aaker, 1996). Academia agrees that strong brands are designed to satisfy not only 

consumers’ functional needs, but also their non-functional or symbolic needs (Dall’Olmo Riley & De 

Chernatony, 2000; Kapferer, 2004). 

Accordingly, perceived value (v1b) is hereby defined as the extent to which a certain branded product 

generates value for the consumers and meets their needs by fulfilling any functional, experiential, 

emotional or symbolic need at the expense of a cost e.g. time, money, effort. The overall assessment of 

value is a result of trade-offs, based on the consumer’s perception of what is received (i.e. “what I get”) 

for what the consumer needs to give up to obtain the brand (i.e. “what I give”) (Nam, Ekinci & Whyatt, 

2011). When looking through the perspective of utility theory, this suggests that the probability of 

purchase intention increases, when consumers identify more or higher benefits than costs in a brand 

(Dickson & Sawyer, 1990). In fact, theory suggest that consumers purchasing decision favor products with 

higher perceived value (Dodds & Monroe, 1985). Aaker (1996) suggests as measures for this dimension 

the assessment of whether a brand provides a good value for money or whether there are reasons to buy 

a brand over competitors. 
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However, one of the drawbacks of using price as a value measure is that it is sensitive to the set of brands 

and respective frame of reference of each consumer. Price is an important variable in CBBE models as it 

is a component of the marketing program and can be manipulated in the short-run to potentiate 

consumer’s purchasing decisions (Aaker, 1991; Kotler & Keller, 2012). Academics have found that 

perceptions of the same price stimulus may vary from consumer to consumer, across products, purchase 

occasions and time (Cooper, 1969; Dodds, Monroe & Grewal, 1991). In fact, price can provide different 

informational cues to consumers. It can be an indicator of the cost sacrificed for the purchase of a product, 

as an indicator of the level of quality (Aaker, 2002) of a product or prestige and reputation (Brucks et al., 

2000). 

Academics concluded that around 80% of the variation in perceived quality is explained by perceived value 

in relation to price comparison. Still, perceived quality is mostly associated with the excellence and 

prestige of the branded product, whereas perceived value relates more to functional and non-functional 

product benefits. This logic supports scholars’ opinion for the inclusion of perceived value as an individual 

variable, although for some cases might be deemed more appropriate to consider perceived value into 

quality (Aaker, 1996). For this reason, this paper looks at perceived value as an individual and integrated 

component of perceived quality. 

In this study, perceived value will not account for the price of products as a forgone cost, thus, delimiting 

the scope of this research. This entails that respondents will not be exposed to priced products. Evaluation 

of a brand’s value for money would require the model to extend its scope and account for the different 

cues of price i.e. quality, prestige and reputation, and ensure that the prices used for testing purposes 

were the ones practiced by the different geographical regions and points of sale available in the 

marketplace. Furthermore, since price is one of the marketing P’s that can be manipulated in the short-

run to influence consumers’ purchase intentions (Kotler & Keller, 2012), price is not a good indicator of 

neither the brand quality nor the consumer’s purchase intention and brand strength in a longer time 

horizon. Instead, this study assumes price to live in consumers’ mind as a constitutive part of a brand. As 

this study recognizes the application of psychology theory to brand management and the concept of brand 

as knowledge, the evaluation of this dimension is assumed to reflect to some extent consumers’ 

perceptions from memory in relation to reference cost/price in the cost-benefit analysis of a brand’s 

perceived value. 
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5.2.2. PREFERENCE 

Psychologists view brand preference as a learning construct which sources primarily from experience and 

from information processing activities (Howard & Sheth, 1969). Brand preference reflects consumers’ 

predisposition towards a certain brand as a subsequent process of processing cognitively brand stimuli. 

Consumers’ perception of brand attributes shapes preferences and attitudes towards that brand, which 

affects consumers’ intentions and brand choices. Therefore, preference represents a transition process 

between perception or information processing (the input) and intention/choice (the output), as 

components of consumers’ decision-making (Bagozzi, 1982). Moreover, brand preference entails by 

nature a relative comparison between two or more brands, being defined here as the extent to which a 

customer favors a certain brand based on an overall liking evaluation in comparison to other brands in 

the consideration set (Hellier et al., 2003). 

Because preference is the link connecting information processing and the behavioral outcomes (ibid), 

having a favorable perception of a brand is insufficient in itself to drive brand purchase intention and 

choice. Likewise, a brand that is both highly differentiated and meets consumers’ needs, might fall short 

when it comes to obtaining the desired consumers’ responses to the marketing program. Therein, for 

strong brands to perform in the market, not only consumers’ perception, but also their preference needs 

to favor a certain brand over competition. 

For this reason, the variable of brand preference (v2) reflects the second stage of consumer decision-

making by measuring consumer’s preference ratings of a brand in relation to competition. 

 

5.2.3. BRAND AWARENESS 

Brand awareness is the ability of buyers to recognize or recall a brand as a member of a product category 

(Aaker, 1991; Keller 1998). There are different levels of awareness, being the weakest one brand 

recognition and the strongest one top-of-mind recall. Strongest levels of brand awareness are said to be 

associated with strongest brands in terms of value and positioning, which is a source of competitive edge 

(Aaker, 1991). 

Brand awareness provides a learning advantage (Keller, 2008), consequently impacting consumer 

decision-making in different ways, depending on the product involvement level (Kotler & Keller, 2012). As 

brands work as a risk mitigator (Keller, 2008), known brands are more likely to be considered by 

consumers. Brand awareness may be used as a purchase decision heuristic (Hoyer & Brown, 1990). Keller 
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(2003) adds that brand awareness plays an important role in consumer decision-making by delivering on 

three advantages: learning advantages, consideration advantages, and choice advantages. Following this 

logic, this study must and will account for the awareness level of the focal brands as awareness is said to 

have an impact on brand choice (Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). 

Brand recognition is particularly important when consumers make decisions on the spot in the points-or-

purchase, often in the case of low involvement products such as the brands tested in this study (Aaker, 

1991; Kotler & Keller, 2012; Keller, 2013). For this matter, brand awareness is evaluated through an aided 

recall test capturing the respondent’s ability to recognize the brand name and logo among a set of brands 

as being a member of the indicated category. Following the assumptions of cognitive psychology theory, 

the benefit of prioritizing brand recognition over brand recall in this study is that it allows to include in 

the analysis all brands with the weakest awareness level, because brand recall is not accessible to all 

brands recognized by consumers, and because brand recognition is more relevant among low involvement 

categories. 

 

5.3. BRAND RELATIONSHIP 

This subsection enters in the sphere of the relational approach, and defines from theory the variables 

adopted, their definitions and scope. In broad terms, brand relationship refer to the brand dimensions 

derived from the relational approach that establish consumer-brand relationships by functional, 

emotional or symbolic exchange (brand satisfaction, section 5.3.2), by the bond or attachment generated 

between the brand and the consumer (brand attachment, section 5.3.3) and through the process of 

consumer self-verification in relation to the personality ascribed to the brand (brand self-congruence, 

section 5.3.1). 

 

5.3.1. BRAND SELF-CONGRUENCE 

Self-congruence belongs to a broad class of cognitive-consistency theories that suggest that people strive 

for consistency in their beliefs and behavior since inconsistency creates feelings of tension and 

unpleasantness (Malär, Krohmer, Hoyer & Nyffenegger, 2011). When applying the theories to the context 

of brand self-congruence, consumers hold beliefs about themselves which motive them to act (e.g. 

preferencing, purchasing, using brands) in ways that can reinforce their self-concept (ibid). The self-

concept has been treated and defined from various points of view. Self-concept has been defined as “the 
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totality of the individual’s thoughts and feelings having reference to himself as an object” (Sirgy, 1982, p. 

287), “role identities, personal attributes, relationships, fantasies, possessions, and other symbols that 

individuals use for the purpose of self-creation and self-understanding” (Schouten, 1991, p. 413), and as 

“the cognitive and affective understanding of who and what we are” (Malär et al., 2011, p. 36). Regardless 

of definition, the self-concept develops over time, is unique by including self-related knowledge and 

beliefs, is learned through life and has the purpose of protecting and enhancing the self-ego (Jamal & Al-

Marri, 2007; Onkvisit & Shaw, 1987). 

The self-concept can take two forms, (1) the actual self and (2) the ideal self (Malär et al., 2011). The actual 

self-concept relates to the consumer’s actual reality and or at least one’s perceived reality of oneself 

(Malär et al, 2011; Japutra, Ekincib and Simkinc, 2018) whereas the ideal self relates to the consumer’s 

aspiration of its future condition or imagination of ideals and goals related to what the person believes 

that he or she would like to be (ibid). The actual self is growing in importance for consumers looking for 

reality and authenticity in marketing communication and marketing managers who seem to increasingly 

rely on the authentic approach to branding (Gilmore & Pine, 2007). Still, companies can create emotional 

connection with consumers by focusing on the ideal self as a means of self-improvement, e.g. in the case 

of ideal beauty (Malär et al., 2011). Both strategies could work depending on the context, situation and 

consumer audience. 

Self-congruence (v3) can be defined as the fit between the brand’s personality or image and consumers’ 

actual or ideal self (Aaker, 1999; Sirgy, 1982). The theory of self-congruence states that people buy or use 

brands in order to sustain or enhance their self-esteem (Graeff, 1996). The consumer can achieve self-

congruence by consuming brands with a personality that the consumer finds similar to their actual or ideal 

self (Malär et al., 2011). Actual self-congruence reflects the consumer’s perception of the fit between their 

actual self and the brand’s personality while ideal self-congruence is the perceived fit between the brand’s 

personality and the consumer’s ideal self (ibid). As consumers attribute human characteristics or traits to 

a brand based on their perception of the brand (Aaker, 1997), consumption of the brand is not needed 

for the consumer to evaluate whether self-congruence exists between the consumer and the brand. As 

both actual (v3a) and ideal (v3b) self-congruence can influence consumers, both concepts will be 

investigated in this paper. 
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5.3.2. BRAND SATISFACTION 

Satisfaction is a concept heavily discussed in marketing theory, and it is embraced by practitioners and 

academics to be the highest-order goal of a company as it is not possible to argue against the importance 

of consumers’ satisfaction for the good of the business (Peterson & Wilson, 1992). For a company to be 

successful in the long run, it has to satisfy its customers. However, satisfaction differs from perceived 

quality, as consumers can be satisfied because their expectations or attitudes towards the brand were 

lower than the brand’s performance level (Aaker, 1991). 

The brand satisfaction variable in the model (v4) represents the exchange aspect of a consumer’s 

relationship to a brand since the primary positive outcome of an exchange relationship is satisfaction (Esch 

et al., 2006). Brand satisfaction is defined here as “a cognitive evaluation of whether or not the exchange 

relationship with the brand is rewarding” (Esch et al., 2006, p. 100) and can also be described as the full 

meeting of one’s expectations (Oliver, 1980). Satisfaction is a relational construct since the evaluation is 

done by the total consumption experience over time (Anderson, Fornell & Lehmann, 1994). Thus, 

consumers must have consumed the brand to be able to evaluate their satisfaction with the brand. 

 

5.3.3. BRAND ATTACHMENT 

Researchers have encouraged further research on the value of monitoring consumer’s relationship quality 

(e.g. brand attachment) since it has a significant impact on favorable consumer behavior (Japutra et al., 

2018). In psychology, attachment is an emotion laden bond between a person and an object (Malär et al., 

2011). However, in a marketing context, people can also build relationships with brands (Fournier, 1998). 

Brand attachment have been investigated to both include emotional bonding, such as affection, passion, 

and connection (Thomson et al., 2005), as well as cognitive bonding reflecting brand self-connection on 

the beliefs hold by the consumers on the congruence between the consumer and the brand (Fedorikhin, 

Park & Thomson, 2008). Thus, consumers can be attached to a brand without having consumed it 

previously. By examining brand attachment (v5), researches capture both the heart and the mind of the 

consumers in contrast to e.g. brand attitude in which only the mind share is captured (Japutra et al., 2018). 

 

5.4. BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES 

This subsection elaborates on purchase intent as proxy of brand choice, the outcome variable in the 

conceptualized model which measures overall brand strength. 
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Aaker (1991, 1996, 2002) has argued that brand equity has impact on both immediate value and long-

term value for brands by securing future revenue streams. What product and which brand to buy is the 

last step of consumer’s decision-making process (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961; Agarwal & Rao, 1996). 

However, studying actual consumer brand choice in the point-of-purchase would require to obtain point-

of-purchase data and crossed it with data from brand-knowledge and relationship questionnaires. Given 

the defeasible of such plan, this study makes use of purchase intent as proxy of consumer’s choice, that 

can be directly asked to consumers. In fact, some authors suggest that increasing purchase intention 

increases the likelihood of actual choice and purchase, thus justifying the relationship between intention 

and choice (Schiffman, Kanuk & Wisenblit, 2010). When point-of-purchase data is unavailable, Fishbein 

and Ajzen (1975, p.369) defend that “if one wants to know whether or not an individual will perform a 

given behavior, the simplest and probably most efficient thing one can do is to ask the individual whether 

he intends to perform that behavior”. In their research they argued that the best predictor of a person’s 

actual behaviors is his/her intention to perform that specific behavior (ibid). 

Therefore, the behavioral outcome variable used in this study is brand purchase intent in relation to the 

competitive brand (v6), defined as the consumer’s subjective probability that he will perform a certain 

behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Other studies have previously used variants of purchase intent 

measures to calculate consumers’ behavioral outcomes, in relation to both brand equity and relationship 

dimensions (e.g. Esch et al., 2006). 

Researchers use purchase intention as a significant indicator for estimating consumer’s behavior, because 

purchasing behavior is an action-oriented reflection of consumer’s assessment of external factors 

involving a brand and the attitude towards that brand. A positive purchase intention represents a 

favorable commitment towards the brand which propels consumers to make an actual choice and 

purchase action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Accordingly, purchase intent represents in this paper the 

possibility that consumers will purchase a product or service in the near future, assumed to be the 

consumers’ manifestation of their commitment to purchase the brand. Following this logic, an increase in 

purchase intention implies an increase in the possibility of an actual purchase (Schiffman et al., 2010). 

Purchase intention (v5) aims to capture consumer’s planned commitment in the purchase of a certain 

brand in the future, in relation to the trade-off consumers need to make between a brand and 

competitors’ brands. 

To end this section, Figure 6 summarizes the definitions of each and every variable in the conceptual 

model. 
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Figure 6. Definitions of the variables in the conceptual model 

 

Source: own creation 

 

5.5. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

In this part of the paper, the relationships between the variables are established from which the 

hypotheses are derived. 

It is relevant to clarify to the readers that two variables, perceived quality and brand self-congruence, are 

aggregated variables, being made up of the combination of two subvariables each (perceived value and 

differentiation in the case of perceived quality; and actual and ideal self-congruence in the case of brand 

self-congruence). For these cases, in order to derive the hypotheses involving these constructs, a 

relationship is established for subvariables individually (e.g. perceived value and differentiation) with its 

dependent variable. This applies to all relationships between any variable and one of the two aggregated 

variables (perceived quality and brand self-congruence), except in the relationship between brand self-

congruence and brand attachment, in which the relationship is established individually from actual self-

congruence and ideal self-congruence to brand attachment. 

 

Association of Perceived Quality and Brand Preference 

In his research, Wang (2010) confirms the relationship between perceived value and brand preference. In 

his study, he adopted the definition of perceived value as the comparison between the benefits offered 
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by the brand or product and the sacrifice made to acquire it. Wang (2010) further defines perceived value 

as a multidimensional-construct that includes perceived value as the functional price of product 

price/value for the money, the functional value of product performance/quality, the emotional value of a 

product, and the social value of a product. In his study, a positive relationship between all the four ways 

of perceiving value and brand preference is established and confirmed (ibid). In fact, in the present paper, 

the definition of perceived value is narrower than that of Wang’s (2010), falling mainly on the 

subdimension of perceived value as the functional value of product performance/quality in the way it 

meets consumers’ needs. However, as perceived value is a cognitive evaluation of the benefits and costs 

offered by the brand in order to acquire it, it is likely that the other dimensions of perceived value as 

adopted by Wang (2010) might also be mildly present in the consumers’ overall assessment of a brand’s 

perceived value. 

The second component of perceived quality is differentiation, previously defined as consumers perception 

of the brand as being distinct or unique, which can be investigated through the consumers’ unique 

associations about a brand. Unique associations are by Brown and Carpenter (2000) said to be valuable 

because thinking that only one brand has the given attribute makes the decision process easier and gives 

consumers reasons to buy and justify the purchase of that brand. Since consumers’ unique associations 

are believed to influence the decision-making process, Romaniuk and Gaillard (2007) hypothesized a 

positive relationship between consumers having unique associations of a brand and their brand 

preference. However, Romaniuk and Gaillard (2007) were not able to confirm this hypothesis but 

encouraged researchers to investigate the relationship between the constructs by using a different 

method. As for this paper, it takes another approach in the investigation of this matter by asking 

consumers to make a direct comparison with a competitor brand, reason why it can be conjectured a 

positive relationship between consumers’ unique associations and their brand preference. 

Based on the above elaboration of the construct of perceived quality (as an aggregated construct 

composed by perceived value and differentiation) and its relationship with brand preference, the 

following is hypothesized: 

H1: Perceived quality has a positive relationship with brand preference. 

 

Association of Perceived Quality and Brand Self-Congruence 

Sheeraz, Qadeer, Masood and Hameed (2018) state that self-expressing and self-enhancing brands fulfills 
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the consumers’ desires and give them pleasure. Consumers consume products and brands for functional 

and symbolic meanings (Hosany & Martin, 2012; Dall’Olmo Riley & De Chernatony, 2000; Kapferer, 2008). 

When consumers categorize a brand as a part of their self, the consumer develops a sense of oneness 

with the brand and thus, establishes cognitive links that connects the brand with the self. Although the 

links are cognitive in the representation, the brand self-link is inherently emotional (Park et al., 2010). 

Self-congruence is thus often tied together with brands or products which also meet symbolic or 

emotional needs (Malär et al., 2011; Park, Jaworski & Maclnnis, 1986; Jamal & Al-Marri, 2007; Tsai, Chang 

& Ho, 2015; Mehta, 1999). From this, consumer’s brand self-congruence and perceived value increase 

simultaneously and in the same direction indicating a positive relationship between perceived value and 

brand self-congruence. 

Researchers have concluded that a key way to differentiate a brand in a product category is by enabling 

consumers to express their actual or ideal self (Aaker, 1997). From this, differentiation and brand self-

congruence are expected to have a positive relationship. 

From these lines of reasoning, the relationship of perceived value and differentiation with brand self-

congruence is hypothesized as: 

H2: Perceived quality has a positive relationship with brand self-congruence. 

 

Association of Perceived Quality and Brand Satisfaction 

While the link between perceived value and self-congruence is mostly emotional and relates to the 

communal aspect of the consumer-brand relationship, brand satisfaction relates to the exchange aspect 

and relies on cognitive post-purchase evaluations and self-interest (Esch et al., 2006; Aggarwal, 2004). In 

Esch et al.’ (2006) research, brand image was found to have a positive effect on brand satisfaction. Brand 

image is defined by three measures: overall attitude towards the brand, the perceived quality of the brand 

and the brand’s overall affect. Similarly, perceived quality, one of the components of brand image, is 

expected to be positively correlated with brand satisfaction. Moreover, as the variable of perceived value 

is a subcomponent of perceived quality, the former is also expected to be positively correlated with brand 

satisfaction. Furthermore, from Wood’s (2000) examination of the approaches to different brand 

definitions, she composes an integrated brand definition which highlights the brand's purpose to the 

owner and at the same time considers how this is achieved through consumer benefits: “A brand is a 

mechanism for achieving competitive advantage for firms, through differentiation (purpose). The 
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attributes that differentiate a brand provide the customer with satisfaction and benefits...” (Wood, 2000, 

p. 666). In this definition, Wood (2000) describes how differentiation can be a driver of satisfaction. From 

the review of how perceived value and differentiation are connected to satisfaction, the following is 

hypothesized: 

H3: Perceived quality has a positive relationship with brand satisfaction. 

 

Association of Perceived Quality and Purchase Intent 

Several scholars have researched consumer’s willingness to purchase. However, there are competing 

findings on the influence of perceived quality on purchase intentions. On one hand, some studies have 

found positive and direct relationships between perceived quality and purchase intent, for example 

Garretson and Clow (1999) in dental services, Yee and San (2011) in automobiles, Tsiotsou (2006) in sports 

shoes, and Grewal, Krishnan, Baker and Borin (1998) in the bicycle industry. On the other hand, other 

studies have found indirect effects of perceived quality on purchase intent through perceived value (e.g. 

Zeithaml, 1988; Dodds et al., 1991). Research has found that perceived quality and perceived value are 

often evaluated by consumers as very similar concepts (Aaker, 2002; Netemeyer et al., 2004), for this 

reason this paper described perceived value as a component of perceived quality. In any case, both 

perceived quality and perceived value are said to influence purchase responses. In addition, Dodds and 

Monroe (1985) proposed that perceived value is an important factor in consumers’ decision-making 

process, and that consumers favor the purchase of products with high perceived value. 

In addition, literature has established that brand differentiation works as a purchasing heuristic (ibid). 

Even though no research was found investigating the direct impact of brand differentiation on purchase 

intent, Netemeyer et al. (2004) supported an indirect contribution of differentiation to higher purchase 

intent. 

Combining the elements above suggesting that perceived quality, perceived value and differentiation 

drive purchase intent, the following hypothesis is drawn: 

H4: Perceived quality has a positive impact on purchase intention. 

 

Association of Brand Preference and Brand Self-Congruence 

Jamal & Goode (2001) found a strong relationship between consumers’ self-congruence and brand 
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preference supporting that consumers prefer brands which have images compatible with the consumer’s 

perception of one’s self. This relationship has similarly been found by Sirgy et al. (1997), Jamal (2004), and 

Tsai et al. (2015). Thus, it is hypothesized that: 

H5: Brand preference has a positive relationship with brand self-congruence. 

 

Association of Brand Preference and Brand Satisfaction 

Since satisfaction judgements are a broad and subjective conceptualization which manifests the 

comparison between the consumer’s expectations of a brand and its real performance, satisfaction can 

be driven by several factors including preference (Jamal & Al-Marri, 2007). Jamal and Al-Marri (2007) 

tested the relationship between brand preference and brand satisfaction, and concluded that the greater 

the brand preference, the greater the consumer satisfaction with the brand. The relationship between 

the two variables are further confirmed by Tsai et al. (2015). From this, follows the hypothesis that: 

H6: Brand preference has a positive relationship with brand satisfaction. 

 

Association of Brand Preference and Purchase Intent 

Tsai et al. (2015) state that preference is a type of attitude performance which directs purchase decisions 

and that brand preference plays an important role in consumers’ selection of products. They elaborate 

that consumers show their preference for a brand by purchasing or repurchasing it in the detriment of 

other brands (Hellier et al., 2003). Even though Hellier et al. (2003) researched the impact of brand 

preference on repurchase intent without specifying a direct or indirect link between the constructs, their 

study entailed prior consumption of the brand. In contrast, the present paper predicts that preference 

influences positively purchase intent with or without prior consumption. Already in 1950, Banks (1950) 

proved the relationship between brand preference and purchase intention and the relationship was 

further tested and confirmed by Chang and Liu (2009) and Moradi and Zarei (2011) which enables this 

hypothesis: 

H7: Brand preference has a positive influence on purchase intention. 
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Association of Brand Self-Congruence and Brand Attachment 

Research has established that consumer’s self-concept must be involved for emotional brand attachment 

to occur (Chaplin & John, 2005; Park, MacInnis, Priester, Eisingerich & Iacobucci, 2010), reason why self-

congruence plays an important role in creating brand attachment. In consumer behavior literature, 

emotional attachment has been linked to consumers’ self-concept and it is argued that brand attachment 

depends on the degree consumers view the brand as being part of themselves and reflecting who they 

are. Thus, the more a brand is reflecting the consumer’s selves (self-congruence) and the more the 

consumer feels a connection between the selves and the brand, the stronger the attachment becomes 

(Malär et al., 2011). This is also confirmed by Sheeraz et al. (2018, p. 601) which state that “a person gets 

attached with a brand when it [...] enables, gratifies and enriches the self-concept…”. 

Both actual and ideal self-congruence can affect the consumer’s emotional brand attachment. Different 

studies have concluded different results on which of the two selves, if actual or ideal self-congruence, 

influence brand attachment the most (Malär et al., 2011; Japutra et al., 2018). To further explore these 

competing results in literature, this paper tests both selves in relation to brand attachment, as follows: 

H8: Actual brand self-congruence has a positive influence on brand attachment. 

H9: Ideal brand self-congruence has a positive influence on brand attachment. 

 

Association of Brand Satisfaction and Brand Attachment 

An individual who is emotionally attached to a brand is also likely to be satisfied with it (Thomson et al., 

2005). Still, brand attachment and satisfaction are not the same. While two consumers might be satisfied 

with a brand, they can vary in whether they are emotionally attached or bonded to the brand. Satisfaction 

can occur just after consumption but does not imply that the consumer seeks proximity or will experience 

distress by future separation. As satisfaction is an evaluative judgement after consumption, attachment 

is an emotionally charged construct which can develop over time by multiple interactions. Still, 

satisfaction can provide a foundation for the development of emotional attachment (ibid). Thus, it is 

proposed that: 

H10: Brand satisfaction has a positive impact on brand attachment. 
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Association of Brand Attachment and Purchase Intent 

From literature, it is clear that brand attachment has implications for behavioral outcomes. Esch et al. 

(2006) expected brand attachment to be a determinant of (future) purchase intention. For further 

research on the relationship between these two variables, Thomson et al. (2005) state that emotional 

attachment predicts the consumer’s commitment to the relationship and the nature of a consumer’s 

interaction and purchasing behavior towards the brand. Accounted together, the following can be 

hypothesized: 

H11: Brand attachment has a positive influence on purchase intent. 

 

Overall, all the hypotheses and respective relationships are summarized in the table below. 

 

Figure 7. Hypotheses and their dependent, and independent variables (Table 1) 

 

Source: own creation 

 

As a final note, in the relationships whose direction are established both ways (type ↔), there is no 

classification of the variables as dependent and independent, both variables are at the same level in the 

relationship, and no conclusions about what variable causes the other can be established. 
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6. METHODOLOGY  

 

In this section, the theory behind how the paper’s research is undertaken is presented and explained. The 

elaboration of the research process is guided by the ‘research onion’ developed by Saunders, Lewis and 

Thornhill (2009). Figure 8 guides the reader in relation to the process of unpeeling the research onion and 

summarizes the chosen methodological elements. Moreover, the argumentation, advantages and 

disadvantages and respective limitations of the chosen methodology are discussed as the section 

develops. 

 

Figure 8. The research onion 

 

Source: adapted from Saunders et al. (2009) 

 

6.1. RESEARCH ONION 

The research onion is one way to depict the issues underlying the choice of methods (Saunders et al., 

2009). In the center of the onion lies the data collection and the data analysis, which both are explained 
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later in the paper. Before getting to the core of the onion, the outer layers need to be ‘peeled off’ one at 

a time, starting with philosophy of science (section 6.2), followed by the research approach (section 6.3), 

research strategies and choices (section 6.4), time horizon (section 6.5) and data collection methods 

(section 6.6) (ibid). These outer layers are important as they help researchers understand and reflect upon 

the assumed assumptions about their perspective of the nature of reality and only in this way, these 

assumptions can be examined and challenged (ibid). In the following paragraphs, the layers of the 

research onion will be reviewed and argued for in conjunction with the limitations of the adopted 

methodology. 

 

6.2. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

Research philosophy is the umbrella term for the development of knowledge and the nature of that 

knowledge (Saunders et al., 2009). The research philosophy adopted contains assumptions about how the 

world is viewed and perceived and thus, what is understood, how research is conducted and how 

knowledge is created (ibid). 

Kuhn’s book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, from 1962, is one of the most cited works within the 

field of philosophy of science since he was the first to direct attention from the results of research to the 

research process itself (Collin, 2013a). A key term in Kuhn’s book is ‘paradigm’, which was defined in no 

fewer than 21 different ways and therefore his presentation of the concept of paradigm is rather loose 

and imprecise (Guba, 1990). Anyway, his thoughts on the matter of research processes are still useful 

today (Collin, 2013a). 

Broadly, a paradigm can be described as a number of principles and theoretical assumptions within a 

scientific research field which is shared by the entire research community and which drives the 

development of the scientific research in the field. Kuhn also breaks with the static view of the definition 

of scientific research with the term scientific revolution. He makes the distinction between the normal 

science and scientific revolution (ibid). Most research is done during the periods of normal science when 

researchers try to extend the reach of the paradigm. During the normal science period, anomalies occur 

and as more arise, the paradigm is undermined. To solve the anomalies, new solutions gain ground and 

as more researchers follow the new solutions and ideas, the scientific revolution results in a discontinuity 

of the scientific development and a shift in the paradigm makes the researchers view the world in a new 

way (ibid). Through the scientific revolutions that occurred over time, numerous paradigms have 

developed. Two of the most prominent paradigms are positivism and constructivism. 
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Positivism has had a central role within a series of social science disciplines through the last 150 years. 

Thus, positivism has for a long time been dominating and setting the agenda within social science on how 

truth, recognition, validity and evidence leading were perceived (Boolsen & Jacobsen, 2013). Positivism 

has often been referred to as a single and uniform paradigm but, in fact, no fewer than 18 different aspects 

of positivism have been identified which include metaphysical positivism, logical positivism, and 

postpositivism. Therefore, positivism is an umbrella term containing a number of related but not totally 

identical perspectives on science, truth, perception, and research methods (ibid). Fundamentally, 

positivism is rooted in the realist ontology in which it is believed that the reality is ‘out there’ and that the 

true nature of reality can be discovered. The ultimate aim of science is to predict and control natural 

phenomena (Guba, 1990). Researchers must be objective and observe the question in matter without 

interference and by pulling nature’s secrets without altering them in any way (ibid). One of the key points 

of positivism is that one must be able to ‘prove’ knowledge (Boolsen & Jacobsen, 2013). The positivistic 

stance to brand management implies that the brand is ‘owned’ by the marketer, who has the ability to 

control the brand communication to a consumer/recipient that has a passive role - this position is a 

representation of the first approach to brand management, the economic approach, which emerged 

before 1985. However, the evolution throughout different approaches to brand management is reflected 

in changes not only in respect to what brand means, but also in what roles, how communication and the 

interaction between the marketer and consumer are established, what paradigms set the basis of 

knowledge creation as well as the methods used. The other paradigm, social constructivism, reflects the 

nature of the brand and the value of brand equity as an outcome created from the interaction between 

the brand and the consumer as holistic entities with human-like characteristics (Heding et al., 2016). 

Social constructivism (from now referred to as constructivism) lies in between the areas of philosophy and 

social science, and has gained a significant influence on social science and human science in the last 

decades (Collin, 2013b). According to constructivism, things that are normally perceived as having an 

independent or ‘natural’ existence are only created and obtained by different societal premises. 

Therefore, these things would not exist independent from the comprehensive social activity in which they 

are embedded. Like the positivist paradigm, constructivism is not uniform but consists of different 

perspectives rooted in the same overall way of perceiving truth and reality (ibid). Ontologically, 

constructivism takes the position of relativism within which realities exist in form of multiple mental 

constructions and dependent on the person who holds them. In order to ‘unlock’ these individual 

constructions of reality, researchers must be subjective, because this interaction is the only way to access 

these constructions. Thereby, the researchers and the inquired person become one entity around which 
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findings are created from the interaction process between the two. The aim of constructivism is to create 

a few constructions which have substantial consensus (Guba, 1990). 

The evolution of brand management evidenced a paradigm shift, from positivism to constructivism, which 

took place around the 1990s. Scientific revolution or paradigm shifts do not happen overnight. Instead, 

they are a progressive transition and development process, in which the different approaches to 

knowledge creation, methods, etc. co-exist and overlap. The CBBE approach, the one that founds this 

paper, emerged around the 1990’s which coincides with the paradigm shift. Accordingly, this brand 

management approach finds its space between the transition away from the positivist view of the brand 

as something marketers own and control in communication to a passive consumer, and the constructivist 

stance that recognizes the two-sided communication between consumer and the brand. The CBBE still 

adopts a liner communication between consumer and the brand, as the positivistic paradigm entails, but 

considers that the brand is ‘owned’ by the consumer in their minds. Yet, the marketer has the ability to 

program the consumer into the intended action. During the emergence of the CBBE approach, the 

generally adopted collection methods ranged from quantitative to qualitative methods as well as mixed 

research designs. In fact, the relational approach was the first brand management approach to be founded 

entirely in qualitative methods, and it is recognized as the first approach to emerge with a foundation in 

phenomenology. Even though the consumer-based approach mixes both methods, scholars within this 

approach adopt generally a positivistic stance. On the contrary, the relational approach is grounded in 

phenomenology which is a qualitative, constructivist research tradition emphasizing the access to the 

‘inner reality’. In this approach to research, focus is on the receiver's end which entails a deep 

understanding of the consumer. This research tradition is meaning-based in which meaning stems from 

the individual’s inner reality and life, thus contrasting with the information-processing perspective. The 

latter is dominant in the consumer-based approach, in which information is considered as external stimuli 

to the consumer, whereas in phenomenology, the individual’s felt experience is considered valid which 

means that the reality is not out there and cannot be observed. Therefore, in phenomenology, the reality 

is inseparable from the individual and being subjective is the only way to access the knowledge generated 

by he/she. Furthermore, in this tradition, marketers are not in control of the brand. The brand exists in 

the individual’s lived experience of it which leads to the brand being in a chaotic and ever-changing 

context (Heding et al., 2016). 

As stated previously in this paper, this study integrates the consumer-based approach and the relational 

approach to brand management in the same conceptual model. The authors of this paper acknowledge 
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that consumers take part in the construction of the reality in which they live and thus, they can have 

unique associations, motives, perceptions and intentions. Despite this, the aim of this paper is not to 

understand and describe the nature of these constructions as the phenomenologist research tradition 

would entail. Instead, the aim of this study is to predict consumer behavior (purchase intent) by examining 

which phenomena has a significant influence or relationship with others and thereby, be able to create 

reliable and valid conclusions about the investigated relationships. By taking a neopositivistic stance, it is 

not possible to examine the nature of the phenomena (e.g. which personality traits consumers identify a 

brand with or why consumers think a brand is unique), only the existence and strength of the relationship 

between these phenomena. In fact, by adopting a neopositivistic paradigm and by using quantitative data 

collection methods, any question aimed to grasp the strength and nature of the inner-reality of the 

consumer in relationship with the brand is subject to the weakness of being overly superficial which would 

not allow for a precise understanding of consumer’s individual reality. In order to do so, this paper would 

have had to consider complementary methods so as to subjectively explore the nature of consumer’s 

experienced reality and relationships with the brands. This would also entail longer collection periods and 

the inclusion of additional methods such as in-depth interviews. If this approach was adopted, the authors 

would most likely have had subjectively build a process to convert and transform the qualitative data 

about consumer-brand relationships in order to be able to attribute a measure of strength to these 

relationships, quantify them and integrate them in the CBBE measures. 

Hence, the aim of the study is to extend the research on brand strength by departing from the generally 

accepted models of CBBE and by taking some of its weaknesses into account. This is done in a 

neopositivistic way of aiming to predict consumer behavior but with the acknowledgement of the 

existence of individual realities, which is a characteristic of phenomenology. The authors also 

acknowledge that investigating human-embedded or consumer-brand relationships would require the 

adoption of a different paradigm, research approach and method than those adopted in this paper, which 

could provide more valid results for relationship measures and grasp the deep meaning-based nature of 

relationships and consumer-brand exchange. Even though this paper only investigates relationships’ 

strength, which is more superficial and less embedded in the deep and inner-reality of the consumers in 

comparison to investigating the nature of those relationships, this paper is subject to weaknesses in how 

it approaches brand relationships. Finally, the authors of this paper adopt a positivist standpoint in what 

concerns the method, but unlike other positivist authors, they acknowledge that other methods could 

have been adopted for the same academic field. 
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6.3. RESEARCH APPROACH 

In the next step of the research process, the research approach will be explained and discussed. 

There are two fundamental ways of using observations in relation to scientific activities - the deductive 

and inductive approach. When using the inductive approach, the researcher focuses on the development 

of theory by taking concrete empirical data and aiming to create findings from the specific to the general 

picture. Thereby, the researcher goes from data to theory (Andersen & Boolsen, 2013). In contrast, the 

deduction process starts with the development of expectations (hypotheses) which are grounded in 

existing theory within the research field. The hypotheses are assertions which can be tested and which 

are deduced logically from theory. In the deductive approach, explicit hypotheses are tested and either 

accepted or rejected (ibid). These two approaches are often combined in the same research - this paper 

is no exception and starts with a deductive approach which dominates the study. However, the inductive 

reasoning is also applied, especially in the last sections of the paper when reflecting and discussing the 

findings in light of the combination of the two approaches to brand management (section 12 and 13), 

motivated by the need to elevate these and reflect upon them. 

To elaborate on the above, given the characteristics of the deduction reasoning and its match with this 

paper’s research objectives, this study follows to a great extent the deductive research approach. 

Consequently, this paper benefits from the possibility of establishing causal relationships between 

phenomena (Saunders et al., 2009). These relationships can be seen in the drawn hypotheses. To test 

these hypotheses, data need to be gathered (which is often done in a quantitative manner) following a 

predefined data collection approach in order to be able to test the hypotheses. The data collection must 

be done in a structured way to facilitate replication and reliability. To ensure rigorous data, researchers 

must work independent from what is observed. In addition, the characteristic of generalization entails 

that in order to statistically generalize about consumer behavior, a sample of sufficient size needs to be 

collected (ibid). 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), the deductive research includes five sequential stages which are 

implemented in this study: 

1) deducing a hypothesis, which is done in section 5.5; 

2) expressing the hypothesis in operational terms, the questions and scales, which is done in 

section 7.1.2; 

3) testing the operational hypotheses, which is done in section 9; 
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4) examining the specific outcome, which is done in section 10; 

5) modify the theory in light of the findings if necessary. 

 

By using the deductive approach, the research approach is limited to the fact that this approach is 

restrictive and it is harder to develop findings which are significantly different from existing theory, as it 

requires to have previous studies as foundation. In addition, the researchers are not able to, in the same 

way as in the inductive approach, to gain an understanding of the meanings that consumers attach to 

brands or events (ibid). Furthermore, by founding the research on previous findings in the field, 

researchers have to assume that these findings are true. If they are not, the findings of the current study 

will not be true either. Despite of the disadvantages of the deductive approach, this approach is used in 

this study since its aim is to establish reliable and generalizable conclusions about the relationships 

between the phenomena examined in the study. However, when discussing the results of the study in 

section 12 and 13, the deductive reasoning will be supplemented with an inductive approach in which the 

authors use the collected data as baseline for the development of potential new conjectures or general 

findings which are proposed for further investigation. 

 

6.4. RESEARCH STRATEGY AND CHOICE 

In the following section, one more layer is peeled by outlining the choices of research design process and 

thereby, explaining how to turn the research questions into a research project. 

Since the purpose of this paper is to explain the relationships between the different constructs in the 

conceptual model, the research can be classified as an explanatory study (Saunders et al., 2009). The 

purpose of a conclusive design, which is an umbrella term for an explanatory and descriptive study, is to 

describe specific phenomena, to test specific hypotheses and to examine specific relationships (Malhotra, 

Nunan & Birks, 2017). This design is typically structured and the data obtained are subject to quantitative 

analysis. To be able to test for correlation and especially causality, the variables must be studied in a 

controlled setting and are subject to a thorough investigation. To this end, this paper adopts the survey 

strategy as a way to structure the collection of primary data. 

Since the research strategy departures from the research philosophy and approach, the neopositivist 

paradigm is present not only in how literature is reviewed, but also, and especially, in the interpretation 

of the data collected from the survey. In positivism, it is essential that statements can be verified through 
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observation (Boolsen & Jacobsen, 2013). This means that, and in the case of a survey, the respondents’ 

answers are the observations, why the results from the survey can be used to prove and predict what the 

rest of the population would answer to the same questions. Thus, it is not possible to make conclusions 

about the beliefs, perceptions or considerations behind the answers to the questions but it is possible to 

conclude on the patterns in the relationships between the answers (ibid). 

Surveys are a useful tool to collect a large amount of data which is needed to make reliable conclusions. 

In addition, the answers from a survey are standardized allowing ‘easy’ comparison (Saunders et al., 2009). 

Furthermore, the survey strategy enables the researchers to have control over the research process and 

when using sampling, it is possible to create findings that represents the general population (more about 

this in section 7.3). From the benefits of control also comes the time spent to ensure the 

representativeness of the sample, design and pilot the data collection process, analyze and report the 

results (ibid). The details about the survey techniques and structure are elaborated later in section 7.1. 

 

6.5. TIME HORIZON 

The time horizon layer refers to the time frame within which the study runs. This can be cross-sectional 

or longitudinal (Saunders et al., 2009). 

This study is a cross-sectional study since it examines particular phenomena at one point in time. 

Contrasting with longitudinal studies whose data collection is done repeatedly over an extended period 

of time, frequently to study (behavioral) change, this paper’s observations are a snapshot of the 

respondents’ current situation, so no changes in e.g. perceptions, preferences, relationship or behavior 

can be captured (ibid). With the exception of the examination of respondents’ future intent to purchase 

or previous purchases, the actual behavior or nature of said behavior are not investigated. Therefore, it is 

not possible to corroborate if the answers given in the survey are honest, and the same for the 

respondents’ statements, which have to be trusted as the truth. Furthermore, it is not possible to track 

the respondents’ development (e.g. the relationship to the brand) over time to see how the respondents’ 

attachment to a brand or purchase intent changes. 

  

6.6. DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

The following section argues for the choice of secondary and primary data. Firstly, the main sources of 

secondary data and their importance to this study are summarized (section 6.6.1). Secondly, the primary 
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data collection methods are described (section 6.6.2), namely quantitative survey and observation, and 

their relevance to answer the research purpose is argued for. 

 

6.6.1. SECONDARY DATA 

Secondary data comprehends information summarized from data sources developed for other purposes 

rather than the one in the research problem of this paper (Saunders et al., 2009). Accordingly, this study 

makes use of secondary data to delimit and define some elements and inputs needed for the quantitative 

survey, e.g. a brand list and a list of the products competing against the test category. In short, this study 

combines the contributions of both online and offline materials, for example academic papers (e.g. Keller, 

1993; Aaker, 1991, etc.), books (e.g. Heding et al., 2016; Malhotra et al., 2017; Kotler & Keller, 2012, etc.), 

market reports (e.g. Nielsen, 2018), online articles (e.g. Nielsen, 2017 Set 4; Foodnavigator, 2017 Mar 6, 

etc.) and statistic databases (e.g. Portal Euromonitor, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c). To be able to collect primary 

data, the review and collection of secondary data was necessary. These secondary data sources were 

compiled data (Saunders et al., 2009) since they had already undergone selection, processing and 

summarizing from other researchers. The disadvantages of using secondary data are that the data are not 

collected for the purpose of this study which means that the definitions might vary from the ones used in 

this study, and that the researchers have no real control over the data quality, validity and reliability of 

the secondary data sources, being limited to what is available and published by the authors of these 

sources (ibid). Hence, secondary data is used since the researchers of this paper could not collect all the 

needed data on their own. For all the chosen secondary data, a thorough investigation of the data sources 

was conducted to make sure that the information needed was consistent with the data from the sources 

and by this, ensuring validity. For instance, secondary data sources were selected not only for the 

relevance of its content, but also in relation to the reliability of its source, including the number of citations 

and rating of its publishers. 

 

6.6.2. PRIMARY DATA 

The primary data collection in this study consisted of observation and an online survey. 

Observation was used to check for the accuracy of stimuli (i.e. brand logos) that were displayed in the 

survey. The researchers conducted primary observations in supermarkets and online stores where the 

brands are sold. The observation can be classified as a descriptive observation (Saunders et al., 2009) since 
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the researchers were only observing the physical settings of the selling point and the logos on the branded 

products. Evidence of the execution of this method can be found in Appendix 2. 

As stated in section 6.4, the researchers are using a survey to collect primary data. The type of survey used 

in the research is an online self-administered questionnaire which respondents complete themselves 

(Saunders et al., 2009). This type of survey was chosen so that the researchers have no direct contact with 

the respondents and so that the survey is able to reach virtually everyone regardless of age, gender, and 

geographic region. Furthermore, another advantage of online surveys is that the speed of data collection 

is usually faster than other methods and cost per interview is rather low. It also allows to asks the 

questions in a methodical way with the aid of pictures and interactive techniques which are said to be 

more interesting for respondents, and consequently increase the quality of responses. However, the 

downsides are that sampling frames might be hard to monitor and control in relation to more traditional 

and offline survey methods, and that the older consumer group might be harder to reach for having a 

lower internet penetration. Still, online surveys are still among the most popular methods in quantitative 

market research (Malhotra et al., 2017). 
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7. RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

As stated, this study uses an online self-administered quantitative survey as primary data collection 

method, and this chapter focuses on the research design behind this study and its respective limitations. 

Firstly, this chapter presents the flow and logic behind the survey method adopted (section 7.1.1), 

followed by an elaboration of the nature and type of questions asked in said survey, respective limitations, 

and scales derived from the reviewed literature (section 7.1.2). Secondly, the choice of test category and 

focal/test brands is supported (section 7.2). Lastly, the sampling process, aimed and achieved sample 

profile are described (section 7.3). 

In addition, in order to conduct this study and test the hypotheses, the researchers established a 

partnership with the Danish office of the FMCG company Unilever Danmark A/S (Unilever), which has a 

vast portfolio of brands in the market extending from food to home and personal products (Unilever 

Website, 2019). As a result of this collaboration, the researchers used some of Unilever’s brands as testing 

ground and obtained a short brand description of the focal/test brands’ and respective visual elements to 

be used as stimuli in the study. Moreover, from the partnership, two incentives in kind were obtained (i.e. 

two goodie bags of Unilever’s food, personal and home products, each with the value of 500 DKK) with 

the purpose of being drawn among the participants. This incentive was deemed to be important to more 

effectively reach the aimed sample size and profile by increasing the number of people entering the 

survey. 

Even though the authors use some of Unilever’s brands as focal/test brands, this is not a case-based thesis. 

Instead, this is an academic paper whose research design accounts for reliability and validity of the 

obtained results and allow the proposed conceptual model to be extended to other consumer products’ 

brands outside of Unilever’s portfolio. 
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7.1. QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUE & STRUCTURE 

Quantitative research requires generally that the questionnaire is defined prior to data collection 

(Saunders et al., 2009). Therefore, section 7.1. elaborates on the flow and logic of the designed 

questionnaire as well as on the questions and respective scales present in said questionnaire. 

 

7.1.1. SURVEY FLOW & LOGIC 

In general terms, the questionnaire [Appendix 3 & 4] is divided in three sections: (1) the screener part, (2) 

the main questionnaire with the questions which test the hypotheses, and (3) the habits and demographic 

questions that enable to profile the sample (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9. Survey flow - the three parts 

 

Source: own creation 

 

To elaborate on the three subdivisions of the questionnaire as per Figure 9, in the first part, the screener, 

participants go through a few questions to determine who has or has not the right profile for the study. 

Those who meet the requirements are invited to continue the survey, whereas those who do not meet 

the criteria are redirected to the end of the questionnaire without going through the remaining parts of 

the survey. The criteria and characteristics of the sample are elaborated in the section about sampling 

(section 7.3). 
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The second part is subdivided in four parts (Figure 10) representing the brand knowledge and 

consumption questions, each of the three dimensions depicted in the conceptual model illustrated in 

Figure 4, namely, perception and preference, brand relationship, and behavioral outcomes. In addition, 

as this study tests its conceptual model in two types of brands i.e. high awareness (Magnum) and low 

awareness brands (Choice), this part of the survey was tailored to the two brands. Part of the sample was 

allocated to Magnum, while the other part of the sample was redirected to Choice (Figure 11) - the 

reasoning for the selecting of the two focal brands, Magnum and Choice, is outlined in section 7.2. 

 

Figure 10. Survey flow - the three parts in detail 

 

Source: own creation 

 

Figure 11. Survey flow - high and low awareness sample split 

 

Source: own creation 

 

Figure 12 illustrates the flow and logic in more detail for the main questionnaire part, following the same 

color scheme and order as in the conceptual model. Firstly, respondents are asked about their brand 

awareness in the category. As such, the main objective of the brand recognition question [Appendix 3 & 

4, Q.1.] is to capture whether respondents know and recognize the focal brand among other brands. This 

question was prepared to blend in the focal brand among other brands and, consequently, hide the true 

objective of the question from the respondent (i.e. conclude if the respondent recognizes Magnum or 

Choice). To this end, a list of 12 snack brands was created. These brands were selected based on their 

market share and subcategory. The brand list is composed by the two focal brands, Magnum and Choice, 
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and by the top two market share brands from savory snacks, biscuits, fruit snacks, snack bars and ice 

cream - the sources supporting this list are in Appendix 5. In this question, participants are asked to select 

all the snack brands that they know of, based on the listed brand logos - the shown stimuli are available 

in Appendix 6. 

Secondly, this question was followed by the consumption question [Appendix 3 & 4, Q.2.] inquiring the 

respondents about the prior consumption of the focal brand, using a dichotomous “Yes” or “No” question. 

This question is asked only to those with awareness of the test brand. Then, respondents are exposed to 

a description of the brand in the chosen survey language, defining the essence of the brand and illustrating 

some of its variants - the brand essence stimuli both in English and in Danish are available in Appendix 7 

and 8, respectively. The reason why respondents are exposed to the focal brand before being asked the 

questions related to the hypotheses has to do with the underlying assumptions from cognitive psychology 

and information processing theory, namely two reasons: (i) some of the respondents do not have 

awareness of the brand, therefore they are exposed to the description of the brand essence as if 

consumers were finding the product for the first time in the supermarket; (ii) some of the respondents 

know and have consumed the brand, therefore when exposed to the stimulus, associations with prior 

contact with the brand are triggered in the mind and retrieved from memory - the stimulus attempts to 

stimulate participants cognitively in order to capture the most available and honest answer to the 

questions about the brand. Similarly, after this question, participants are asked to select which 

subcategory of snack they would consume as replacement of the focal brand [Appendix 3 & 4, Q3], 

meaning their usual snack (from now on addressed to as reference brand). The aim of this question was 

to prime respondents in relation to their reference brand, thus making them access information stored in 

memory. Recalling this information is relevant to enable respondents to evaluate the focal brand against 

the reference brand. 
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Figure 12. Survey logic for the second part - main questionnaire 

 

Source: own creation 

 

These set of questions were followed by others directly linked to the hypotheses [Appendix 3 & 4, Q4-

Q11]. In relation to the logic behind asking or skipping a specific question, this was provided by the 

reviewed literature for each construct. To remind the reader of the grounds for such logic, the questions 

referring to perception and preference (Figure 12, Q4-Q6) and behavioral outcomes (Q11) were asked to 

all participants regardless of these having awareness or not of the focal brand. As in real market settings 

(e.g. supermarket) consumers can create a perception or image and manifest a preference for a brand 

that they have never seen or bought before. As for the questions measuring the dimensions within brand 

relationship, the logic for being asked these questions depends on whether respondents are aware of the 

brand or are both aware and have consumed the focal brand in the past. For instance, for the questions 

about actual self (Q7), ideal self-congruence (Q8) and brand attachment (Q10), respondents need to, at 

least, be aware of the brand. Because brand self-congruence refers to the fit between consumers’ selves 

and the brand’s personality generated by consumers perceptions when they attribute human 

characteristics or traits to a brand as a result of a self-verification process done over time (Aaker, 1997), 

brand awareness is necessary whereas prior consumption of the brand is optional. Similarly, brand 

attachment captures both the emotional and the cognitive bond between the brand and the consumer, 

which can be established by perceptions about the brand acquired through brand awareness activities, 
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without requiring previous brand consumption (Thomson et al., 2005). Lastly, brand satisfaction (Q9) is 

asked only to participants who are aware and have consumed the focal brand. This is motivated by the 

fact that brand satisfaction entails that consumers have had a consumption experience with the brand 

which enables them to evaluate the consumer-brand exchange to be positively or negatively rewarding 

and manifest if the brand met expectations (Esch et al. 2006; Anderson et al. 1994). 

In the end of the questionnaire, questions about habits and demographics are asked to profile the 

obtained sample. 

 

7.1.2. SURVEY QUESTIONS & SCALES 

Besides the flow and logic, the frame or wording of the questions and the right type of questions (e.g. 

single answer, multi answer, open-end, etc.) are other important factors researchers need to account for 

in order to guarantee both the quality of the data collected and the feasibility of the analyses which 

answer the research questions (Saunders et al., 2009). 

As stated, quantitative online surveys require generally that the questionnaire is defined before the data 

is collected (ibid). In accordance, this study adopted a structured data collection method, that is, the 

survey presents questions in a prearranged order and uses fixed-response alternative questions that force 

participants to choose among predetermined answer options. This method is deemed the most 

appropriate for this study, because it allows to code all participants’ answers into the same scales or within 

the same options which, in turn, enable statistical analysis. Moreover, this type of questions also reduces 

the time and effort from respondents, in relation to open-end questions. Other advantage of this 

technique is that data are consistent and comparable for all respondents as their answers are limited to 

the defined alternatives. In addition, fixed-response questions reduce the variability of data in relation to 

the researchers’ interpretation throughout the data coding and exploration process. Consistency of data 

is especially important when the research question entails the statistical inferences from the relationships 

between the variables. As a result of this technique, data analysis, coding, decoding and interpretation 

become simpler. However, this technique is also not free of disadvantages. For instance, data quality may 

be undermined if respondents are unwilling to provide accurate information for lack of understanding 

about the formulation of the given alternatives or when participants have to make certain types of 

personal evaluations, such as with feelings and beliefs (Malhotra et al., 2017) - as it is this paper’s case 

with the brand relationship measures of self-congruence. Nevertheless, pre-structured and fixed-
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response survey techniques represents 72% of the methods of primary data collection in marketing 

research (ibid). 

Within the fixed-choice questions, several types of questions are used in the survey, which cared to 

consider how the question could be better shown or structured for the respondent, ensuring a good flow 

of the survey and better data quality. Some of the types of questions used are: 1) multi-answer questions 

with a list of options among which respondents can select all answers that apply, while ensuring that 

respondents can consider all possibilities (e.g. Which snacks do you consume? Select all that apply.); 2) 

single answer categorical questions for respondents to fit themselves into a category (e.g. gender, age, 

education, region, etc.), 3) rating questions used for collecting opinion data (e.g. to what extent do you 

agree or disagree with the following statement, etc.), and 4) matrix questions to record multiple answers 

to questions with the same scales at the same time (ibid). 

To cope with respondents’ inability to provide an answer within the listed options, the authors added to 

the listed options the possibility of selecting “other”, “don’t know” or similar alternatives. This way, one 

can capture the answers from uncertain or knowledgeable respondents at the same time that it prevents 

the (more confused) respondents’ answers from biasing or skewing the data and hampering data quality. 

This research technique was preferred to open-end questions so as to avoid time and costs of coding the 

answers to enable the statistic calculations and to reduce the researchers’ personal biases in the process. 

Moreover, open-end questions require a higher cognitive exercise from respondents and if they lack the 

right motivation the open-ended answer may be invalid (e.g. blank or random characters) and, 

consequently, needs to be removed from the sample, which increases the difficulty of reaching the aimed 

sample size and profile. 

In addition, when a study relies on fixed-respondent alternatives, data quality is prone to order or position 

bias which represents the respondents’ natural tendency to select an alternative merely because it takes 

a certain position or is listed in a certain order. In order to avoid these biases, the listed options were 

randomized for all the questions whose scales are not bound to this heuristic error or are not fixed-scales 

(e.g. from strongly agree to strongly disagree) for which the provided order of the options is logical and 

relevant. 

In relation to the questions themselves, Figure 13 shows the questions and scales used in the main 

questionnaire part for the questions testing the proposed hypotheses, the remaining questions can be 

found in the full questionnaire in Appendix 3 and 4. Basing this study and its deductions on published 

literature, the sources for the scales and questions are also present in the table below. Some of the 
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questions are replica of previous studies for the cases in which the adopted definitions of the variables 

and those in the literature in which they are founded are the same. On the contrary, when the adopted 

definitions diverge from the ones used or are a combination from those of different authors, the questions 

were adapted in accordance so as to reflect the definitions derived by this study. For instance, Q4 and Q5 

(corresponding to V1a and V1b in Figure 12, below) are inspired by previous research but adapted to the 

current study, while Q6-11 (V2 to V6) are adopted from previous studies. 

The different variables were measured with a Likert 5-point scale. The characteristic of this scale is that it 

is a metric or monadic scale in which each object has in the scale is independent from the remaining ones. 

Besides being adopted by the cited articles in the figure below, this type of scale is also the most widely 

used scaling technique in marketing research (Malhotra et al., 2017). 

 

Figure 13. Questions and Scales - main questionnaire 

 

Source: own creation 
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Finally, the survey was administered in two languages, English and Danish. The survey was scripted in 

English and translated into Danish using the direct translation approach (Saunders et al., 2009). Since one 

of the researchers is Danish, the translation was done by the researcher herself. The survey was conducted 

in both languages, not only to give the opportunity for Danes to answer in their mother tongue, even 

though the average Dane understands English, but also to be able to reach all age groups without imposing 

any restrictions on comprehension or English proficiency. 

 

7.2. TEST CATEGORY & TEST BRANDS 

The product-category in focus in this study is the snacks category which includes bars, ice cream, sweet 

biscuits, savory and fruit snacks (Portal Euromonitor, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c; Foodnavigator, 2017 Mar 6). 

This category was chosen for the following reasons: (1) it is one of the categories commercialized by 

Unilever (Unilever Website, 2019; Appendix 9); (2) it is among the highest market value categories in 

Denmark (with reference to 2017) (Nielsen, 2018); (3) and among the fastest growing categories (Nielsen, 

2017 Sep 4). Snaking is increasing not only in market volume and value, but also expanding in terms of 

sales outlets and consumption occasions (Portal Euromonitor, 2018b). Moreover, snacks are for most 

consumers part of their daily consumption basket and which has been expanding in a way that, in some 

cases, replace the main meals of the day (Nielsen, 2018 Jul 12). “Snacking is not reserved for specific age 

groups, but it is a general trend across age groups” (Nielsen, 2018 Mar 12). For the aforementioned 

reasons, the snack category is assumed to be familiar and have high awareness among the Danish 

population across all subgroups, which makes this category appropriate for test purposes. 

In relation to the focal brands, Magnum and Choice were the two test brands selected among Unilever’s 

snacking products based on both market data and the researchers’ judgement. As stated, the conceptual 

model presented before accounts for the awareness level of the test brand, for which the study uses both 

a high awareness and a low awareness brand. 

As established by previous research, there is a positive relationship between brand awareness and market 

performance i.e. sales and market share (Kim & Kim, 2005, 2004; Kim et al., 2003). This points towards 

the idea that the higher a brand’s market share, the higher its brand awareness. Therefore, from the 

assessment of the market share of the brands making up Unilever’s portfolio in relation to the competitive 

brands, the authors suggest to use as test brands Magnum, as the high awareness brand, and Choice, as 

the low awareness brand. This logic was corroborated by the company [Appendix 9]. In fact, Magnum has 

the second highest market share (9.5% in 2018) in Denmark, following Coop’s own label (16.1%), which 
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supports its claim as high awareness brands among the options. The remaining of Unilever’s snack brands 

registered in 2018 shares around 7.1% (Carte d'Or), 3.5% (Cornetto), 2.1% (Ben & Jerry's), 1.8% 

(Viennetta), 1.4% (Filur), 1.2% (Champagnebrus), 0.5% (Twister) and 0.1% (Choice) (Portal Euromonitor, 

2018c). Besides these data, the researchers established as selection criteria for the low awareness brand 

the following conditions: market share below average market share among competitors (which is around 

2.6%) (ibid) and a broad and adult target market for the brand. Given these criteria, Filur, Champagnebrus 

and Twister were removed from consideration for targeting children (Unilever Website, 2019). In turn, 

Choice was favored in relation to Viennetta for its wider product line, including both bulk and single SKUs 

(ibid), with a broad and adult target market, which places it at the same comparison level as Magnum. 

 

7.3. SAMPLING: TARGET AND ACHIEVED SAMPLE 

In order to be able to generalize the findings to other consumer product-categories and brands, scholars 

suggest the adoption of probability sampling. Accordingly, probability or representative sampling is a 

sampling procedure which gives to all the individuals in the population equal chances of being selected. 

On the other end, non-probability sampling relies on the arbitrary judgements of researchers, and it is 

unfit to draw statistical inferences projectable onto the population (Saunders et al., 2009; Malhotra et al., 

2017). However, probability sampling cannot be applied in some cases, namely when time and cost 

constraints exist and sample frame is unknown as a consequence of a large population. Instead, scholars 

suggest using non-probability sampling with set quotas to get a sample close to a representative sample. 

This technique ensures a reasonable high sample representativeness, although dependent on the 

selection of the quota variables. With this technique, it is possible to generalize the findings to the 

population, but without statistical grounds. Nevertheless, non-probability sampling is a common 

technique among explanatory studies such as this one (Saunders et al., 2009). 

However, when applying the guidelines provided by Saunders et al. (2009, p. 227, Figure 7.5), the authors 

identify that the scope of this study falls into convenience sampling if quota representativeness cannot 

be confirmed in advance. As a consequence, this study uses a combination of quota and convenience 

sampling. This means that the selection of sampling elements follows a haphazardly way in which 

respondents are selected because they take initiative to join the study and because they are in the right 

place at the right time. Although convenience sampling has the advantage of being fairly easy to 

implement, and is the least expensive and time-consuming technique, the disadvantages are that it lacks 

representativeness and, consequently, undermines statistical inferences from the collected data 
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(Saunders et al., 2009; Malhotra et al., 2017). For this reason, the authors of this paper chose to tighten 

the sampling technique by setting target quotas (the desired sample demographic splits that would 

represent demographically the target population) in order to allow to monitor and adjust the sample 

composition, when possible. The goal was to get a sample with demographic characteristics as close to 

the Danish population as possible to enable the most valid generalization of results. 

Like convenience sampling, quota sampling is a non-random technique normally used in surveys, and is 

based on the premise that the sample represents the population as a result of controlling the variability 

of a non-random sample with the help of quota variables or targets (Saunders et al., 2009). 

Saunders et al.’s (2009, p.208) proposes the quota sampling process to go through all the following stages: 

(1) Decide on the quota sampling, 

(2) Decide on a suitable sample size. 

The calculation of quotas is based on relevant and available data which guides the target sample profile. 

However, one of the limitations of quotas is that it is dependent on the available data that is also statistic-

based and, consequently, has its limitations. Besides, quota sampling makes it difficult to measure the 

certainty level or error margins around the sample because it is not probability-base (ibid). 

In order to set the relevant quotas and targets, the demographics data was extracted from Statistics 

Denmark. The set quotas took into consideration a few delimitations of the sample so as to abide to 

regulations and to the scope of this study. As such, and to comply with the EU General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR), the survey was restricted to all respondents with ages inferior to 16 years (European 

Commission, 2018). In addition, the sample was restricted to consumers living in Denmark, and who 

consume the test category i.e. snacks and the specific product type being tested i.e. ice cream, as well as 

being non-rejectors of all kinds of snacks. 

In relation to the sample size, quota sampling follows similar guidelines as probabilistic sample techniques. 

The sample size has to be large enough to enable generalization of the findings without compromising the 

accuracy of the findings (Saunders et al., 2009). Statistical significance is dependent upon three factors: 

effect sizes, alfa (α) and sample size. One of the rules of thumb listed by Hair, Black, Babin and Anderson 

(2014), states that researchers should design studies to achieve statistical power (1- β) of 0.80 for the 

designed level of significant (α), being the suggestions and more stringent levels 0.01 (99% CL) and 0.05 

(95% CL). For these levels, statistical significance is then determined by the sample size, because the effect 

sizes of this study cannot be predicted a priori - effect sizes help determine if the observed relationships 
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are meaningful, which in the case of this study are given by the correlation tests themselves. Therefore, 

scholars recommend a sample size of at least 100 observations to provide comfortability in statistic results 

(ibid). However, whenever 100 observations are hard to attain, and in order to establish any kind of 

correlation, theory states that a minimum of 30 observations is required (Saunders et al., 2009). In the 

context of this study, researchers aim to have at least 100 observations per brand. However, some 

relationships entail both awareness and consumption of the focal brand, which increases the difficulty of 

achieving 100 observations, especially for the low awareness brand. For these cases (e.g. relationship 

between brand satisfaction and brand attachment for the low awareness brand), the minimum necessary 

sample is 30 observations. 

Finally, the target quotas based on Statistics Denmark platform and the achieved quotas of this study are 

illustrated in Figure 14. One can observe that the achieved sample does not meet most of the aimed 

demographic splits. Despite having shared the survey outside of Copenhagen and in non-student networks 

it was not possible to offset the over-representativeness in terms of women, young people and people 

from the Capital Region (Region Hovedstaden). Alternatively, the researchers could have removed 

completed interviews from the over-represented groups. However, the trade-off would be to have a 

collected sample that was too low for statistical analysis, preventing any kind of results to be derived. As 

the latter is not an option because it would invalidate the research entirely, the researchers decided to 

keep the uneven demographic splits and address its limitations and implications in terms of valid 

generalizations (further discuss in section 9.1.2.). Additional information about the sample composition 

per brand can be found in the Appendix 10. 

 

Figure 14. Target and achieved demographic splits: Age and Gender (left) and Region (right) 

 

Source: data for the targets was extracted from Statistics Denmark – StatBank.dk/FOLK1A, 2019 Q1 
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8. PROCESS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS 

 

This section describes the processes involving the preparation for quantitative data collection and data 

analysis. The former refers to the processes taken from the construction of the online survey to the launch 

of the survey into field for data collection (section 8.1). The latter described the process of quantitative 

data analysis, which elaborates on the individual steps from data collection to data reporting and analysis 

taken in this study (section 8.2). 

 

8.1. PROCESSES PRIOR TO DATA COLLECTION 

Upon completion of the questionnaire in English [Appendix 3], the researchers created the online survey 

using the survey collection tool SurveyXact by Ramboll Management Consulting A/S accessed with the 

researchers’ credentials provided by the Copenhagen Business School. After implementing the questions 

and respective logic, the researchers made several tests to the link in order to check the logic and all the 

possible routes in the questionnaire, formulation and the most appropriate format and design for the 

questions. Furthermore, the choice of survey structure and design took into account the fact that 

respondents can use computers, smartphones or tablets to answer the survey. As such, another round of 

checks in different gadgets was necessary to adapt the format and size of the questions (e.g. grids, vertical, 

horizontal lists, etc.) and the size of the pictures with the stimuli to all possible screen sizes, guaranteeing 

that the text and pictures were readable and device agnostic. Once the English survey was signed off, the 

researchers proceeded with the extraction of the translation file from the survey tool which had to be 

filled in with the Danish version of the questionnaire and respective html codes [Appendix 4]. After 

importing the translation file into the system and the stimuli in Danish, this version of the survey was also 

tested. 

The survey was launched on the 13th of March 2019 (week 11). For the first two days the survey was in 

soft launch. This method of launch means that the survey was send out to a limited audience with the 

purpose of re-testing the survey and checking for malfunctions or errors before implementing a fully-

fledged launch. The primary data collection process was closed on the 23th of March 2019 (week 12). 
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The survey was shared via email by Unilever using their network outside of the test category to avoid 

biases, and online in the personal and social networks (e.g. Facebook and LinkedIn) of the two authors of 

this paper, and re-shared by third parties. The survey was also shared in communities of users outside of 

Copenhagen in order to balance out the sample in terms of regional representation. 

 

8.2. PROCESSES DURING AND AFTER DATA COLLECTION: THE FIVE STEPS FOR QUANTITATIVE DATA 

ANALYSIS 

The processes of quantitative data analysis after the start of data collection, can be broken down in five 

steps as summarized in Figure 15, structure inspired in the chapter 12 of Saunders et al. (2009). These 

steps of the process are described below. However, as steps 4 and 5 are more extensive, their scope is 

briefly outlined in this section but elaborated in sections 9 and 10, as highlighted. 

 

Figure 15. The 5-stage process of quantitative data analyses 

 

Source: own creation 
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The first step of quantitative data analysis is the actual process of collecting the data, track and monitoring 

field work. During the first two days of collection, the survey was in soft launch, meaning that, for two 

days, the aim was to achieve a few respondents only in order to enable the researchers to make quality 

checks to the data collected in relation to the implementation of the survey and existence of significant 

errors with the scripting, logic or translation that would invalidate the completed questionnaires for 

further analysis. After accounting for this quality check, the survey was launched at full extent with 

confidence that the data collected was consistent and that all respondents were getting or skipping the 

questions or being screen-out as designed. This process is important to ensure that the least number of 

interviews is wasted and that the data gathered is valid for analysis. After the soft launch period, the 

researchers tracked several times a day the achieved sample splits on gender, region, age and the 

allocation of the participants to the two focal brands so as to consider any adjustments to the allocation 

logic and/or attempt to distribute the survey in other platforms so as to reach the sample sizes and 

demographic representation. 

Once the desired sample size for both brands was achieved within the two scheduled weeks for primary 

data collection, data collection was closed. Subsequently, the whole data set was extracted and 

downloaded in Excel from the survey tool. This was followed by the process of data coding and 

transformation. This process entails the replacement of the categorical data by quantifiable data in the 

right measurement scale, for example, all questions options of “Yes” were transformed into “1” and “No” 

into “0”, the same applied to when the respondent selected an option (coded with 1) and not selected 

(coded with 0). Furthermore, categorical data such as the Likert 5-point scale of “strongly agree” to 

“strongly disagree” was transformed into numerical scale from 1 to 5, in which the most positive scale 

point is rated with 5 (strongly agree) and the lowest with 1 (strongly disagree). The other categorical 

questions followed the same approach. This coding process is necessary in order to make subsequent 

numerical analysis e.g. calculate means, standard deviations, correlations, etc. This step also includes 

coding missing data or recoding data that should be missing. In other words, questions that were not 

asked to certain respondents that were dependent on their previous answers were checked for missing 

coding following this criteria: coding with a “0” when the respondent did not select an option for a 

question that was displayed, and code with a “black” all the options not displayed based on previously 

answered questions. 

As third step of the quantitative data analysis process, the researchers used the recoded data set to 

perform data checking and cleaning with the purpose of eliminating invalid interviews and gather the 
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final data set. In more detail, this process included the following steps: (1) delete the partially completed 

interviews, (2) filter out all the respondents that were screened out or did not fulfill the profile criteria 

defined in section 7.3, (3) remove respondents whose length of interview was inferior to the minimum 

necessary time to complete the survey depending on the length of the logical routes (speeders) or too 

long that would suggest that he answers were inconsistent or random, (4) check that the rules and logic 

for some questions being asked or skipped were followed, (5) check for inconsistent answers (e.g. 

respondents claiming to be rejecters of dairy and choosing as preferred snack dairy products) and (6) 

check for issues with non-response occurrences. This process resulted in the elimination of 137 

respondents, which translated into 400 complete and valid interviews. 

Once these three processes are concluded, one has the final data set on top of which to conduct the 

required data exploration and analysis. When exploring the data, researchers should consider the 

research questions and how the data needs to be worked in order to answer these. To initiate the 

analyses, the researchers started by calculating the base sizes, means and standard deviations per 

question for each brand, with the aid of color schemes and charts showing differences in distributions 

[Appendix 10]. This overview allowed the researchers to be more knowledgeable and sensitive to the 

absolute scores for each component of the model before departing to the tests measuring the 

relationships between the variables. Subsequently, the researchers calculated the score of the 

aggregated/composite variables (i.e. perceived quality and brand self-congruence). To aggregate the data, 

the raw scores were averaged per respondent, creating a single score for the aggregated variables (Payne, 

2019). After this, the researchers tested the data for internal and external validity and reliability (explained 

in depth in section 9.1) and, finally, the relationships between the variables were measures in order to 

derive the findings about the relationships between the variables in the conceptual model proposed in 

this study (the steps taken are explained in detail in section 9.2). 

At last, the results of the study are displayed and elaborated upon by means of data reporting which in 

the context of this paper is represented with tables and figures, and complemented with the written 

explanation of the findings and respective reflection in light of the research questions. This process is 

performed in section 10 of this paper. 
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9. DATA EXPLORATION & ANALYSIS 

 

This section describes and elaborates upon the process of data exploration and analysis (the 4th step in 

quantitative data collection and analysis), meaning how the researchers used statistics to describe the 

data, specifically how the results were tested for reliability and validity (section 9.1) and how the 

relationships in the model were tested (section 9.2) in order to establish if the hypothesized relationships 

are confirmed. 

 

9.1. TEST FOR DATA RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

The quality of this study is not only dependent on the results themselves, but also on the rigor of the 

research. In quantitative research, the achieved rigor of research is measured by its validity and reliability 

(Heale & Twycross, 2015). Accordingly, this section elaborates upon how the researchers accounted for 

both external and internal reliability (section 9.1.1) and validity (section 9.1.2) of this study. 

 

9.1.1. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL RELIABILITY 

Reliability respects to the extent to which the scales used in the study yield consistent results and are free 

of random errors, if replicated in similar circumstances for the same theoretical construction/variable 

(Malhotra et al, 2017). This study was tested for both two types of reliability, internal and external 

reliability. 

Internal reliability refers to the extent to which a measure is consistent within its own study. Although it 

is not possible to give an exact calculation of reliability, an estimate can be calculated using different 

measures. As this paper uses non-probabilistic rather than probabilistic sampling, the drawback is that 

there is no valid way of determining the reliability of the resulting estimates (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 

2013). Still, one popular yet limited approach is to use coefficient alpha or Cronbach’s alpha (Malhotra et 

al. 2017). 
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Cronbach’s alpha (α) tests the average of all split-halves coefficients resulting from different ways of 

splitting the scales. This can only be applied to instruments/variables with more than one question/item 

for the same construct/variable, meaning that it is only applicable to composite or aggregate variables 

such as perceived quality and brand self-congruence. The Cronbach’s α is a number between 0 and 1, and 

the generally acceptable reliability score is at least 0.7 or higher. The α score means that α% of the 

variance in the score is reliable variance (meaning that (1-α) is the error variance for that 

instrument/construct). The Cronbach’s α was computed using the formula below, in which K captures the 

number of questions within the aggregated variable, 𝜎𝑋
2 the variance of the total score variances, meaning 

the variance of all the variances calculated per respondent individually for K questions, and ∑ 𝜎𝑌𝑖
2𝑘

𝑖=1  the 

sum of the variances calculated for each question individually. 

𝛼 =
𝐾

𝐾 − 1
∗ ( 1 −

∑ 𝜎𝑌𝑖
2𝑘

𝑖=1

𝜎𝑋
2 ) 

The internal reliability Cronbach’s α coefficients for the aggregated variables in the model are indicated 

in the table below (Figure 16). All the Cronbach’s α scores were above 0.7 which indicates that the adopted 

scales are reliable, with the exception of perceived value which is shown to have a high error variance. 

 

Figure 16. Cronbach’s α coefficients for the aggregated variables in the conceptual model 

 

Source: own creation 

 

A low Cronbach α indicates that some of the items in the aggregate variable are not a good measurement 

of the same construct and, for that reason removing or treating these items independently should be 

considered. As perceived quality is a composite measure with only two items, these need to be analyzed 

individually to overcome the lack of consistency in the explanation of perceived quality as the aggregation 

of differentiation and perceived value. 

External reliability refers to the extent to which a measure is consistent across studies, and does not vary 

from one study to another or over time. External reliability can be assessed in two ways, with a test-retest 
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method which entails testing the same participant at least two times over time on the same test, and/or 

alternative-forms reliability which requires two equivalent forms of the scale to be tested by the same 

participants and measured in two different time periods (Malhotra et al. 2017). However, as the data in 

this study is cross-sectional, meaning that it was collected in one single moment in time, testing for 

external reliability is not possible, unless this study is replicated in the near future. 

In conclusion, by treating the two elements that make up the construct of perceived quality as two 

individual elements, this paper solves the internal reliability issues. As such this paper can be treated as 

reliable internally whereas no conclusion can be made in relation to external reliability without this study’s 

replication. Finally, having reliable data does not necessarily mean having perfectly valid data, since 

systematic errors may still occur. However, reliability still remains a necessary condition for overall validity 

of the results, this also entails that unreliability implies validity, and that a valid study entails that it is also 

reliable (ibid). 

 

9.1.2. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL VALIDITY 

In broad terms, validity refers to the extent to which the adopted measurement approach represents and 

is appropriate for the phenomenon under investigation (Malhotra et al, 2017). 

In a quantitative study, internal validity refers to the extent to which a concept is accurately measured 

(Heale & Twycross, 2015). The validity can be examined be assessing the content validity, construct 

validity and criterion validity. 

Content validity deals with whether the data collection and questions in the questionnaire cover all of the 

content related to the variable that they were designed to measure (ibid). The content validity of this 

paper could have been increased by including more instruments in the investigation of the individual 

constructs, e.g. by asking the respondents several questions examining the same construct to ensure that 

the whole spectrum of the construct’s domain was captured. This is a known limitation of this research, 

but a decision made due to the number of constructs in the study and thus, the trade-off between length 

of the questionnaire and the number of interviews completed. 

Construct validity refers to the extent to which a research instrument measures the intended construct 

(Heale & Twycross, 2015). In this study, the majority of the instruments used to investigate a construct 

were taken from previous studies examining the same constructs with the exception of perceived value 

in which the instrument was inspired from previous studies and adapted to suit this paper’s definition. 
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Since the validity of the instruments used to examine the constructs were tested in the previous studies, 

this study assumes that the instruments examine the content related to the respective construct and were 

tested for construct validity in previous papers for which no exceptions to content validity were found. In 

most of the constructs, only one instrument is used to investigate the construct, why construct validity is 

not possible to examine by using convergent validity, which measures the extent to which the scale 

correlates positively with other measures of the same construct (ibid; Malhotra et al., 2017). Only for 

brand self-congruence this can be performed because two instruments are measuring this construct - 

actual and ideal self-congruence. Here, actual and ideal self-congruence have a strong correlation (0.81 

for the high awareness brand and 0.73 for the low awareness brand), which indicates that the instruments 

measure what they intend to measure. Another way to measure construct validity is by theory evidence 

in which observed behavior is similar to the theoretical propositions of the construct measure in the 

instrument (Heale & Twycross, 2015). Thus, if the relationships proposed in the hypotheses, which are 

based on existing literature, are confirmed in the study, the instruments used to measure the constructs 

are likely to be valid. For none of the hypotheses, the proposed relationships are rejected for both focal 

brands, indicating that the research instruments measure the intended construct validly. 

Criterion validity refer to how the research instrument performs in relation to other selected variables 

(criterion variables) (Malhotra et al., 2017). An example could be to compare the scale of purchase intent 

with results from actual future purchases of those respondents, after the survey was conducted. Since 

this study has only one instrument measure per construct and is a cross-sectional study, the criterion 

validity is not possible to examine by neither concurrent validity (if data from a criterion variable is 

collected at the same time as the main data collection) nor predictive validity (if the scale of a construct 

is compared with measures in a second point of data collection). 

In conclusion, this study is analyzed to be valid internally, especially in respect to construct validity as the 

majority of the instruments used to measure the constructs have been tested by previous studies. 

Furthermore, the relationships proposed by previous research and adopted in this study indicate that the 

instruments measure the intended constructs. The validity, especially the content validity, could have 

been stronger if more instruments/elements would have been included for each construct to ensure that 

the entire domain of the constructs was captured. 

External validity, also called generalizability, refers to whether findings can be used in other research 

settings (Saunders et al., 2009). The aim of this study is to find conclusions which are generalizable by 

applying the presented methodology. The external validity of this paper is compromised by several factors 
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(ibid). (1) This study tests the hypotheses on two brands, which offer products that can be categorized as 

low involvement and are in the same industry. Thus, the study does not test the hypotheses with services, 

across different levels of involvement or in multiple industries in which consumer behavior might be 

different and therefore, yield different results. (2) The paper adopts a sampling method combining quota 

and convenience sampling. Since the achieved sample distribution does not meet the defined quotas 

representing the Danish population at large, the authors of this paper cannot guarantee that the sample 

and the results derived from them are suitable for perfect generalizability. 

Based on the above, the external validity of this study can be improved by testing the hypotheses in 

different settings, e.g. with different brands offering products or services in different industries for both 

low and high involvement level categories. Furthermore, validity can be further improved by having a 

sample perfectly representing the Danish population to ensure no demographic biases. In general, an 

increased external validity can be achieved by conducting a follow up study based on the above 

recommendations. 

 

9.2. PROCESS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

In this section, the researchers define the types of statistical analyses conducted in order to study the 

hypothesized relationships and explain how these statistical analyses were computed. The final results as 

outcome of these statistical analyses are presented and interpreted in light of this study in section 10. In 

broad terms, the relationship between any two variables of this paper (both type ↔ and type →) was 

tested for correlation (as explained in section 9.2.1). Relationships with one direction (type →), as 

identifies in Figure 7, were further subject of regression analysis when correlation existed and the 

correlation coefficient was proved to be significant (as explained in section 9.2.2). 

The data collected from the Likert-scales are classified as ordinal data (Norman, 2010), because the 

difference between the responses (e.g. strongly agree and somewhat agree) is not measurable. Still, 

parametric tests, such as Pearson Correlation and Linear Regression, can be applied due to the extensive 

research in the robustness of these tests in comparison with non-parametric tests which do not have the 

same strict assumptions (ibid; Sullivan & Artino, 2013). As Pearson Correlation and Linear Regression deal 

with variation (the t-values are calculated using the standard errors), an issue with a lack of normality and 

nonlinearity could exist in theory. However, Norman (2010), in continuation of Havlicek’s and Peterson’s 

(1976) work, proved the robustness of the parametric tests even when the assumptions of these tests, 

namely of normality and skewness, are violated. Sullivan and Artino (2013) further concluded that Likert 
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scale responses (ordinal data) can be analyzed by parametric tests. This means that even though Likert-

scales are ordinal scales, they can be regarded and subject to parametric tests i.e. correlation and linear 

regression, which is done in this paper. 

 

9.2.1. PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

To assess the strength of the relationship between two variables, the product moment correlation, often 

referred to as Pearson correlation coefficient, is used (Malhotra et al., 2017). The assumptions of the 

Pearson Correlation are (1) normality, (2) homoscedasticity, (3) linearity, (4) paired observations and (5) 

no outliers (minimal skewness). The Pearson correlation coefficient is a way to measure the strength of 

an association between two variables and determines whether a linear relation between two variables 

exist. The measure indicates in which degree a variation in one variable is related to the variation in the 

other variable (ibid). The correlation coefficient can be calculated as: 

𝑟 =  
𝐶𝑂𝑉𝑥𝑦 

𝑆𝑥 𝑆𝑦 

 (Malhotra et al., 2017, p. 635) 

in which 𝐶𝑂𝑉𝑥𝑦 denotes the covariance between variable X and Y (the extent to which X and Y are related) 

while 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 denote the standard deviations of the given variables (ibid). In order to calculate the 

correlation coefficient between the variables, the researchers used the respective Excel data tool to build 

the correlation matrix. 

The value of r can be in between [-1;1], in which -1 represents a perfect negative correlation and 1 

represents a perfect positive correlation (Figure 17). If the value of r is 0, the variables are perfectly 

independent, so no correlation exists (Saunders et al., 2009). Saunders’ et al. (2009) categorization of the 

strength of the relationship is adopted in this paper, as shown below. 

 

Figure 17. Thresholds for the interpretation of Pearson’s correlation coefficients 

 

Source: adapted from Saunders et al. (2009) 
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After calculating the correlation, one needs to ensure that the relationship is significant and has not 

occurred by chance. Accordingly, a t-statistic test is calculated with the following hypotheses: 

𝐻0 : 𝑝 = 0 

𝐻1 : 𝑝 ≠ 0 

in which the t-statistic is 

𝑡 =  𝑟(
𝑛−2

1−𝑟2 )
1/2 (Malhotra et al., 2017, p. 637) 

and in which the t-distribution has n-2 degrees of freedom, n is the sample size for the said relationship, 

and r denotes the correlation coefficient. The t-test is paired against the critical value of the t distribution 

table in order to either confirm or reject the null hypothesis (𝐻0 ) at a 5% significance level (𝛼 =  0.05 

and 95% confidence level) and thus, confirm or reject the hypothesis of whether a significant relationship 

between two given variables exist. The significance level is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis 

when the null hypothesis is true (Malhotra et al., 2017), also called a type I error. The type II error is the 

non-rejection of the null hypothesis when in fact it is false. The type II error is denoted by 𝛽. The two types 

of errors are related and need to be balanced. To this end, scholars often choose an 𝛼-level of 0.05 (ibid), 

reason why the same was adopted in this paper. In order to accept the relationships stated in the 

hypotheses drawn in section 5.5., the relationship needs to be correlated (-0.30 ≤ r ≥ 0.30) and the null 

hypothesis needs to be rejected, showing that the correlation coefficient is significantly different from 

zero or, in other words, that the correlation coefficient is significant. This further entails that there is 

sufficient evidence to conclude that there is a significant linear relationship between variable X and Y and 

this relationship can subject of a regression analysis when applicable (relationships established as →). 

Appendix 11 and 12 show the correlation coefficient matrix (r), the values of n (sample size), t-test and 

critical values for both high and low awareness brand, respectively. 

 

9.2.2. REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Discovering relationships between variables is often referred to as unsupervised learning (National 

Research Council, 2013), which is what is done in correlation analysis. On the contrary, being able to build 

a prediction model which allows to predict the future value of a target as a function of other variables is 

referred to as supervised learning (ibid). The regression analysis is used in this paper to expose the causal 
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relationships between variables in the conceptual model (type →) for those that are correlated (-0.30 ≤ r 

≥ 0.30) and whose coefficient is significantly different than zero. 

The inputs of the model are often called predictors, inputs, or independent variables, while the outputs 

are called the responses or dependent variables (Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman, 2017). In this paper, the 

purpose of the regression analysis is to build a function f(x) of inputs X that predict Y which is able to 

identify how much of the variation of the dependent variables (Y) can be explained statistically by the 

independent variables (X). If a great amount of the variation of Y can be explained by X, the model can be 

used for the prediction of Y. Although possible, the latter will not be done in this paper, delimiting itself 

to the discovery of if and how much X is able to predict Y in a linear fashion. 

Given a vector of inputs 𝑋𝑇 (𝑋1, 𝑋2 , . . . , 𝑋𝑝), the output Y can be predicted by 

�̂� = �̂�0 +  ∑ 𝑋𝑗 �̂�𝑗 
𝑝
𝑗=1 (Hastie et al, 2017, p. 11) 

in which �̂�0 is the intercept and ∑ 𝑋𝑗 �̂�𝑗  
𝑝
𝑗=1 is the sum of values corresponding to the independent 

variables, individually represented by 𝑋 �̂� , starting with 𝑋1�̂�1 and ending with 𝑋𝑝�̂�𝑝 . Since this paper 

investigates the causal relationship between two variables, one dependent and one independent, the 

model will only have one input variable. Thus, the previous expression can be simplified and Y can be 

predicted by: 

�̂� = �̂�0 + 𝑋1 �̂�1  

By using the linear model for prediction, several assumptions must hold. First, the relationship between 

the variables must be linear and the independent variable must not be random (Hyndman & 

Athanasopoulos, 2018). Second, homoscedasticity (meaning ‘same variance’) must occur between the 

variables. Third, there must be no collinearity between the independent variables, which means that the 

independent variables cannot correlate significantly. Forth, the data of the independent and dependent 

variables are normally distributed (Saunders et al., 2009). 

To check for homoscedasticity, the Breusch–Pagan test is applied by using the squared residuals of the 

model as the dependent variable, and the independent variable from the given relationship as the 

independent variable in a new regression analysis (𝑒𝑗
2 = �̂�0 + 𝑋1 �̂�𝑗 ). The null hypothesis in the Breusch–

Pagan test is homoscedasticity (Breusch & Pagan, 1979) for which the F-value is used to test the 

hypothesis. Thus, if the significance of F in the new regression analysis is above the 𝛼- level of 0.05, the 

null hypothesis of homoscedasticity cannot be rejected and heteroscedasticity does not exist and 
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consequently the assumption of homoscedasticity in linear regression holds. To show an example, for the 

relationship between attachment and purchase intent, the F-significance is 0.64. Thus, the null hypothesis 

at an 𝛼-level of 5% cannot be rejected (because 0.64>0.05) and homoscedasticity is concluded to exist 

and the assumption of homoscedasticity for linear regression holds. 

 

In general terms, the steps conducted in the regression analysis were the following: 

1. Confirm if the relationship between the independent and dependent variable is correlated (-0.30 

≤ r ≥ 0.30) and if the correlation coefficient is statistic significant, otherwise no regression analysis 

can be conducted; 

2. Run the regression analysis between the applicable variables using Excel data tools; 

3. Calculate the critical value for the t-statistic with a 95% confidence level, and test the regression 

coefficients to check if their value is significantly different than zero. To this end, the critical value 

is compared to the t-value (significance factor of the individual variable in the model) given by the 

regression output. The regression coefficient is significant if the critical value is lower than the t-

value, otherwise the regression could not be used for analysis as the independent variable is not 

significantly different than zero and thus, does not predict the dependent variable. 

4. Test the F-value (overall significance level of the model) of the regression analysis. The F-value is 

compared against the adopted𝛼-level of 0.05. If F-value is lower than 0.05, the regression analysis 

can be accepted, as it means that at least one variable is not equal to zero in the model at an 𝛼-

level of 5%. 

5. If all the above points are validated, then the regression analysis can be used in the study and the 

adjusted R-squared can be interpreted. 

The regression analysis, including its value and the account for the respective assumptions, was calculated 

with the use of regression data tool in Excel. 
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10. DATA REPORTING: RESULTS  

 

This section addresses the data exploration processes (the 5th step in quantitative data collection and 

analysis) and presents the results obtained from the 400 quantitative interviews after thorough data 

analysis as elaborated in section 8. In this section, firstly, the relationships between the variables are 

described in terms of their direction (if negative or positive) and their strength as a result of the correlation 

analysis (section 10.1). Secondly, for the variables with relationship type →, a linear regression analysis 

was also conducted in order to further elaborate on the extent to which the independent variable explains 

or predicts the outcome of the dependent variable (section 10.2). Lastly, the final results derived from 

both analyses are aggregated in section 10.3 in order to summarize and interpret the findings provided 

by this study. 

Before moving on to the concrete analysis, this paper needs to account for the outcomes of the reliability 

and validity tests before conducting the data analyses and reporting. As mentioned, the aggregated 

variable of perceived quality showed a weak internal consistency score, which requires the two variables 

that make up this aggregated variable to be treated individually. As such, the revised relationships 

between the variables in the model are summarized in Figure 18 and replace Figure 7 from now on. 

Accordingly, hypotheses H1 to H4 are now split up into two, corresponding, for example, the H1a to 

differentiation (variable V1a in the model) and H1b to perceived value (V1b). Moreover, this adjustment 

is possible without further theoretical dissertation on how the relationships are derived from literature, 

because the relationships between the individual components making up the aggregated variables (e.g. 

perceived value and differentiation) and other variables were argued for individually (refer to section 5.5) 

and subsequently established for the aggregated variable. 
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Figure 18. Hypotheses and their dependent, and independent variables (Table 2) 

 

Source: own creation 

 

10.1. RELATIONSHIPS - CORRELATION 

Despite the conclusion that results from parametric tests can be relied upon even when the assumptions 

are violated, the assumptions of the Pearson Correlation test are investigated for this study’s data. These 

assumptions were listed in section 9.2.1, namely: (1) normality, (2) homoscedasticity, (3) linearity, (4) 

paired observations and (5) no outliers (minimal skewness). 

When the sample size is above 30, Saunders et al. (2009) concludes that the assumption of normality and 

skewness are met and further tests can be ignored. In this study, the sample sizes for all relationships 

between two variables are considerable higher than 30 (the minimum achieved sample size is 61), reason 

why the assumption of normality and skewness is not an issue in this study. Furthermore, Saunders et al. 

(2009) concluded that the assumption of equal variance (homoscedasticity) can be ignored, when the two 

sample sizes (the sample size of the dependent and independent variable) are of similar size. Since all the 

relationships/correlations consist of paired observations, meaning that one respondent must have a 

response for both constructs in the given correlation relationship, the sample size of the two constructs 

in a relationship has always an equal size. For all the correlation relationships, a scatter plot was 

constructed to confirm the linearity of the relationships, and the different equations defining the 

relationship were tested (e.g. logarithmic, exponential, linear, etc.). Such exercise showed that the one 

providing closer fit to the behavior of the observations was the linear trendline, evidencing as a general 
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result a higher adjusted R-square than all the other options. Thus, the assumptions for the Pearson 

Correlation test are confirmed. 

 

10.1.1. HIGH AND LOW AWARENESS BRANDS 

This section pinpoints the results of the correlation analysis described in section 9.2.1, for both high and 

low awareness brand. Furthermore, given that the sample size for the low awareness brand was large 

enough to allow the creation of subgroups based on brand awareness and consumption, this section 

terminates with a deep dive on how brand knowledge and trial can impact the relationships in the model. 

A deep dive into the high awareness brand was not possible to perform because the entire sample for the 

high awareness brand was brand aware and only one individual has never consumed the brand before, 

thus making the sample very homogeneous in what concerns awareness and trial. 

Figure 19 summarizes the direct (positive/negative) and strength of the relationships depicted in this 

paper’s model (Pearson correlation coefficient) and the result of the significance test of the correlation 

coefficient (p-value) for both brands. The strength of the relationships was classified and analyzed 

according to the correlation coefficient thresholds proposed by Saunders et al. (2009) (Figure 17). 
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Figure 19. The strength of the model’s relationships for both the High and Low Awareness Brand 

 

Source: own creation 

 

Results should be interpreted by looking at how purchase intent (the outcome variable), this paper’s 

measure of brand strength, can be increased directly or indirectly via perception, preference or relational 

variables. However, it is important to remind the reader that when reading the results, relationship type 

→ enables to predict what dimension causes the impact, whereas type ↔ allows to anticipate which 

variable causes the other. 

Firstly, focusing on the direct relationships with purchase intent, one can see from the table above that 

differentiation (except for low awareness brand), perceived value, preference and brand attachment 

when increased, can enhance purchase intent. Among the dimensions in the model, enhancing brand 

preference and the brand’s perceived value has the largest impact on purchase intent increase (weak-

high positive correlation). For every 1-point increase in preference, purchase intent will increase directly 

0.55 for high brand awareness and 0.60 for low awareness brand. In the case of perceived value, for every 

1-point increase, purchase intent will directly increase in 0.59 regardless of the awareness level. In general 

terms, the market structure in relation to the two brands’ awareness level does not impact how perceived 

value and preference can increase purchase intent. In respect to brand differentiation, this dimension is 
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very weakly related to purchase intent: if the brand has high awareness, this dimension of brand can be a 

(weak) source of purchase intent (0.40 for high awareness brands), but if the brand is low in awareness, 

this metric is not relevant (correlation does not exist). With reference to brand relationship variables, in 

this case brand attachment, this is weakly-low positively correlated with purchase intent. Increasing brand 

attachment by 1, increases a brand’s purchase intent by 0.44 if the brand has high awareness and by 0.48 

if the brand has low awareness. 

Secondly, one can look at how the indirect relationships with purchase intent interplay: first by looking at 

the strength of relationships between perceptual and preference dimensions and between these and 

relationship dimensions; and secondly by looking at how these relationships lead to higher purchase 

intention in the different possible paths defined in the conceptual model. 

For instance, when looking at perceived value and differentiation in relationship with preference, one can 

observe that perceived value and brand preference are strongly positively correlated, which means that 

when perceived brand value (or brand preference) is increased by 1, brand preference (or perceived 

value) increases 0.80 in the case of a high awareness brand and 0.77 in case of a low awareness brand. 

On the other hand, differentiation is weakly-high correlated with preference in the case of high awareness 

brand and not correlated with low awareness brand. In fact, when looking at all relationships that include 

differentiation, one can observe that brand differentiation does not drive purchase intention directly for 

low awareness brands, this dimension only has impact on purchase intent via consumer-brand 

relationships, namely brand self-congruence and brand satisfaction (weak-low correlation). As for the high 

awareness brand, differentiation increases purchase intent directly, but also indirectly via brand 

preference, and brand satisfaction in a weak-low manner, but not via brand self-congruence. In respect 

to brand’s perceived value and its indirectly impact on purchase intention, this dimension contributes to 

enhancements via brand self-congruence for both low and high brand awareness with a weak-low 

correlation (0.47 for high, and 0.44 for low awareness brand). 

When it comes to the relationship between perceived value and brand satisfaction, only for high 

awareness brand this relationship exists, evidencing a weak-high positive correlation (0.50) for high 

awareness brands, meaning no correlation in the low awareness brand. With reference to preference and 

brand self-congruence, they have a weak-low relationship strength regardless of the level of brand 

awareness (0.40 for high and 0.47 for low awareness brand). Brand satisfaction, however, has a weak-

high relationship with brand preference but only if the brand has high awareness (0.57), and no 

correlation if the brand is low in awareness. Finally, for the intra-relationships within brand relationship 
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dimension, actual self-congruence impacts more brand attachment than ideal self-congruence for both 

brands, this being stronger in the low awareness brand (0.51 in actual self, and 0.38 in ideal self) than in 

the high awareness brand (0.30 in actual self, no correlation for ideal self). In short, actual self has a weak-

high impact on brand attachment for a low awareness brand (0.51) and a weak-low impact if it is a high 

awareness brand (0.30), whereas ideal self-congruence has a weak-low impact on brand attachment in 

the case of the low awareness brand and no correlation with the high awareness brand. Lastly, satisfaction 

impacts brand attachment in similar way for both high and low awareness brand (0.36 and 0.38 

respectively), a weak-low relationship. 

Overall, purchase intent can be enhanced indirectly in different manners or paths. These indirect paths to 

purchase intent are discussed later in the section after accounting for the results of the regression 

analysis. 

As mentioned in the introduction paragraph of this section, a deep dive on the low awareness brand was 

done in order to derive further results on how brand awareness and trial impact the relationships in the 

model and drive brand strength. Accordingly, Figure 20 summarizes the four subgroups that could be 

profiled in the data for the low awareness brand i.e. brand unaware and brand aware (which can also be 

broken down into brand aware but non-buyers, and brand aware and buyers). Moreover, the figure also 

reminds the reader in relation to what questions were asked depending on the fact that the respondent 

has prior awareness and has consumed the brand. 

 

Figure 20. Subgroups considered in the deep dive for the Low Awareness Brand 

 

Source: own creation 

 

Figure 21 below, summarizes the overall direction and strength of the relationships in the model for the 

low awareness brand (column in grey) and the same relationships for the four subgroups. In addition, the 

reader should also be sensitive to the fact that the advisable sample size to draw statistical inferences is 
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30 observations, but sample sizes with 100 observation offer more comfort in the inferences drawn than 

smaller samples (Saunders et al., 2009). In addition, as this deep dive complements the results shown 

above rather than addressing the research questions directly, the authors highlighted the most notorious 

differences for the relationships with values for the comparing subgroups (highlighted by the grey frames 

in the figure). The results below were also subject to the same process of data analysis (described in 

section 9.2.1), and only the correlation coefficients that are statistically significant are displayed in the 

table. 

 

Figure 21. Deep dive on how awareness and prior consumption impacts the strength of the model’s relationships 

for the Low Awareness Brand 

 

Source: own creation 

 

The interpretation of the results, which apply only for low awareness brand, should take into account the 

base size for each subgroup which defines the weight of that subgroup in the total relationship. In order 

to isolate the contribution of brand awareness and consumption/trial in the relationships, the results 

should be interpreted comparing: 
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(a) brand unaware (n=181) with brand aware (n=98) which looks at the impact of brand knowledge 

in the results while ignoring brand trial; 

(b) brand unaware (n=181) with brand aware but non-buyers (n=37) which isolates the impact of 

brand knowledge/awareness; 

(c) brand aware but non-buyers (n=37) and brand aware and buyers (n=61), which isolates the impact 

of brand trial. 

As pointed out before, increased brand differentiation does not enhance brand preference in the case of 

low awareness brand. However, differentiation seems to have a weak-high positive relationship with 

preference if the consumer is aware but never consumed the brand. Differentiation is able to enhance 

purchase intent directly and indirectly via preference when the consumer is aware but has never tried the 

brand. As for perceived value, its relationship with preference is generally strong (above 0.70), but lower 

(weak-high) for consumers who are both aware and buyers of the brand. Perceived value also drives 

purchase intent: this impact is strong among aware but non-buyers of the brand and weak-low among 

those who are aware and buyers of the brand. The results show that brand trial reduces the impact on 

purchase intent via perceived value, differentiation and preference. Lastly, differentiation, preference and 

perceived value can increase brand self-congruence more, if the consumer is both aware and never 

consumed the brand rather than if he/she has tried the brand before. 

Overall, perceived value and preference dimensions of a brand are more important in the enhancement 

of purchase intent when consumers have never tried the brand, regardless of having brand awareness or 

not, though slightly higher when they have awareness of the brand. It is also relevant to notice that these 

two variables, preference and perceived value, are highly correlated, so these vary in the same direction 

and similar strength towards the same variables. 

 

10.1.2 FINDINGS FROM THE CORRELATION ANALYSES 

Without performing the regression analysis on the type → relationships, it is premeditated to conclude 

on the respective hypotheses. However, for the type ↔ relationships, the outcome of the hypotheses 

can be established for the overall results of high and low awareness brands. 

Looking at both high and low awareness brands, the hypothesized positive relationship between 

differentiation and preference (H1a) cannot be confirmed for low awareness brand, but it is confirmed 

for high awareness brands with a weak-high positive correlation. H1b stating that perceived value has a 
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positive relationship with preference is confirmed for both brands, and evidences a very strong 

relationship, the strongest of all hypothesized relationships. The relationship between differentiation and 

brand self-congruence (H2a) was not confirmed for high awareness brands, but it was confirmed with a 

weak-low positive relationship for the low awareness brand. The hypothesis that perceived value would 

have a positive relationship with brand self-congruence (H2b) is also verified for both brands, although 

showing a very weak relationship. Similarly, differentiation has a positive relationship with brand 

satisfaction in a weak-low manner in both brands, thus confirming H3a. However, perceived value and its 

relationship with brand self-congruence cannot be confirmed for low awareness brands (H3b), but it 

confirmed for high awareness brands. Preference is also confirmed to relate to brand self-congruence 

(H5) in a weakly-low manner for both brands. Lastly, H6 is confirmed for high awareness brands, proving 

that preference has a relationship with brand satisfaction, but this relationship is impossible to be 

confirmed for low awareness brands. 

As an overall assessment of the strength of the established relationships, brand awareness impacts only 

some relationships. High awareness brand shows stronger results than the low awareness brand in the 

relationships between differentiation and preference, perceived value and brand satisfaction, and 

preference and brand satisfaction, whereas these relationships do not exist in low awareness brands. For 

perceived value and preference, perceived value and brand self-congruence, differentiation and 

satisfaction, and preference and brand self-congruence, the level of brand awareness does not seem to 

matter in the creation of strong brands. 

 

10.2. RELATIONSHIPS - REGRESSION 

In this section, the overview from the regression analyses for both high and low awareness brands are 

presented for the relationships type → whose correlation exists (-0.30 ≤ r ≥ 0.30) and respective 

correlation coefficient is significant. 

Similar to those of correlation analysis, the assumptions of linear regression, presented in section 9.2.2, 

were examined. In section 10.1, the assumptions of linearity, normality are confirmed. Homoscedasticity 

is also confirmed, calculated as explained in section 9.2.2. for all regressions. 

The assumption that the independent variable cannot be random is examined by the correlation analysis, 

which implies that the correlation between two given constructs needs to be confirmed, meaning when 

correlation exists (-0.30 ≤ r ≥ 0.30). Only confirmed correlated relationships are subject of regression 
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analysis because that entails that the independent variable cannot be random. The assumption of no 

collinearity between the independent variables is not relevant in this study since all of the regression 

analyses are composed of one independent variable only. Based on the above, the assumptions of linear 

regression analysis are met. 

 

10.2.1 HIGH AWARENESS BRAND 

In the case of high awareness brand, all one-directional relationship proved to be positively correlated 

and statistically significant, with the exception of ideal self-congruence → attachment. For this reason, 

the aforementioned relationship cannot be subject of regression analysis.  

First, the significance of the regression analyses is examined. The t-value examines the significance of the 

individual variable in the model, while the F-value tests the overall significance of the model (Malhotra et 

al., 2017). From Figure 22, it is known that all of the t-values for the regression analyses for the high 

awareness brand are above the respective critical value, from which can be concluded that the null 

hypothesis stating that the regression coefficient is zero can be rejected. Thus, with 95% confidence, the 

regression coefficients are not zero and the coefficients are significant at an𝛼-level of 5%. The F-value 

tests the overall significance of the models and thus, it tests whether all of the coefficients of the models 

are equal to zero, meaning that the independent variable would not predict the dependent variable. 

Therefore, the F-test compares the given model with a model which have no predictors. Since all of the 

values in Significance F are below 0.05, the null hypothesis can be rejected for all the regressions which 

means that at least one variable is not equal to zero in all the models at an 𝛼-level of 5%. 

 

Figure 22. Overview of the regression outputs for high awareness brand 

 

Source: own creation 
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Furthermore, the adjusted R-square explains the percentage of the variance in the dependent variable 

which can be explained by the independent variable (Malhotra et al., 2017). Accordingly, perceived value 

and preference are the two independent variables in the model that explain the variance of purchase 

intent to highest degree, individually they explain 34% and 30% of the variance in purchase intent, 

respectively. Thus, in the models, around one third of the variance in purchase intent can be explained by 

perceived value and preference. Differentiation and brand attachment account for a smaller amount of 

the variation in purchase intent, 15% and 19% respectively. In respect to brand attachment as the 

dependent variable, both actual self-congruence and brand satisfaction account/explain a small 

percentage of the variance of brand attachment, 8% and 12% respectively. 

 

10.2.2 LOW AWARENESS BRAND 

From the correlation analysis conducted for the low awareness brand, every relationship mentioned in 

section 9.2 was positively correlated and statistically significant except for the relationship between 

differentiation → purchase intent, reason why this relationship cannot be analyzed. 

First, the significance of the regressions is examined. Based on the critical t-values shown in Figure 23, it 

can be seen that all the coefficients’ t-values are higher than the critical values. Thus, the null hypothesis 

that the coefficients equal zero can be rejected with 95% confidence for all of the variables’ coefficients. 

Since the values in Significance F are all below 0.05, the null hypothesis can be rejected for all the 

regressions which means that at least one variable is not equal to zero in all the models at an 𝛼-level of 

5%. 

 

Figure 23. Overview of the regression outputs for low awareness brand 

 

Source: own creation 
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Again, the adjusted R-square explains to what degree the variation of the dependent variable can be 

explained by the independent variable. Both perceived value and preference explain 35% of the variation 

of purchase intent, whereas attachment explains 22% of that variation. 26% of the variance in brand 

attachment can be explained by actual self-congruence, and 13% by ideal self-congruence and by brand 

satisfaction. 

 

10.2.3 FINDINGS FROM THE REGRESSION ANALYSES 

For both the high and low awareness brand, perceived value and preference had a high explanation power 

as both of the independent variable were able to explain more than ⅓ of the variance in purchase intent. 

Thus, hypotheses H4b and H7 are strongly supported. Differentiation, as part of the perception-

preference stage of the model, does not have the same level of explanation power of purchase intent as 

perceived value and preference. For the high awareness brand, differentiation was able to explain 15% of 

the variance in purchase intent whereas for the low awareness brand, a correlation between 

differentiation and purchase intent could not be proved. Therefore, H4a can only be confirmed for the 

high awareness brand. 

For the relationships between self-congruence and brand attachment, actual self-congruence seems to 

be more important compared to ideal self-congruence for both the high and low awareness brand. In the 

high awareness brand, ideal self-congruence and brand attachment was found to not correlate, while for 

the low awareness brand, actual self-congruence was analyzed to explain a higher percentage of the 

variation of brand attachment. Thus, H8 is confirmed for both brands whereas H9 is only confirmed for 

the low awareness brand. For both the brands, satisfaction was able to explain 12-13% of the variation of 

brand attachment and H10 is confirmed for both brands. Thus, no difference between the low and high 

awareness brand is proven to exist in this relationship. 

Attachment was proven to explain around ⅕ of the variation in purchase intent for both brands, why no 

difference between high and low awareness was found for this relationship. Thus, H11 is confirmed for 

both brands. 

 

10.3. OVERALL RESULTS: RELATIONSHIPS IMPACTING BRAND STRENGTH 

This section aggregates the results of both correlation and regression analyses in respect to the 

confirmation of this study’s hypotheses. Figure 24 summarizes visually the results of both analyses, 
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including which hypotheses were confirmed in this study, as previously mentioned (in section 10.1.2 for 

correlation, and section 10.2.3 for regression). 

 

Figure 24. Confirmed relationships between the variables in the model 

 

Source: own creation 

 

In the pursuit of the mission of building strong brands, higher consumer purchase intent can be attained 

when the right brand mechanisms are triggered. In the context of this study, the brand mechanisms can 

be classified into the perceptional, preference and relational dimensions. This study shows how purchase 

intent can be enhanced which is understood as how to build a stronger brand. Therefore, the results of 

this study show (i) what relationships exist which enhance purchase intent, (ii) how strong they are, (iii) 

to what extent some can predict variations in purchase intent and (iv) how high or low awareness of a 

brand make the previous points differ between the brands. 

To present the overall results (Figure 25 & 26), this section compares the high and low awareness brand 

and follows this order: first, by detailing the model’s direct relationships with purchase intent; second, by 

elaborating on the indirect links to purchase intent and the relationships between the internal 

components. 
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Figure 25. Overview of the model’s relationships, its strength and predictability for high awareness brand 

 

Source: own creation 

 

Figure 26. Overview of the model’s relationships, its strength and predictability for low awareness brand 

 

Source: own creation 
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Starting with the direct relationships to purchase intent, results show that perceived value and preference 

are the strongest drivers and best predictors of purchase intent in a competitive market. The level of 

brand-awareness does not show to impact these relationships. This means that the ability of a brand to 

meet consumers’ needs and the preference for a brand in relation to alternative brands is what mostly 

drives brand choice, without interference of the awareness level of the brand. Both high and low 

awareness brand, when perceived value and preference increase by 1, purchase intent increases by 

around 0.55-0.60, and these brand dimensions predict the variation of purchase intent in 30-35%. It is 

also worth noticing that preference and perceived value have a similar impact/behavior in its relationship 

with purchase intent because they are highly correlated. This entails that overall liking of a brand is highly 

related to the brand’s ability to meet the consumer’s needs and vice versa. 

However, differentiation shows different behavior depending on brand awareness level. Differentiation 

does not drive purchase intention for the low awareness brand, only slightly if the consumer group is 

aware of the brand but has never consumed it before. As such, brand trial and unawareness are 

hypothetical indicators of consumers’ lower value of differentiation as cue in brand choice in relation to 

alternative options. In relation to the high awareness brand, differentiation predicts around 15% of 

variability in purchase intent and is able to change purchase intent by 0.40 if differentiation of a high 

awareness brand increases by 1, while keeping the differentiation of other reference brands constant. 

This raises the question about the role of differentiation in consumer decision-making, discussed later in 

the paper. Yet, differentiation in relation to competition is an important metric in high awareness brands 

when driving purchase intent. 

Furthermore, the deep dive on the low awareness brand also evidenced that brand trial reduces the 

impact on purchase intent via perceived value, differentiation and preference. The impact of these 

dimensions is the lowest among brand aware and buyers. The same impact among brand unaware is 

higher than among brand aware and buyers, however lower than that among brand aware but non-

buyers. This finding shows that product consumption experiences change brand perceptions and 

relationships with the brand. 

In addition, purchase intent can be indirectly increased in by different paths. It is important to have in 

mind that the proposed model in this paper, entails that when one variable changes, all the other variables 

with which the first one is linked to will also change. Without a more complex analysis using, for example, 

equation modeling, which is outside of the scope of this paper, it is not possible to conclude about the 

overall effect of the relationships on purchase intent. Therefore, all the relationships should be 
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interpreted in isolation. Anyway, the following indirect paths are established by the results to increase 

purchase intent: 

If the brand is a high awareness brand, purchase intent can be increased: 

- Via perceived value, which links to (actual self) brand self-congruence and to brand attachment. 

Via perceived value, which links to brand satisfaction and to brand attachment. 

- Via differentiation, which links to brand satisfaction and to brand attachment, although it 

increases purchase intent less than the path immediately above. 

- Via brand preference, which links to (actual self) brand self-congruence and to brand attachment. 

- Via brand preference, which links to brand satisfaction and to brand attachment. 

If the brand is a low awareness brand, purchase intent can be increased: 

- Via perceived value, which links to brand self-congruence (actual self and ideal self, but more with 

actual self) and to brand attachment. 

- Via differentiation, which links to brand self-congruence (actual self and ideal self, but more with 

actual self), and to brand attachment. 

- Via differentiation, which links to brand satisfaction and to brand attachment, more than the path 

immediately above if actual self is leveraged rather than ideal self. 

- Via brand preference, which links to brand self-congruence (actual self and ideal self, but more 

with actual self) and to brand attachment. 

When looking at the indirect relationships, two points are true for both high and awareness brands. First, 

actual self has a higher impact on brand attachment (and consequently on purchase intent) than ideal 

self. In fact, ideal self is independent from brand attachment for the high awareness brand, and very weak 

for low awareness brand. However, one can also observe that all the components in the brand relationship 

dimension seem to drive purchase intent more in a low awareness brand than in a high awareness brand. 

Second, the indirect paths which yield higher increase for purchase intent are, for both brands, those 

leveraged by increasing brand preference. However, within and when looking to the relationship 

dimension individually, the low awareness brand evidences that (actual) brand self-congruence is able to 

drive purchase intent more than brand satisfaction. In contrast, in the high awareness brand, brand 

satisfaction revels a higher contribution towards purchase intent than that of brand self-congruence. 
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11. CONCLUSION 

 

This section addresses the problem statement and answers the three research questions of this paper, 

following the order presented in the introduction. Moreover, this section builds the bridge to the next 

section, Perspectives, which takes this paper one step further in a discussion and reflection of the 

knowledge created with this study to the brand management field. 

The first question relates to what knowledge exists in how to build strong brands. In fact, building strong 

brands is one of the most important goals of product and brand managers since strong brands can 

generate higher revenue streams in the short and long-run and are a source of firms’ competitive 

advantage. Therefore, the question of what makes a strong brand has gained significant influence for 

academics, marketers, and brand managers since research in branding can uncover valid and reliable 

models which measure and discover what drives brand strength. Especially, brand equity models such as 

those proposed by Keller (1993) and Aaker (1991) have been subject of validation on how to measure and 

guide brand strength strategies. 

The theoretical foundation of this study departures from the most dominant approach to brand 

management – the consumer-based brand approach. The founding fathers of CBBE models, Keller (1993) 

and Aaker (1991), conceptualize the brand as a knowledge-based element which resides in the consumer’s 

mind and is materialized in product and non-product related perceptions about the brand. As these 

models of brand equity lay on the premise that brand is knowledge-based, they ignore the fact that mere 

awareness or brand image does not imply an actual action from consumers, and consequently do not 

measure how knowledge actually creates brand strength and leads to brand choice. Although these 

theories still lay the foundation of modern brand management practices and research, it has been 

highlighted that these theories are insufficient to grasp the complexity of brands as multifaceted, 

dynamic, complex and incomplete systems and thus, cannot solely be used to guide the creation of strong 

brands in the contemporanean market landscape. In fact, at least seven different approaches to brand 

management have been identified, and CBBE is chronologically the second brand management approach, 

showing that it ignores several dimensions of the brand and what it means, for example, brand as 

relationships, personality, cultural artifact, and as communities. 
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To cope with some limitations of traditional ways of measuring brand strength, this paper’s purpose is to 

investigate what drives brand strength by going beyond knowledge dimensions and by measuring brand 

strength as the brand’s performance in the marketplace, defined as purchase intent, a proxy of brand 

choice. Hence, this paper investigates the combination of the consumer-based brand approach with the 

relational approach to brand management, being consequently one of the first research papers in this 

area. By combining these two approaches in one conceptual model, the research sets a precedent and 

opens up for future research endeavors combining different approaches to brand management which can 

lead to novel ways of creating brand strength and simultaneously represent and predict the complexity 

of brands better. The relational approach is chosen among the other approaches, because the 

understanding of how the relationship between the consumer and the brand is first needed, before 

examining how different kinds of relationships influence other relationships in e.g. the cultural or 

community approach. In the proposed model, brand perception and preference represent several 

components of CBBE (i.e. brand differentiation, perceived value and preference) which are connected in 

the conceptual model to brand relationship components (i.e. brand self-congruence, brand satisfaction 

and brand attachment), and these to purchase intent (as proxy of brand choice) which is the outcome 

component of the model measuring brand strength. 

Therefore, the problem statement of the thesis is defined as follows: 

How do brand perceptions, preference and brand relationships influence brand strength? 

 

To answer the problem statement, three questions had to be investigated: (1) what other authors have 

researched and concluded in the strategic brand management field (addressed in the paragraphs 

immediately above); (2) which methods can be used to test if relationships do exists and to study the 

strength of said relationships between the proposed brand components; and (3) how the different levels 

of brand awareness modify how brand strength can be increased. 

Addressing the second point, the authors confess their belonging to the neopositivistic research paradigm 

with the acknowledgement that CBBE research is mostly established by a positivistic perspective whereas 

relational approach is deeply rooted in phenomenology theory which adopts a constructivist paradigm. 

The phenomenological side of consumer-brand relationships implies that these are based on consumers’ 

inner-reality which is embedded in experience and in the reality in which consumers live and which allow 

them to form, for example, unique associations, motives, perceptions and intentions about a brand. Even 

though relationship theory requires qualitative methods to fully grasp the deep meaning and nature of 
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consumer-brand relationships, the authors of this paper acknowledge that the adopted methods are 

superficial to understand consumers’ inner-reality and address how this choice affects the study. 

However, the choice of paradigm and methods considered the fact that the aim of the paper is not to 

study the nature of those relationships, but rather a more subtle reality. The goal is to predict consumer 

behavior by examining which phenomena has a significant influence or relationship with others and 

thereby, be able to create reliable and valid conclusions about what drives brand strength. 

Since the purpose of this paper is to explain the relationships between several constructs in the brand 

management field, the research can be classified as an explanatory study which adopts a deductive 

reasoning at large, but combined with an inductive reasoning mostly present in the reflection of the 

results while suggesting further research endeavors. Thus, the theoretical framework follows a deductive 

approach and is based on existing literature from which hypotheses are drawn across the consumer-based 

and relational approach to brand management. To test the hypotheses, two brands with different 

awareness level (one high and one low) are used. The data is gathered using a survey strategy to be able 

to collect the large amount of data needed to make reliable conclusions and to ensure that the data 

collection is done in a structured way with minimum interaction between researchers and respondents. 

The 400 collected observations were subject to quantitative statistical analysis in the form of Pearson 

correlation coefficients and linear regressions to study the existence and strength of relationships 

between the different brand constructs. Tests of reliability and validity were also performed. The 

reliability test concluded that perceived value and differentiation had to be treated as two separate 

components for not describing together perceived brand quality. Although the study is reliable, any 

generalization of this study’s results needs to be done carefully while having in mind the fragilities of 

sample representativeness. 

In the quest for building strong brands, this study shows how purchase intent can be enhanced by 

leveraging brand mechanisms within perceptional, preference and relational dimensions. The results of 

this study show (i) what relationships exist which can enhance purchase intent, (ii) how strong these 

relationships are, (iii) to what extent constructs can predict variations in purchase intent and (iv) how high 

or low brand awareness make the previous points differ between brands. 

Purchase intent is proved to be strongly driven by the brand’s ability to meet consumers’ needs (perceived 

value) and by how much the brand is liked (preference) independent of the awareness level. These two 

constructs are highly dependent on each other, meaning that preference for a brand is highly related to 

perceived value. The two constructs are concluded to be what drives brand choice to a greatest extent. 
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The third construct in the perception-preference stage of the framework, differentiation, drives purchase 

intent for high awareness brands, but not for low awareness brands. Even though this was only possible 

to conclude for the low awareness brand, the impact of the brand constructs belonging to the perception-

preference stage in purchase intent is found to change not based on brand awareness, but on previous 

product consumption. Previous brand consumption reduces the impact of perceived value, 

differentiation, and preference on purchase intent. 

From the relational stage of the framework, actual self-congruence is found to impact brand attachment 

more than ideal self-congruence independent on awareness level. On the contrary, the awareness level 

impacts whether satisfaction or brand self-congruence contribute the most to brand attachment. For the 

high awareness brand, brand satisfaction is found to contribute more to brand attachment and therefore, 

purchase intent, whereas for the low awareness brand, self-congruence impacts brand attachment more 

than brand satisfaction. Once more, as this paper only measures the strength of the relationships, no 

conclusions can be made in relation to the grounds of such conclusions, which are left opened to further 

research. 

 In conclusion, the impact of differentiation, brand self-congruence, and brand satisfaction on purchase 

intention varies with the level of brand awareness, whereas perceived value and preference do not impact 

purchase intent in different ways depending on the brand-awareness level. 
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12. PERSPECTIVES 

 

This section presents the perspectives and reflections made upon the knowledge created by this study 

and how its conclusions relate and contribute to other areas. In addition, this section looks at this study 

with a critical mindset, highlighting some of its shortcomings and proposing future research paths to 

further uncover this topic and/or increase its reliability, validity and value to the field of brand 

management. 

This paper starts with the idea that strong brands can live forever under the condition that competent 

brand managers have reliable and comprehensive models to measure their brands and are sensitive to 

the factors that drive brand strength. As mentioned, brands are multifaceted and complex systems which 

are not fully grasped by CBBE models as they ignore several components of branding introduced by the 

modern approaches to brand management. By combining both CBBE and brand relational approaches 

into one single model, the coverage area of Keller’s and Aaker’s traditional frameworks is extended. The 

authors of this paper believe that the proposed conceptual model gets closer to the definition of what 

drives strong brands. However, the complexity surrounding brands is so wide that no model or theory is 

able to comprehensively conceptualize all the factors driving strong brands - this paper is no exception. 

For simplification of an already complex conceptual model, this paper defines each brand construct with 

a single statement/question. However, no single statement is able to fully capture the meaning and 

spectrum of its respective brand component, which reduces the validity of the results. As such, future 

research should include more statements/questions for each component of the model and consequently 

validate the results obtained in this study. Furthermore, a second point adding up to the complexity of 

brands and consequently brand management practices is that understanding what drives brand choice or 

intent is insufficient in itself to guide brand managers. Uncovering the deep nature of consumers’ 

perceptions and consumer-brand relationships is paramount for managers to understand what, for 

example, in their brand’s perceive value, is actually triggering higher purchase intent. Knowing that 

perceived value is an important driver of purchase intent will not necessarily make any marketing action 

aimed to boost brand choice succeed. 
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A core aspect under investigation in this paper is whether the level of brand awareness interplays with 

consumers’ purchase intent. The concern with this issue derives from the importance of brand awareness 

as decision-making cue, especially for low involvement consumer goods (Keller, 2013; Huang & Sarigöllü, 

2011). According to Keller’s theory, brands that consumers know or are more familiar with are also more 

likely to be considered (Keller, 1993), thus, brand awareness increases and antecedes brand market 

outcomes (Keller & Lehmann, 2003). However, this paper questions this perspective by arguing that brand 

awareness, although important, cannot drive brand sales by itself as it does not imply a specific action or 

behavior from consumers (Aaker, 1991; Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). Knowledge-based components such as 

brand awareness and brand image are cognitive perceptions (Keller, 1993). Yet, from brand perception to 

brand choice, there is a long continuum of brand dimensions which influence consumers’ purchase 

decisions i.e. preference and consumer-brand relationships. This study shows that brand’s purchase 

intention does not change significantly between a high and low awareness brand, and that purchase 

intention (only tested for the low awareness brand) might actually depend more on trial than on brand 

awareness. This study further suggests that there are no significant differences in the direct relationships 

to purchase intent between brand aware and unaware consumers. Consequently, this implies that brand 

awareness does not drive brand strength by itself. Nonetheless, one question is raised: is brand awareness 

an antecedent of brand purchase intent and other market outcomes as Keller defends? In product 

categories such as consumer goods whose financial risk and time invested in a purchase decision are low, 

consumers may not necessarily go through a process of decision-making described as 

cognition→affection→action. In fact, sometimes consumers do not go through a long and elaborated 

decision-making process before purchase (Huang & Sarigöllü, 2011). Huang and Sarigöllü (2011) 

demonstrated that consumers' purchase and brand usage experience predict brand awareness better 

than awareness predicts brand choice, which clarifies that awareness is not necessarily a prerequisite for 

brand choice. As such, trial can precede awareness and shortens decision-making processes. An example 

of this is when consumers make a brand choice in the moment of purchase, influenced by factors not 

studied in this paper such as shopping environment, product placement, packaging and promotions which 

are decisive elements in consumer decision-making and brand choice. Consequently, investigating these 

elements and how they affect both conscious and unconscious decision-making processes of consumers 

is deemed relevant to uncover why some brands are chosen more than others. 

This research also establishes that purchase intent, no matter the brand awareness level, is driven by the 

brand’s ability to meet consumers’ needs and by the brand’s overall impression/liking. These two 

constructs, perceived value and preference are highly correlated, which suggests that the degree to which 
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a consumer likes a brand depends highly on the extent to which the brand fulfills the consumer’s needs, 

or vice versa. The idea that brands ought to meet consumers’ needs is not a breakthrough, however the 

results in this study call attention to the fact that a brand cannot be successful when living out of an empty 

ideal. Therefore, brands need to target a specific consumer need and ensure that its purpose passes on 

to the consumer in the format of benefits, meaning and product differentiation. 

Another relevant finding of this study is that perceived value and preference predict purchase intent in a 

weakly manner when consumers are both aware and have tried the brand before (this was only tested 

for low awareness brands). This might mean that consumers expectations (perceptions before brand trial) 

might outweigh the actual brand perceptions and beliefs (after trial). In order words, this might mean that 

perceived brand value and preference are relevant indicators of purchase intent among potential 

consumers (recruitment/acquisition) which can drive first purchases. This further shows that consumption 

experiences change brand perceptions and relationships with the brand. However, the downside is that 

this paper’s model did not evidenced any relationship that was a better driver of purchase intent among 

brand buyers (retention potential) to make up for the lower prediction of purchase intent via preference 

and perceived value. The results of brand relationships variables were a surprise in relation to the 

researchers’ expectations, not only evidencing a weaker impact of these constructs on the high awareness 

brand than on the low awareness one, but also in the fact that relational variables have a generally weak 

and weaker impact on purchase intent after trial. 

In respect to differentiation, this component is what by theory sets one brand apart from other brands. 

All brands should try to leverage and protect points-of-difference in relation to competitive brands in 

order to gain a competitive edge. If a brand has a viable and long-term basis for differentiation in relation 

to competition, it challenges competition’s efforts towards imitation (Aaker, 1991; Agarwal & Rao, 1996). 

Furthermore, the brand’s need to seek for differentiation is a requirement for the brand’s long-term 

relevance - lack of differentiation is one of the causes of brand decay (Young & Rubicam, 2000). However, 

previous studies have casted their doubts on how much of the brand and how much of the product 

consumers source from when doing quality evaluations such as for differentiation, and if consumers are 

able to separate the two. Research states that consumers ability to separate judgements about brand and 

product individually are limited (Fornerino & d’Hauteville 2010). Therefore, a brand and the products it 

represents are tied together, which means that differentiation has to happen at the brand and product 

level. For instance, products need to innovate over time, adapt to the market environment and respective 

consumers’ changing demands with innovation in product, product design, packaging, manufacturing, 
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merchandising, etc. Simultaneously, the brand image has to be redesigned to the brand’s intended user 

and usage imagery (Keller, 1999). 

However, differentiation as a predictor of purchase intent is shown in this study to have a different 

behavior depending on the level of brand awareness. Differentiation does not predict purchase intention 

of for the low awareness brand, only slightly if the consumer group is aware of the brand but has never 

consumed it before. This evidences that for the low awareness brand, differentiation is a cue for decision-

making among aware consumers which impacts first purchases (again, brand recruitment potential). As 

for the high awareness brand, differentiation seems to drive purchase intent, although to a weak extent 

when compared to preference and perceived value. This might mean that, although relevant, a highly 

differentiated brand cannot drive sales if the differentiated attributes do not appear to meet consumers’ 

needs and contribute to the brands’ overall impression/liking. Questions in relation to whether there is a 

fit or misfit between the differentiated attribute and the brand can be raised as well as to whether that 

differentiated attribute is meaningful and improves brand perceptions and preference. In fact, several 

authors have long been referring the importance of product/brand differentiation strategies, while other 

authors argue that irrelevant differentiation attributes - a specific attribute that seems meaningful, but at 

a closer look is irrelevant to create a meaningful differentiation - might actually create differentiating 

value for the consumers, especially if those attributes are difficult to observe by the consumer (Carpenter, 

Glazer & Nakamoto, 1994). This knowledge is relevant to managers by following the argument that 

differentiated brands can generally demand higher prices. For example, meaningless differentiation can 

add cues and ease decision-making, consequently impacting consumers’ preference for one brand over 

the others. 

In the relationship variables, this paper validates two of the relationships proposed by Esch et al. (2006), 

confirming that brand satisfaction has a positive impact on brand attachment, and that consumers’ 

attachment to the brand influences brand choice positively. On a more practical level, this means that 

when consumers evaluate the relationship or exchange between them and the brand as rewarding, 

consumers not only establish a stronger emotional bond with the brand, but they are also more likely to 

choose the brand in the future. However, a difference was found between the low and high awareness 

brands in regards to which relationship variable, self-congruence or satisfaction, was dominant in its 

contribution to brand attachment and consequently purchase intent. For the low awareness brand, actual 

self-congruence predicts brand attachment to a higher extent than satisfaction, which contrasts with the 

high awareness brand in which satisfaction explains the variability of brand attachment slightly more than 
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actual self-congruence. For instance, Kapferer (2008) concluded that there are several different sources 

of attachment, reason why it is possible that the contribute of the various sources of attachment can vary 

depending on the degree of awareness. Despite both brand satisfaction and brand self-congruence 

containing cognitive and affective aspects, satisfaction, an exchange relationship, is loaded mostly by 

functional or cognitive-based evaluations of the utilitarian benefits, whereas self-congruence is mostly 

based on affections for being a communal relationship (elaborated in section 4.4). Therefore, attachment 

to low awareness brands might be more affective-based than to high awareness brands in which this 

attachment is to a larger extent sourced by cognitive-evaluations of utilitarian benefits. Still, these insights 

lack confirmation by more substantiated research, which should be complemented with a qualitative 

understanding of the nature and role of each source of attachment for both low and high awareness 

brands. Kapferer’s (2008) conclusions about the various sources of attachment can help explaining why 

the relationships between attachment and satisfaction, and brand attachment and self-congruence are 

relatively weak compared to other relationships in the framework. In this study, only two possible 

antecedents of brand attachment are examined. In future research, attachment based on the brand’s 

association with people to whom the consumer is emotively linked or based on the pleasure of a long-

lasting bond between brand and consumer (ibid) can be included to capture more sources of attachment 

and thus, explain the variability of brand attachment to a greater extent. 

As stated, actual self-congruence was found to predict the highest variability of brand attachment 

compared to ideal self-congruence. This confirms Malär et al.’s (2011) research that actual self-

congruence generally has a stronger impact on brand attachment than ideal self-congruence for low 

involvement products. In Malär et al.’s (2011) research, ideal self-congruence had a significant and 

positive effect on brand attachment for low involvement products but still, this effect was shown to be 

lower than that of actual self-congruence. In this study, for the low awareness brand, ideal self-

congruence evidenced an impact on brand attachment, but this impact was noticeably lower than that of 

actual self-congruence, supporting previous research findings. 

Another reason why the relationships between the relational variables are relatively weak compared to 

other relationships could be because a positivistic perspective and quantitative research approach are 

adopted in this paper to examine this brand management approach which is founded on a fundamentally 

different research tradition. Even though this paper aims to evaluate consumer-brand relationships at a 

superficial level (only its existence and strength, rather than its nature), the adopted methodology might 

limit the depth of the collected insights. Accordingly, future research within the same topic as this paper, 
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should consider complementing the quantitative analysis with a qualitative one. Moreover, research on 

consumer behavior generally assumes that the complexity of consumers’ behavior and the establishment 

of relationships follow a linear pattern (which is the case when using linear regressions). This might be an 

oversimplification of consumer behavioral patterns, despite the fact that this seems to be the best fit 

among the alternative options in the field of statistical analysis, which is also adopted by other scholars in 

the field. 

As this study uses cross-sectional data, another shortcoming is that there is a margin for variability of 

results over time because this paper does not consider time effects on consumer behavior. Moreover, as 

this paper is the second to combine two brand management approaches, the external reliability of the 

results could not be tested and awaits confirmation by future research. 

Another underlying factor of studying brands and acknowledging that brands are inherently complex, is 

that no model can comprehend all existing dimensions able to define “brand” as described by each of the 

seven approaches to brand management (see Heding et al, 2016) or even by the different angles of 

branding as coined by Aaker (1996), brand-as-product (its value), brand-as-person (brand personality and 

relationships) and brand-as-organization (organizational/firm associations). Still, this study’s model 

includes some of the most impactful dimensions of branding in both perceptual-preference and relational 

dimensions, which entails ignoring other dimensions. For example, this study evaluates brand awareness 

as brand recognition, deemed to be the most relevant among low involvement products (Keller, 2013), 

however brand awareness can be evaluated both as brand recall and brand recognition - this study did 

not examine both constructs. Future research should investigate this study’s relationships while 

accounting for both brand recall and brand recognition individually and their impact on market outcomes. 

Furthermore, some of the five elements of perception-preference stage defined by Aaker (1991) and 

relational approach were also ignored in this paper. One of these components was price which is an 

important decision-making cue (Aaker, 1996). Including price into the equation would provide a closer 

understanding of how perceived quality and preference would contribute to purchase intent. However, 

the inclusion of this variable should be carefully assessed because of errors of research validity, as price is 

a marketing tool relatively easy to manipulate in the short term and that can be optimized to convey or 

reinforce a specific brand perception. 

Besides extending to other dimensions of CBBE and relationship theory, this study should be tested in 

more brands, incorporate both low and high involvement categories as well as other categories besides 

consumer goods, including service brands. Level of involvement and the price of the test category impact 
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consumers’ decision-making and the risks involved in the assessment and trade-off around brand choice. 

In addition, this study uses purchase intent as proxy of brand choice, which is a limitation in itself. Even 

though research has established that purchase intent is a good and reliable proxy for actual brand choice, 

it does not fully replace the latter because consumers do not always do what they say they would do. 

Consequently, future research should consider using, for example, point-of-sales data which includes for 

other factors influencing brand choice directly linked to the marketing mix such as in-store promotions, 

advertising, store/shelf visibility and salience of the products, etc. Alternatively, revenue premium can be 

used instead of purchase intent. This not only reduces the gap between intention and choice, but also 

reflects two sources of brand strength (i) price premium, usually among brands whose firm strategy is to 

seek a differentiation and high margin strategy and (ii) volume premium, which is the case of distributors’ 

brands (e.g. private labels) or brands following the firm’s low price and cost-leadership strategy. 
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13. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS  

 

This section builds on the previous one by reflecting upon how the results of this study fit into the actual 

strategic and tactic brand management activities. Whereas the perspectives section (section 12) is more 

academic-oriented, this section aims to provide a more practical perspective by guiding marketers and 

brand managers. 

In brand management practice, brand knowledge such as brand awareness and brand image are still 

considered the cornerstones used to assess the effectiveness and successfulness of marketing campaigns. 

However, this study suggests that focusing on brand knowledge when building brand strategies is 

insufficient – especially when brands are supposed to last forever. Long-term brand success entails 

building strong brands that not only fulfill consumers’ needs and are liked by consumers, but also establish 

an emotional and cognitive bond with the consumer, being achieved through self-congruence and/or 

brand satisfaction. Therefore, brand managers are advised to consider in their brand trackers and brand 

strength strategies consumer-brand relationships in addition to brand knowledge dimensions. Marketers 

ought to build strategic and tactical initiatives for long-term brand profitability which ensure that 

consumers are satisfied with the brand, feel attached to it and understand how the brand creates value 

to them. To this end, managers might be required to go beyond standard marketing mix and 

communication techniques, and employ experiential marketing techniques whose purpose is to increase 

interactions and emotional bonds between the brand and the customer (Schmitt, 1999). This is relevant 

for every brand, regardless of its involvement level. 

Nevertheless, marketers should also be conscious that, regardless of the marketing goals in a specific 

marketing program, any marketing activity will have a direct or indirect impact on consumers’ brand 

knowledge in terms of some of the aspects of brand awareness or brand image, which may impact how 

consumers perceive and how much they like the brand in relation to competition. On top of that, 

marketing efforts employed by competing brands and external market factors (e.g. consumer behavior, 

government regulations) also impact how the brand is perceived, as consumers naturally have to make 

trade-offs in the marketplace. Both brand-related (internal) and external factors to the brand affect the 

success of future marketing activities, which may help or hamper subsequent marketing decisions. 
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Managers can manipulate the tools of marketing mix in order to drive higher perceived value, preference 

or create a stronger attachment between the consumer and the brand. As stated in section 1.4, the 

marketing tools to which the conceptual model refer the most are product and promotion. Hereby, some 

guidelines are elaborated to direct managers into how to strengthen the brands they manage. 

Starting with product, this element is represented and assessed primary in the variables of perceived value 

and preference. Because the brand’s ability to meet consumers’ needs impact brand choice, brand 

managers ought to answer the questions: is the brand satisfying the functional need that it was designed 

for and how is it satisfying the need? This should be done by incorporating the insights from marketing 

research and curation which investigates consumers’ experience with the brand and product with regards 

to its functional and sensorial attributes (e.g. the flavors, the packaging, the usability, and the materials). 

At the same time, the brand’s excellence against competing brands’ products should be assessed, since 

preference also impacts brand choice significantly. This can be done by investigating the brand’s products’ 

functional and non-functional attributes (e.g. the product’s physical appearance, functionality and the 

distribution channels). Once the previous question has been answered, brand managers shall build/revisit 

the brand identity and communicate the brand benefits and its reasons to believe in order to shape 

consumers’ brand image. The mission is to align consumers’ brand image to the desired brand identity, 

while being conscious that brand identity should account for the forces of market environment and reflect 

the firm’s perspective of the brand (Kapferer, 2008). Furthermore, brands should focus on improving and 

strengthening the brand over time in comparison to competition by testing new elements to the product 

to be able to excel within the areas of perceived value and consumers’ preference since it directly impacts 

brand choice. 

The self-congruence aspect of the consumer-brand relationship is an important factor that managers 

should look out for when communicating the product and its benefits or in promotion activities, being 

these materialized on the packaging itself, digital or printer advertising, etc. Brands are consumed not 

only to satisfy a functional need, but also an emotional or symbolic need. This means that not all brands 

on the shelf that meet a certain functional need belong to consumers’ consideration set because other 

elements such as consumer-brand congruence or attachment to the brand impact choice. As consumers 

are usually emotionally attached to only a limited number of brands (Thomson e al., 2005), consumers’ 

consideration set becomes narrower when relationships are considered. Indeed, consumers choose 

brands that define themselves or brands with a particular personality that allow them to express their 

self-concept, being this their actual self (what they are) or the ideal self (what they aspire to be). The 
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feelings that a brand generates differentiate one brand from another. Therefore, there are a few aspects 

that managers should be knowledgeable about: 

Firstly, that the process of consumer’s self-congruence is dependent on the perceptions about the brand, 

which is conveyed from associations held in consumers’ memory either from direct experience with the 

brand or indirect sources of associations. Therein, consumers form a perception of what the brand 

represents and what kind of personality it has. For this reason, managers should build communication and 

promotion strategies around the brand which match the brand’s personality to the target consumer’s 

actual self or ideal self. 

Secondly, considering that consumers’ self-congruence can drive purchase intent, as studied in this paper, 

and enhance affective, attitudinal, and behavioral consumer responses to the brand (Aaker 1999), 

managers should understand which of the consumers’ selves enhance consumer responses for a given 

brand based on its involvement level (Malär et al., 2011). This paper confirms Malär et al.’s (2011) results 

that brand attachment for low involvement products are impacted by actual self-congruence more than 

by ideal self-congruence. This means that brand managers should adopt a position that favors authenticity 

and transparency in branding activities for low involvement products. Still, when compared to high 

involvement products, consumers’ ideal self-concept is strongest for low involvement products, which 

means that for some brands and depending on their brand identity, ideal self-enhancing communication 

might actually be more fruitful, because the brand’s positive image can be used for self-enhancement 

without requiring elaborated cognitive exercises of self-verification (ibid). A classic example of ideal self-

enhancing communication is employed in products targeting consumers who want to lose weight. The 

benefits and stimuli shown (e.g. featuring a young and slim girl) reflect the ideal of a person that the 

consumer is aspiring to become. Malär et al.’s argued that low involvement products are not important 

enough (e.g. because of its monetary valor, perishability, etc.), for consumers to invest cognitively in the 

process of self-verification with the brand. As a result, both selves weakly impact brand attachment for 

low involvement products, though weaker for ideal self. 

When managing brands and the relationship between the brand and the consumer, managers must keep 

investing in the relationships since these are dynamic and volatile. Brand managers must be flexible and 

dynamic in its approach to communication since the nature and consumers’ meaning creation can change 

rapidly. A way for managers to establish or build meaningful relationships between consumer and brand 

is through co-creation, in which the consumer is involved in the development of the products and in what 

the brand represents, its identity. This can be done by exploiting the benefits of qualitative studies such 
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as focus group interviews. In this way, consumers get invested in the brand which can enhance 

attachment, satisfaction, and self-congruence. Furthermore, it can enhance the brand’s perceived value 

and preference which all lead to increased purchase intent. 

Another way to manage brand relationships in a large scale is by using CRM-systems. Besides, these 

systems being a rich source of consumer data that can be used to understand how consumers behave 

with a specific brand or category, they allow for managers to track and ‘tag’ consumers with different 

labels and thus, be able to create customized messages to consumers with the same behavior. In this way, 

communication between the brand and the consumer gets more personalized and adopted to the 

individual’s situation which might lead to increased attachment. 

Finally, brand relationship variables should to a large extent be incorporated in the brand tracking studies 

since brand relationships are proved to influence brand strength. In this way, managers can track the 

development of the nature and strength of the consumer-brand relationship and thus, understand 

whether a potential for brand extension exists. 

In conclusion, how to build strong brands? First, longevity requires more than focus on brand knowledge. 

Brand choice is driven by the brand’s ability to satisfy consumers’ needs not only at a functional level, but 

also at an emotional and symbolic level. Secondly, brand consumption impacts how the brand is perceived 

which affects future purchase intent. Defining consumers’ perceptions is insufficient to drive strong 

brands, if the brand does not live up to its promise at the moment of consumption. Thirdly, brand 

relationships impact brand choice and consumers choose and feel more attached to brands that reinforce 

their actual self-concept in low involvement products. Forth, brand relationships are proved to impact 

brand choice, therefore, brand tracking studies should go beyond knowledge-based dimensions and 

include relational variables to monitor nature and development of the strength of the relationships 

between the consumer and the brand over time. Since relationships are dynamic and volatile, managers 

must work agilely to continuously improve and deepen the consumer-brand relationship. 
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15. APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1: Glossary 

 

Glossary 

This glossary summarizes the definitions of the core concepts used in the study, as defined and adopted 

by the authors of the paper. 

 

Actual Self-Congruence: the perceived fit between the brand’s personality and the consumer’s actual self. 

The actual self is the consumer’s actual reality and or one’s perceived reality of oneself, “how 

the consumer sees him/herself to be” (Malär et al, 2011). 

Behavioral Outcomes: final step of consumers’ decision-making process, which mergers purchasing 

conviction and actual purchase leading to an actual consumer action and choice of a 

product/brand (Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). Purchase intent (as proxy of brand choice) represents 

consumers’ behavioral outcome. 

Brand Attachment: the bond between the consumer and a brand, reflected in an emotional bond, such 

as affection, passion, and connection (Thomson et al., 2005), or in a cognitive bond based on 

beliefs held by in the consumer’ and connecting he/she to a brand (Fedorikhin et al., 2008). 

Brand Awareness: knowledge-based construct which defines the ability of buyers to recognize or recall a 

brand as a member of a product category (Aaker, 1991; Keller 1993), which is measured in this 

paper as brand recognition only. 

Brand Equity: refers to the knowledge-based definition provided by the CBBE theories as “the favorability, 

strength, and uniqueness of brand associations which, combined with brand awareness, can 

produce differential consumer response to the marketing of a brand” (Keller, 1993, p. 10). In 

other words, brand equity can be regarded as “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a 

brand, its name and symbol, that add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or 

service to a firm and/or to that firm’s customers” (Aaker, 1991, p.15). 
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Brand Relationship: refers to the consumer-brand relationship established by functional, emotional or 

symbolic exchange, by the bond or attachment generated between the brand and the 

consumer or through the process of consumer self-verification in relation to the personality of 

the brand. 

Brand Satisfaction: the exchange aspect of a consumer’s relationship with a brand that was consumed at 

least once in the past, defined as a cognitive evaluation of whether or not the exchange 

relationship with the brand is rewarding (Esch et al. 2006; Anderson et al. 1994) and described 

as the full meeting of consumer’s expectations (Oliver, 1980). 

Brand Strength: the differential effect that perceptual, preferential and relational dimensions connecting 

the consumer and the brand have on consumers’ response to the marketing of that brand in a 

competitive marketplace. Consumer’s responses are intended as brand choice as a result of 

superior performance. 

Brand: a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods 

and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of 

competition (Keller, 2013, p.30). 

Brand Self-Congruence: the fit between the brand’s personality or image and the consumer’s self (Aaker, 

1999; Sirgy, 1982). Consumer’s self is defined as the totality of a consumer’s thoughts and 

feelings such as role identities, personal attributes, relationships, fantasies, possessions, and 

other symbols (Schouten, 1991) that a consumer uses to define him/herself with as an object 

and for the purpose of self-creation and self-understanding (Sirgy, 1982; Malär et al., 2011). 

The consumer’s self can be broken down into actual and ideal self, which represents the 

cognitive and affective understanding of the consumer as he/she is and aspires to be. 

Differentiation: the degree to which consumers perceive the brand to be distinctive and unique on any 

physical or nonphysical product characteristic in relation to other brands and that can drive 

brand superiority and competitive advantage in that attribute (Aaker, 2002). 

Focal Brand: a brand that is object of analysis and research in the paper. 

Ideal Self-Congruence: the perceived fit between the brand’s personality and the consumer’s ideal self. 

The ideal self is the consumer’s aspiration of his/her future condition or imagination of ideals 

and goals related to what the one believes that he/she would like to be, “how the consumer 

would like to be” (Malär et al, 2011). 
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Perceived Quality: knowledge-based evaluation which reflects consumers’ perception of the overall 

quality, excellence or superiority of a brand with respect to its intended purpose and relative 

to alternative brand(s) (Zeithaml, 1988; Aaker, 1991). Perceived quality is defined as perceived 

brand superiority in relation to perceived brand value and differentiation in relation to other 

brands. 

Perceived Value: knowledge-based evaluation which reflects the extent to which a certain brand 

generates value for the consumers by fulfilling or meeting any functional, experiential, 

emotional or symbolic need at the expense of a cost e.g. time, money, effort - what one gives 

for what one gets - without accounting specifically for the brand’s price, but rather for the 

consumer’s internal frame of price reference (Nam et al., 2011). 

Perception: knowledge-based evaluation draw from consumers’ direct and indirect associations, from 

functional or non-functional attributes of a brand, similarly to brand image, and relates to the 

process of seeking, decoding and coding information about a brand that culminates with the 

creation of knowledge structures about said brand (Keller, 1993; Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). 

Perception-Preference-Choice: defines a simplified process of consumers decision-making in three steps: 

(i) perception, which comprises awareness and knowledge and relates to the process of 

seeking, decoding and coding information, and building knowledge structures about a brand; 

(ii) preference, which groups liking and preference and it has to do with charging the 

knowledge acquired before with a realm of affection in the form of favorable attitudes or 

feelings toward the product/brand and (iii) choice, which mergers purchasing conviction and 

purchase as the final step leading to actual consumer action and choice of product/brand 

(Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). 

Preference: knowledge-based evaluation which reflects the extent to which a customer favors a certain 

brand based on an overall liking evaluation in comparison to other brands in his/her 

consideration set (Hellier et al., 2003). Preference requires more commitment and cognitive 

effort in the evaluation process than a mere perception. 

Product: anything that is offered in the market for acquisition, consumption or use with the aim to satisfy 

a need or want. A product can take the form of a physical good, a service, a retail outlet, a 

person, an organization or even an idea (Keller, 2013). 
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Purchase Intent: the consumer’s commitment towards purchasing a brand in the future as a proxy of the 

consumer’s actual brand choice and purchase action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). 

Reference Brand: a brand that is a competitor, from the same category as the focal brand, or a substitute, 

from another category, and that satisfy to some extent the same need or want as the focal 

brand. 

Source: own creation 
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Appendix 2: Shelf Spotting – Evidence of Supermarket Observations 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire in English 

 

# Instructions Question 

   
 MESSAGE SHOWN 

WHEN SHARING THE 
SURVEY ON SOCIAL 
MEDIA 

Hi all 👋 
 
Do you want to win a goodie bag full of food, home and personal care 
products from Unilever? 
 
We are about to draw two goodie bags with a value of 500 DKK each 

😍 All you have to do is to complete this survey for our master thesis. 
At the same time, you have the chance to learn about a totally new 
concept soon to be launched in Denmark. 
 
Just follow the link: 
________ 
 

Thank you! 🙏 
 
This Competition is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered 
by, or associated with, Facebook. 
 

SCREENER 

INFO1 SHOW TO ALL Hello! 
This survey is part of a master thesis for CBS. By completing this 
survey, you are eligible for one goodie bag in the value of 500kr, full 
of Unilever products (food, home and personal care products). 
 
The survey will take around 5 minutes to complete. 
 
Confidential agreement: 
According to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), your 
personal information shared in this study is confidential and will be 
used solely for the stated purposes. 
The same way that we keep your personal information confidential, 
you should neither share nor trade the information gathered in this 
survey for your own or someone else’s benefit. 
 
By continuing to the next page, you accept the terms above. 

S.1 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
NOTE: allocate 
respondents selecting 
CODE 1 to BRAND 1 
and respondents 

In what day were you born? 
 

1. 1-10 
2. 11-20 
3. 21-31 
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selecting CODE 2 or 3 
to BRAND 2 

S.2 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Are you… 
 

1. Female 
2. Male 

S.3 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
TERMINATE IF CODE 
1 SELECTED 

How old are you? 
 

1. <16 [TERMINATE] 
2. 16-25 
3. 26-35 
4. 36-45 
5. 46-55 
6. >56 

 

S.4 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
TERMINATE IF CODE 6 
SELECTED 

In which region do you live? 
 

1. Region Hovedstaden 

2. Region Sjælland 

3. Region Syddanmark 

4. Region Midtjylland 

5. Region Nordjylland 

6. I don’t live in Denmark currently [TERMINATE] 
 

S.5 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
 

What is your nationality? 
1. Danish 
2. Other 

 
 

S.6 MULTI ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
RANDOMIZE 

Which of the following products did you consume in the past 12 
months? 
Select all that apply. 
 

1. Desserts 

2. Ice cream (including single packed units, tubs and bulk) 

3. Energy drinks 

4. Snacks (including bars, sweet biscuits, savory and fruit snacks) 
5. Bakery goods (bread, cake, buns etc.) 
6. Protein bars and shakes 

 

S.7 MULTI ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
RANDOMIZE 
TERMINATE IF CODE 
3 SELECTED OR IF 
BOTH CODES 2 AND 5 
SELECTED 

Which of the following products would you never consider buying? 
Select all that apply. 
 

1. Plant-based products 
2. Dairy products 
3. Ice cream 

4. Non-added sugar products 
5. Snacks (including bars, sweet biscuits, savory and fruit snacks)  
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6. I would consume all of these products [EXCLUSIVE] 
 

MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 

BRAND PREFERENCE & PERCEPTION 

Q.1 MULTI ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
 

Which of the following snack brands (including bars, ice cream, sweet 
biscuits, savory and fruit snacks) do you know? 
Select all that apply. 
 

1. Carte d'Or 
2. Castus 
3. Choice 
4. Coop 
5. First Price 
6. Karen Volf 
7. Kims 
8. LU 
9. Magnum 
10. Naturlig 
11. Ravensbergen 
12. Sunmaid 
13. I don’t know any of these brands [EXCLUSIVE] 

 

Q.2 GRID 
SINGLE ANSWER PER 
COLUMN 
ASK IF RESPONDENT 
HAS AWARENESS OF 
THE BRAND: ASK ROW 
1 IF CODE 9 IN Q.1 
AND ASK ROW 2 IF 
CODE 1 IN Q.1 IS 
SELECTED 
 

Have you ever consumed any of this/these brand(s) before? 
 
Row 

1. Magnum 
2. Choice 

 
Colum 

1. Yes 
2. No 

INFO2 SHOW TO ALL 
SAMPLE SPLIT 
ASK BRAND 1 ONLY IF 
CODE 1 SELECTED IN 
S.1 AND BRAND 2 
ONLY IF CODE 2 OR 3 
SELECTED IN S.1 

Below, you can see a description of a snack product. 
Please read the description of the [FOCAL BRAND] brand and have it 
in mind while answering the following questions. 
  
 
[FOCAL BRAND EXPOSURE] 

● BRAND 1: Magnum 
● BRAND 2: Choice 

 

Q.3 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
RANDOMIZE 

If you were to consume the product you have just seen and it was not 
available, which of the following snacks would you eat instead 
(substitute snack)? 
Think about the snack you would prefer to consume on the same 
occasion. 
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Select only one answer. 
 

1. Fresh Fruit 
2. Nuts and Seeds 
3. Raw vegetables 
4. Cookies 
5. Ice Cream 
6. Snack bars 
7. Fruit Snacks (including fruit bars and dried fruit) 
8. Sweet biscuits and crackers 
9. Savory snacks (including chips and salty nuts) 
10. Milk 
11. Yogurt 
12. Cheese snacks (individually packed) 
13. Juices and Smoothies 
14. Chocolate 
15. Candy and winegums 
16. Bakery goods (bread, cake, buns etc.) 
17. Cereals 
18. Other snacks 

 

Q.4 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

To what extent do you agree with the following statement: 
The [FOCAL BRAND] snack is more different and unique than my 
substitute snack (the one you have just chosen)? 
 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Somewhat agree 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Q.5 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

To what extent do you agree with the following statement: 
The [FOCAL BRAND] snack meets my needs better than my substitute 
snack? 
 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Somewhat agree 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Q.6. SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

To what extent do you agree with the following statement: 
I like the [FOCAL BRAND] snack better than my substitute snack? 
 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Somewhat agree 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat disagree 
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5. Strongly disagree 
 

BRAND RELATIONSHIPS 

Q.7 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK IF RESPONDENT 
HAS AWARENESS OF 
THE BRAND 

Take a moment to think about what kind of personality [FOCAL 
BRAND] has. 
The personality of the [FOCAL BRAND] brand is consistent with how I 
see myself (my actual self). 
 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Somewhat agree 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

Q.8 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK IF RESPONDENT 
HAS AWARENESS OF 
THE BRAND 

The personality of the [FOCAL BRAND] brand is consistent with how I 
would like to be (my ideal self). 
 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Somewhat agree 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Q.9 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK IF RESPONDENT 
HAS AWARENESS OF 
THE BRAND AND HAS 
CONSUMED THE 
BRAND BEFORE 

Based on your own experience with [FOCAL BRAND], how would you 
rate your satisfaction with this brand? 

1. Very satisfied 
2. Somewhat satisfied 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 

Q.10 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK IF RESPONDENT 
HAS AWARENESS OF 
THE BRAND 

To what extent do you agree with the following statement: 
I feel strongly connected to the [FOCAL BRAND] brand and I would 
strongly regret it if the brand was withdrawn from the market. 
 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Somewhat agree 
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES 

Q.11 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

In relation to your substitute snack, how likely are you to purchase 
the [FOCAL BRAND] brand in the future? 
 

1. Very likely 
2. Somewhat likely  
3. Neither nor 
4. Somewhat unlikely 
5. Not at all likely 
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HABITS & DEMOGRAPHICS 

D.1 MULTI ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

What of the following products are among your current snacks? 
Select all that apply. 
 

1. Fresh Fruit 
2. Nuts and Seeds 
3. Raw vegetables 
4. Cookies 
5. Ice Cream 
6. Snack bars 
7. Fruit Snacks (including fruit bars and dried fruit) 
8. Sweet biscuits and crackers 
9. Savory snacks (including chips and salty nuts) 
10. Milk 
11. Yogurt 
12. Cheese snacks (individually packed) 
13. Juices and Smoothies 
14. Chocolate 
15. Candy and winegums 
16. Bakery goods (bread, cake, buns etc.) 
17. Cereals 
18. Other snacks 

D.2 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

How often do you consume ice cream (including single packed units, 
tubs and bulk)? 

 
1. Once a day or more 
2. Once a week 
3. Once every 2 weeks 
4. Once a month 
5. Once every 2 to 4 months 
6. Less often 
7. I don’t eat ice cream 

 

D.3 SINGLE ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Which of the following options best describes your current 
study/work situation: 
 

1. Full-time employee 
2. Part-time employee 
3. Student without a student job, internship or other 

employment 
4. Student with a student job, internship or other employment 
5. Stay at home mother/father 
6. Other 

END OPEN END 
(OPTIONAL) 
ASK ALL 

Thank you very much for your answers! 
You have completed the survey. 
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To participate in the lucky draw and win one of two Unilever’s Goodie 
Bags, please leave your email below for us to reach out to the lucky 
winners around week 15! 
 
 

 
 
According to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), your 
personal information shared in this study is confidential and will be 
used solely for the stated purposes. 
 

END_
SCREE
N_OU
T 

SHOW IF SCREENED 
OUT IN S.3 OR S.4 OR 
S.5 

Thank you for your answers! Due to your consumer profile, you won’t 
be able to continue in this survey. 
 
To participate in the lucky draw and win one of two Unilever’s Goodie 
Bags, please leave your email below for us to reach out to the lucky 
winners around week 15. 
 
 

 
 
According to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), your 
personal information shared in this study is confidential and will be 
used solely for the stated purposes. 
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire in Danish 

 

SCREENER 

INFO1 SHOW TO ALL Hej! 
Denne undersøgelse er en del af et kandidatprojekt på CBS. 
Ved at færdiggøre denne undersøgelse har du mulighed for 
at modtage en goodiebag fyldt med Unilever produkter 
(mad- bolig- og personlig pleje produkter) til en værdi af 
500kr. 
Undersøgelsen tager omkring 5 minutter at gennemføre. 
  
Fortrolighedserklæring: 
Ifølge EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), vil de 
personlige oplysninger som du måtte dele i denne 
undersøgelse være fortrolige og bliver kun brugt til de 
nævnte formål. 
På samme måde som vi holder dine oplysninger fortrolige, 
beder vi dig om ikke at dele eller udveksle information, som 
du skulle få i denne undersøgelse. 
  
Ved at fortsætte til den næste side, accepterer du de 
ovennævnte betingelser. 

S.1 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
NOTE: allocate 
respondents 
selecting 
CODE 1 to 
BRAND 1 and 
respondents 
selecting 
CODE 2 or 3 to 
BRAND 2 

Hvilken dag er du født?? 

  
1. 1-10 
2. 11-20 
3. 21-31 

S.2 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Er du… 

  
1. Kvinde 
2. Mand 
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S.3 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
TERMINATE IF 
CODE 
1 SELECTED 

Hvor gammel er du? 

  
1. <16 [TERMINATE] 
2. 16-25 
3. 26-35 
4. 36-45 
5. 46-55 
6. >56 

S.4 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
TERMINATE IF 
CODE 6 
SELECTED 

I hvilken region bor du? 
  

1. Region Hovedstaden 
2. Region Sjælland 
3. Region Syddanmark 
4. Region Midtjylland 
5. Region Nordjylland 
6. Jeg bor ikke i Danmark på nuværende tidspunkt 

[TERMINATE] 
  

S.5 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Hvad er din nationalitet? 
1. Dansk 
2. Andet 

  

S.6 MULTI 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
RANDOMIZE 

Hvilke af følgende produkter har du indtaget i de sidste 12 
måneder? 
Vælg alle som passer. 

  
1. Desserter 
2. Is (inklusiv enkeltstående enheder, bøtter and 

bægre) 
3. Energidrikke 
4. Snacks (inklusiv barer, søde kiks, salte og frugt 

snacks) 
5. Bageri varer (brød, kage, boller mv.) 
6. Protein barer and shakes 
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S.7 MULTI 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
RANDOMIZE 
TERMINATE IF 
CODE 
3 SELECTED 
OR IF BOTH 
CODES 2 AND 
5 SELECTED 

Hvilke af følgende produkter ville du aldrig overveje at købe? 

Vælg alle som passer. 
  

1. Produkter uden tilsat sukker 
2. Plantebaserede produkter 
3. Mejeriprodukter 
4. Is 
5. Snacks (inklusiv barer, søde kiks, salte og frugt 

snacks) 
6. Jeg ville indtage alle disse produkter [EXCLUSIVE] 

MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 

BRAND PREFERENCE & PERCEPTION 

Q.1 MULTI 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Hvilke af følgende snack mærker (inklusiv barer, is, søde kiks, 
salte og frugt snacks) kender du? 
Vælg alle som passer. 

  
1. Carte d'Or 
2. Castus 
3. Choice 
4. Coop 
5. First Price 
6. Karen Volf 
7. Kims 
8. LU 
9. Magnum 
10. Naturlig 
11. Ravensbergen 
12. Sunmaid 
13. Jeg kender ingen af disse mærker [EXCLUSIVE] 
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Q.2 GRID 
SINGLE 
ANSWER PER 
COLUMN 
ASK IF 
RESPONDENT 
HAS 
AWARENESS 
OF THE 
BRAND: ASK 
ROW 1 IF 
CODE 9 IN Q.1 
AND ASK ROW 
2 IF CODE 1 IN 
Q.1 IS 
SELECTED 

Har du nogensinde smagt eller købt nogle af disse mærker 
før? 

  
Row 

1. Magnum 
2. Choice 

  
Colum 

1. Ja 
2. Nej 

INFO2 SHOW TO ALL 
SAMPLE SPLIT 
ASK BRAND 1 
ONLY IF CODE 
1 SELECTED IN 
S.1 AND 
BRAND 2 ONLY 
IF CODE 2 OR 3 
SELECTED IN 
S.1 

Nedenfor kan du se en beskrivelse af et snack produkt. 
Læs venligst beskrivelsen af [FOCAL BRAND] og hav dette i 
tankerne, når du besvarer de efterfølgende spørgsmål. 

  
[FOCAL BRAND EXPOSURE] 

● BRAND 1: Magnum 

● BRAND 2: Choice 
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Q.3 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 
RANDOMIZE 

Hvis du skulle indtage det produkt som du lige har set og det 
ikke var tilgængeligt, hvilken af følgende snacks ville du spise 
i stedet 
(substituerende snack)? 
Tænk på hvilken snack du ville foretrække at spise ved 
samme lejlighed. 
Vælg kun et svar. 
  

1. Snack barer 
2. Mælk 
3. Juicer eller smoothies 
4. Bageri varer (brød, kage, boller mv.) 
5. Småkager 
6. Frugt Snacks (inklusiv frugt barer og tørret frugt) 
7. Chokolade 
8. Yoghurt 
9. Kiks 
10. Nødder og frø 
11. Salte Snacks (inklusiv chips og salte nødder) 
12. Frisk frugt 
13. Is 
14. Oste snacks (enkelte enheder) 
15. Rå grønsager 
16. Cereal 
17. Slik og vingummi 
18. Andre snakcs 

Q.4 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Sammenlignet med din substituerende snack (den du lige har 
valgt), i hvor høj grad er du enig i følgende udsagn: 
[FOCAL BRAND] snacken er mere forskellig og unik i forhold 
til min 
substituerende snack. 
  

1.  Meget enig 
2. I nogen grad enig 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad uenig 
5. Meget uenig 
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Q.5 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Sammenlignet med din substituerende snack (den du lige har 
valgt), i hvor høj grad er du enig i følgende udsagn: 
[FOCAL BRAND] snacken er opfylder mine behov bedre end 
min substituerende snack. 

  
1.  Meget enig 
2. I nogen grad enig 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad uenig 
5. Meget uenig 

  

Q.6. SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Sammenlignet med din substituerende snack (den du lige har 
valgt), i hvor høj grad er du enig i følgende udsagn: 
Jeg kan lide [FOCAL BRAND] bedre end min substituerende 
snack. 

  
1. Meget enig 
2. I nogen grad enig 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad uenig 
5. Meget uenig 

  

BRAND RELATIONSHIPS 

Q.7 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK IF 
RESPONDENT 
HAS 
AWARENESS 
OF THE BRAND 

Tag et øjeblik til at tænke over, hvilken personlighed [FOCAL 
BRAND] har. 
[FOCAL BRAND]s personlighed stemmer overens med 
hvordan jeg ser mig selv (hvordan jeg faktisk er). 

  
1. Meget enig 
2. I nogen grad enig 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad uenig 
5. Meget uenig 

  

Q.8 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK IF 
RESPONDENT 
HAS 
AWARENESS 
OF THE BRAND 

FOCAL BRAND]s personlighed stemmer overens med 
hvordan jeg gerne vil være (mit ideelle selv). 

 
1. Meget enig 
2. I nogen grad enig 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad uenig 
5. Meget uenig 
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Q.9 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK IF 
RESPONDENT 
HAS 
AWARENESS 
OF THE BRAND 
AND HAS 
CONSUMED 
THE BRAND 
BEFORE 

Baseret på din egen oplevelse med [FOCAL BRAND], hvordan 
vil du vurdere din tilfredshed med dette mærke? 
  

1. Meget tilfreds 
2. I nogen grad tilfreds 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad utilfreds 
5. Meget utilfreds 

Q.10 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK IF 
RESPONDENT 
HAS 
AWARENESS 
OF THE BRAND 

I hvilken grad er du enig i følgende udsagn: 
Jeg føler mig stærkt forbundet til [FOCAL BRAND] og jeg vil 
synes at det er beklageligt, hvis mærket blev fjernet fra 
markedet. 

  
1. Meget enig 
2. I nogen grad enig 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad uenig 
5. Meget uenig 

  

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES 

Q.11 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Sammenlignet med din substituerende snack, hvor 
sandsynligt er det, at du vil købe [FOCAL BRAND] i fremtiden. 
  

1. Meget sandsynligt 
2. I nogen grad sandsynligt 
3. Hverken eller 
4. I nogen grad usandsynligt 
5. Meget usandsynligt 
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HABITS & DEMOGRAPHICS 

D.1 MULTI 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Hvilke af følgende produkter er blandt dine nuværende 
snacks? 
Vælg alle som passer. 
  

1. Bageri varer (brød, kage, boller mv.) 
2. Is 
3. Mælk 
4. Nødder og frø 
5. Kiks 
6. Yoghurt 
7. Slik og vingummi 
8. Småkager 
9. Snack barer 
10. Chokolade 
11. Salte Snacks (inklusiv chips og salte nødder) 
12. Cereal 
13. Rå grønsager 
14. Oste snacks (enkelte enheder) 
15. Frisk frugt 
16. Frugt Snacks (inklusiv frugt barer og tørret frugt) 
17. Juicer eller smoothies 
18. Andre snakcs 

  

D.2 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Hvor ofte spiser du is (inklusiv enkeltstående enheder, bøtter 
and 
bægre)? 

  
1. En gang om dagen 
2. En gang om ugen 
3. En gang hver anden uge 
4. En gang om måneden 
5. En gang hver 2. til 4. måned 
6. Sjældnere 
7. Jeg spiser ikke is 
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D.3 SINGLE 
ANSWER 
ASK ALL 

Hvilken af følgende muligheder beskriver bedst din 
nuværende 
studie/arbejdssituation: 

1. Fuldtidsansat 
2. Deltidsansat 
3. Studerende uden et studiejob, praktik eller andet 

arbejde 
4. Studerende med et studiejob, praktik eller andet 

arbejde 
5. Hjemmegående mor/far 
6. Andet 

END OPEN END 
(OPTIONAL) 
ASK ALL 

Mange tak for dine svar! Du har gennemført undersøgelsen! 
  
For at deltage i konkurrencen om at vinde en af de to 
Unilever goodiebags, skriv venligst din e-mail nedenfor. Vi 
trækker de heldige vindere i uge 15 og kontakter 
vinderne direkte. 
 

 
 
Ifølge EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), vil 
dine personlige informationer oplyst i denne undersøgelse 
blive holdt fortrolig og vil kun blive brugt for de førnævnte 
formål. 

END_SCREEN_OUT SHOW IF 
SCREENED 
OUT IN S.3 OR 
S.4 OR S.5 

Tak for dine svar! Grundet din profil, vil du desværre’ikke 
have mulighed for at fortsætte i undersøgelsen. 
  
For at deltage i konkurrencen om en af de to Unilever’s 
goodiebags, skriv venligst din e-mail. Vi trækker lod i uge 15 
og vinderne vil blive kontaktet direkte. 

 

 
 
Ifølge EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), vil 
dine personlige informationer oplyst i denne undersøgelse 
blive holdt fortrolig og vil kun blive brugt for de førnævnte 
formål. 
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Appendix 5: Source for Brand List 
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Appendix 6: Brand Awareness Stimuli 
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Appendix 7: Brand Stimuli - English Questionnaire 

 

 

 

Source: own creation, text and pictures provided by Unilever and signed off by the firm 
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Appendix 8: Brand Stimuli – Danish Questionnaire 

 

 

 

Source: own creation and translation, text and pictures provided by Unilever and signed off by the firm 
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Appendix 9: Meeting Logs with Unilever 

 

Date: 18.01.2019 

People attending the meeting: Sara, Louise and Alicia (Unilever) 

Location: Skype meeting at CBS - SP104 

Starting time: 09.02 am 

Ending time: 09.32 am 

 

  

Concept description? 

• Brand image they have. She will share. 

  

Comment on market insights 

• New concept (impulse concept - snacks) - not Breyers - few consisting products (Choice, Magnum 

vegan) - new brand (fiber bar ice-cream, no sugar). 

• Not focus on BREYERS anymore 

• CHOICE - two other brands but they are known already 

• Focus groups beforehand 

 

 

 

Date: 15.02.2019 

People attending the meeting: Sara, Louise and Alicia (Unilever) 

Location: Skype meeting at CBS - D1Ø021 

Starting time: 09.03 am 

Ending time: 09.29 am 

  

CHOICE market for 2 years - before RIES, Non-dairy brand, high awareness in the target group but not in 

general  

Check: 

• Magnum - high awareness - YES 

• Choice - low awareness - YES 

 

Concept in total evaluation - functional attributes and perceptions (request from Unilever). People has 

been positive - but they would not buy it. Create insights within the total concept and the claims. 

  
Friday week 9 - send questionnaire beforehand 
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Appendix 10: Data Overview: total sample, high and low awareness brand 
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Source: own creation  
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Appendix 11: High awareness brand: correlation matrix (r), sample size (n), t-test and critical values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: own creation 

 

 

 

 

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation 1

Perceived Value 0.57 1

Preference 0.54 0.80 1

Brand Self-Congruence 0.28 0.47 0.40 1

Actual Self-Congruence 0.22 0.43 0.38 0.95 1

Ideal Self-Congruence 0.31 0.47 0.39 0.95 0.81 1

Brand Satisfaction 0.35 0.50 0.57 0.37 0.36 0.34 1

Brand Attachment 0.26 0.33 0.34 0.30 0.30 0.27 0.36 1

Purchase Intent 0.40 0.59 0.55 0.49 0.49 0.43 0.58 0.44 1

HIGH AWARENESS BRAND - CORRELATION MATRIX (r )

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation 121

Perceived Value 121 121

Preference 121 121 121

Brand Self-Congruence 121 121 121 121

Actual Self-Congruence 121 121 121 121 121

Ideal Self-Congruence 121 121 121 121 121 121

Brand Satisfaction 120 120 120 120 120 120 120

Brand Attachment 121 121 121 121 121 121 120 121

Purchase Intent 121 121 121 121 121 121 120 121 121

HIGH AWARENESS BRAND - SAMPLE SIZE (n)

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation n.a.

Perceived Value 7.50 n.a.

Preference 7.01 14.53 n.a.

Brand Self-Congruence 3.20 5.86 4.83 n.a.

Actual Self-Congruence 2.51 5.22 4.42 33.18 n.a.

Ideal Self-Congruence 3.55 5.79 4.67 34.00 15.02 n.a.

Brand Satisfaction 4.06 6.27 7.53 4.33 4.20 3.99 n.a.

Brand Attachment 2.97 3.81 3.99 3.48 3.47 3.11 4.14 n.a.

Purchase Intent 4.74 8.00 7.20 6.09 6.20 5.24 7.76 5.33 n.a.

HIGH AWARENESS BRAND - T-TEST

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation n.a.

Perceived Value 1.9801 n.a.

Preference 1.9801 1.9801 n.a.

Brand Self-Congruence 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 n.a.

Actual Self-Congruence 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 n.a.

Ideal Self-Congruence 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 n.a.

Brand Satisfaction 1.9803 1.9803 1.9803 1.9803 1.9803 1.9803 n.a.

Brand Attachment 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9803 n.a.

Purchase Intent 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9801 1.9803 1.9801 n.a

HIGH AWARENESS BRAND - CRITICAL VALUES
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Appendix 12: Low awareness brand: correlation matrix (r), sample size (n), t-test and critical values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: own creation 

 

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation 1

Perceived Value 0.27 1

Preference 0.22 0.77 1

Brand Self-Congruence 0.34 0.44 0.47 1

Actual Self-Congruence 0.26 0.43 0.44 0.93 1

Ideal Self-Congruence 0.36 0.39 0.43 0.93 0.73 1

Brand Satisfaction 0.32 0.28 0.27 0.37 0.36 0.30 1

Brand Attachment 0.20 0.33 0.32 0.48 0.51 0.38 0.38 1

Purchase Intent 0.24 0.59 0.60 0.63 0.60 0.56 0.66 0.48 1

LOW AWARENESS BRAND - CORRELATION MATRIX (r )

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation n.a

Perceived Value 279 n.a

Preference 279 279 n.a

Brand Self-Congruence 98 98 98 n.a

Actual Self-Congruence 98 98 98 98 n.a

Ideal Self-Congruence 98 98 98 98 98 n.a

Brand Satisfaction 61 61 61 61 61 61 n.a

Brand Attachment 98 98 98 98 98 98 61 n.a

Purchase Intent 279 279 279 98 98 98 61 98 n.a.

LOW AWARENESS BRAND - SAMPLE SIZE (n)

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation n.a.

Perceived Value 4.63 n.a.

Preference 3.78 20.32 n.a.

Brand Self-Congruence 3.49 4.79 5.18 n.a.

Actual Self-Congruence 2.68 4.61 4.78 24.46 n.a.

Ideal Self-Congruence 3.77 4.19 4.69 25.47 10.55 n.a.

Brand Satisfaction 2.62 2.25 2.13 3.06 2.92 2.46 n.a.

Brand Attachment 1.95 3.46 3.26 5.31 5.87 3.96 3.15 n.a.

Purchase Intent 4.06 12.20 12.37 7.88 7.40 6.70 6.77 5.34 n.a.

LOW AWARENESS BRAND - T-TEST

Differentiation
Perceived 

Value
Preference

Brand Self-

Congruence

Actual Self-

Congruence

Ideal Self-

Congruence

Brand 

Satisfaction

Brand 

Attachment
Purchase Intent

Differentiation n.a.

Perceived Value 1.9686 n.a.

Preference 1.9686 1.9686 n.a.

Brand Self-Congruence 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 n.a.

Actual Self-Congruence 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 n.a.

Ideal Self-Congruence 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 n.a.

Brand Satisfaction 2.0010 2.0010 2.0010 2.0010 2.0010 2.0010 n.a.

Brand Attachment 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 2.0010 n.a.

Purchase Intent 1.9686 1.9686 1.9686 1.9850 1.9850 1.9850 2.0010 1.9850 n.a

LOW AWARENESS BRAND - CRITICAL VALUES


